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lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISJ'RIC.l _r, 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
~"') ') 
",{-..,.,; 
V. ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC .. an Idaho 
corporation, and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
& PROFESSIONAL PARK, L.L.C .. an Idaho 
limited liability company 
Defendants, 
THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend to 
Allege Punitive Damages, and the Court having reviewed the record, and heard oral 
argument, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Plaintiffs Motion is granted and Plaintiff has 
leave to file an amended complaint to include a claim for punitive damages. 
Dated this ~ day of May, 2008. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of May, 2008, I did send a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document upon the pa1iies listed below by mailing, with the correct postage 
thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective cou1ihouse mailbox; or by 
causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Michael Gaffney 
Lance Schuster 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, McNamara Calder 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
Fuller & Carr 
P.O. Box 50935 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND - 2 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonne,·ille County, Idaho 
~/ 
By,/Y 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BO~rEfv1fft:23 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS. INC .. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV-06- 7097 
y 
V. ORDER ON MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC .. an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
O\VNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
& PROFESSIONAL PARK, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company 
Defendants, 
THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Plaintiffs Motions to Reconsider the 
Court's Decisions filed on August 31, 2007 and April 23, 2008, and the Court having 
reviewed the record. and heard oral argument, and good cause appearing therefore; 
1T IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Plaintiffs Motions are denied. 
Dated this '6,.. day of May, 2008. 
District Judge 
ORDER ON MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER -111 e:.: , 
.Jo. 0' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby cetiify that on this % day of May, 2008, I did send a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, '\Vith the correct postage 
thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; or by 
causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Michael Gaffney 
Lance Schuster 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, McNamara Calder 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
Fuller & Carr 
P.O. Box 50935 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By /7' 
/ / Deputy Clerk 
ORDER ON MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 1• ,, !; P 1.1 V { 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCL, .. 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF BONNEVIT~Uf· 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
& PROFESSIONAL PARK, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company 
Defendants, 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR DISCOVERY 
SANCTIONS 
THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Defendant's Motion for Discovery 
Sanctions: Exclusion of Expert Witnesses, and the Court having reviewed the record. and 
heard oral argument, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Defendant's Motion is granted in pait, and 
Plaintiffs witnesses are precluded from testifying at the time of trial regarding any 
observations, sampling, photos or other infoimation obtained on April 2. 2008 as to 
Defendant's property. 
Dated this ~- day of May, 2008. 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR DISCOVERY SANCTIONS - 1 
1 J .t; t 
-.J... .v-...J 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J hereby certify that on this ·· day of May, 2008, I did send a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct postage 
thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; or by 
causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Michael Gaffney 
Lance Schuster 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, McNamara Calder 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
Fuller & Carr 
P.O. Box 50935 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Comi 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By~,~---------
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR DISC,PV~RX SANCTIONS - 2 
.,,_ J;) ,1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
p, iii\ i -8 P 3 :1 6 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2006-7097 
MINUTE ENTRY -vs.-
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES INC. ET AL., 
Defendants. 
May 8, 2008, a Defendant's Motion for Sanctions, Plaintiffs Motion to Amend 
Complaint to Add Punitive Damages came on for hearing before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, 
District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Ms. Rhonda Quintana, Deputy Court Clerk, were 
present. 
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. Jeffrey Brunson appeared on behalf of plaintiff. 
Mr. Mark Fuller and Mr. Daniel Beck appeared on behalf of the defendant's. 
Mr. Fuller addressed the Court in support of the motion and request that the photographs 
taken be excluded. 
Mr. Gaffney responded in opposition to the exclusion of their expert witness. 
The Court inquired of counsel regarding the property that the parties entered. 
Mr. Gaffney offered clarification. 
Mr. Fuller offered rebuttal argument in support of the sanctions. 
MINUTE ENTRY - 1 
1 1 t' 1' /; 
.Ji._ \.) 
The Court ruled that any information obtained through the April 2, 2008 inspection shall 
not be allowed at trial. 
Mr. Gaffney requested clarification of the Court's ruling. 
Mr. Fuller offered interpretation. 
The Court further reiterated its ruling to the parties. 
Mr. Gaffney addressed the Court in support of the Motion to Amend to Add Punitive 
Damages and offered argument. 
Mr. Beck responded in opposition. 
The Court offered its interpretation and responded to the argument. 
Mr. Beck responded with clarification and continued with his argument in opposition. 
The Court allowed the amended complaint and reserved ruling regarding of what is 
allowed in front of the jury at trial. 
Mr. Gaffney offered argument in support of the Motion to Reconsider. 
Mr. Beck responded and offered argument in opposition. 
Mr. Gaffney addressed the Court with rebuttal argument in support. 
The Court denied the Motion for Reconsideration and would prepare the order. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
c: Mark Fuller 
Michael Gaffney 
050808AMTingey #5 
MINUTE ENTRY - 2 
1161 
~- 9--08; 4:15PM;Beat-d St.Clair 
Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Lance J. Schuster, ISB No. 5404 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
John M. Avondet, ISB No. 7438 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
;208 529 9732 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
KIRK WOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE ) 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY D. BRUNSON 
I, Jeffrey D. Brunson, being first duly sworn, on oath, state: 
1. I am competent to testify and do so from personal knowledge. 
2. I am an attorney with the firm Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, counsel for the 
plaintiff in the above captioned suit. 
1 1·· f'' '') 
..... . ) I-.· 
Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson Page 1 
# 2/ 16 
5·~ 9-08; 4:15PM;Bear·d ~t. ;208 57.9 9732 
3. Attached as Exhibit A are excerpts from the deposition of Kelly Eager taken 
April 23, 2008. 
4. These excerpts are to be attached to the Plaintiffs Reply Brief in Support of 
Motions to Reconsider filed May 6, 2008, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Reconsideration (Rule 1 l(a)(2)(b)) filed April 24, 2008 and the Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend to Allege Punitive Damages filed April 
24. 2008. 
DATED: May 9, 2008. 
---------------
Subscribed and sworn before me on this 9 th day of May, 2008. 
Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
Residing at: 12-tX\::i...U---8,, \ L) 
Commission expires: (_o-~\-ID 
(SEAL) 
1 1 6 '.) 
...... ·.. ,.J 
Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson Page 2 
: 15PM:Seard St 529 9732 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify ram a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho and on May 9, 2008, I 
a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson on the following by 
the method of delivery designated below: 
Mark Fuller O U.S. Mail 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-7167 
Bryan Smith O U.S. Mail 
McGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Bonneville County Courthouse O U.S. Mail 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax:(208) 529-1300 
Hand-delivered 
D Hand-delivered 
D Hand-delivered 
/ 
~acsimile 
I 
0'Facsimile 
/ 
ffiacsimile 
Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson Page 3 
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL PARK, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 
) CV - 0 6 - 7 0 9 7 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DEPOSITION OF KELLYE EAGER 
Wednesday, April 23, 2008, 9:00 a.m. 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
EXHIBIT 
I A 
T&T REJPOJRTKNG 
CERflf'lED SHORTHAND R.EPORTERS 
COPY 
REPORTED BY: PREPARED FOR: 
# 5/ 1 6 
Sheila T. Fish, 
CSR 
PosT OFFICE Box 51020 
MR. BRUNSON 
loAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405 . 
208.529.5491 • FAX 208.529.5496 • 1.800.529.5491 
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DEPOSITION OF KELL YE EAGER - 04/23/08 
_ SHEET 11 PAGE 41 -==~--~-----, PAGE 43 =-----=-----~---
1 A. I don't believe so, no. 1 Q. The supervisor of District Seven? 
2 Q. Do you know what DEQ's involvement would 2 A. Of the environmental section of the 
3 have been during this time period? 3 eastern -- of the District Seven Health. 
4 A. I know there's a letter from DEQ 4 Q. Is that the position you currently hold? 
5 approving the collection system. 5 A. No. I would be over this person If I 
6 Q. I think you've hit on an important 6 had a supervisor. 
7 point, and I was actually going to ask you about 7 Q. Okay. Is Rich Bly still employed by 
8 that. What is the collection system? 8 District Seven? 
9 A. That would be the transmission lines g A. No, he is not. 
10 throughout the subdivision for the lots to 10 Q. Now, in your last deposition you 
11 accommodate their septic nows. 11 testified that you were-· although you didn't have a 
12 Q. So when you say transmission system, 12 lot of direct involvement before 2006, you were at a 
13 you're talking about the pipes? 13 meeting in 2002. Was this the meeting? The letter 
14 A. Correct. 14 talks about a meeting. Were you present at the 
15 Q. And those would have been underneath the 15 meeting? 
16 ground? 16 A. I was. 
17 A. They would have been laid in the ground 17 Q. Does the letter refresh your 
18 to allow for that to drain to the system installed. 18 recollection of what took place at the meeting? 
19 Q. So even beyond this 1999 time period, 19 A. I believe the letter does a very nice 
20 Sunnyside did not have approval to connect more than 20 job of summarizing the meeting's discussion. 
21 two buildings to the septic system? 21 Q. Do you know why this meeting came about? 
22 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 22 A. Because of concerns of the capacity of 
23 THE \NITNESS: The permit was very specific 23 this septic system due to Corporate Express wanting 
24 that it was for one to two buildings. 24 to come into the subdivision. 
25 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: So let me ask you: If 25 Q. And what, specifically, were those 
PAGE ~2 PAGE 44 
there were three buildings connected would they be in 1 concerns, if you remember? 
2 violation -· 2 A. That it did not have the capacity to 
3 A. They -- 3 accommodate the connection to Corporate Express to 
4 Q . .. of the permit? 4 the system. 
5 A. They would be in violation to the permit 5 Q. In April of 2002 was there a central 
6 that Eastern Idaho Public Health District or at that 6 sewer system in place in the Sunnyside subdivision? 
7 time District Seven issued, because it was only for 7 A. No, there was not. 
8 one to two buildings. 8 Q. Was Kirk Woolf also present at the 
g Q. All right. And would that be a 9 meeting, if you remember? 
10 violation of IDAPA? 10 A. I believe he was, yes. 
11 A. Yes, it would. 11 Q. And the letter actually references 
12 Q. Just so the record's clear and so I'm 12 Mr. Beck. 
13 clear on this, because I think it's an important 13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 distinction: The collection system itself was 14 Q. Do you remember Mr. Beck being there as 
15 approved in '99 as part of this final plat process, 15 well? 
16 but nothing changed as far as the septic systems in 16 A. Without seeing it on the letter I don't 
17 connection to the septic system? 17 immediately recall. 
18 A. That is correct. 18 Q. Was it your understanding coming out of 
19 (Exhibit No. 39 marked.) 19 the meeting that an agreement had been reached as to 
20 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I'm going to hand you 20 what was going to take place in the rutu re? 
21 what's been marked as Exhibit 39 to your deposition. 21 A. There was going to be a proposal 
22 Do you recognize this document? 22 following the meeting, more details. 
23 A. Yes. I do. It's a letter written by 23 Q. What was your understanding of what was 
24 Rich Bly, who was the supervisor at the time the 24 going to take place? 
25 letter was written. 25 A. That they would -- Kirk Woolf and in 
T&T REPORTING- (208) 529-5491 
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DEPOSITION OF KELL YE EAGER - 04/23/08 
SHEET 14 PAGE 53 --==========, PAGE 55 =========--==~== 
1 Q. Was Sunnyside violating IDAPA in March 
2 of 2002? 
3 A. It states in item two C that it was --
4 under IDAPA the existing system does nol meet lhe 
5 criteria of a large soil absorption system, and so. 
6 therefore, it would not meet the I DAPA for what they 
7 had connected to it. 
8 Q. I bettevethatyoutestifiedthatyou 
9 thought at that time there were more than one or two 
10 buildings connected? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Would that also be a violation of lDAPA? 
13 A. If they've increased fiows of what the 
14 original intent was, yes. 
15 Q. Do you know after March 29th of 2002, 
16 that meeting, was Sunnyside able to hook up 
17 additional occupants to their septic system? 
18 A. There's 11 connections now, so I believe 
19 they were 
20 Q. Do you know how they were able to 
21 accomplish that? 
22 A. It would have been through building 
23 permits allowed by Bonneville County. 
24 Q. Let me ask you this: When did District 
25 Seven become aware that additional connections were 
1 A. Corporate Express did install their 
2 on-site system. 
3 Q. Let me just ask you: Do you know if 
4 their on-site system is designed so that if Sunnyside 
5 were to install a LSAS system or connect to the City 
6 of Idaho Falls so that they could easily connect? 
7 MR. FULLER: Object to the form of the 
8 question. 
9 THE VVlTNESS: Can you repeat the question 
10 for me, please? 
11 MR. BRUNSON: Can you read that back. 
12 (Requested portion of record read.) 
13 THE WITNESS: I do not know. 
14 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Just so the record's 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
clear, the intent with Corporate Express was not to 
have a permanent system as far as their individual 
septic system is concerned? 
A. Correct. 
Q. In fact, it wasn't permitted for that or 
approved for that? 
A. It was permitted with the specmcalions 
that they would have to connect to the permanent 
resolution when it became available. 
Q. Okay. 
(Exhibit No. 41 marked.) 
-
PAGE 54 ~ PAGE 56 0. 
1 being made? 1 Q, BY MR. BRUNSON: Do you recognize that 
2 A VI/hen it was announced to us by Kirk 2 document? 
' 3 Woolf and to myself, actually from Kirk Woolf and 3 A. Yes. 
4 Doyle Beck, that they had a failed septic system. 4 Q. What is that document? 
5 And going out to look at that as connrmation that 5 A. A letter written to Corporate Express by 
6 there was sewage on the ground, it was obvious by the 6 Rich Bly, the supervisor. 
7 number of buildings out there that they had exceeded 7 Q. And does that letter accurately .. it's 
8 tt1e permit. 8 dated September 2 of 2002. Does that letter 
9 Q. That was in June of 2006? 9 accurately reflect District Seven's position with 
10 A. Yes. 10 regard to the individual septic system installed at 
11 (Exhibit No. 40 marked.) 11 Corporate Express? 
12 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: You've just been handed 12 A. Yes. 
13 what's been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 40. Do 13 Q, I'm going to ask you some questions 
14 you recognize that document? 14 about ones that you have already seen, but this is 
15 A. Yes, I do. 15 just kind of where it came up in the time frame. I 
16 Q. What is that document? 16 think I put in front of you your Deposition 
17 A. A letter written by Marilyn Anderson who 17 Exhibit 3, which is a June 28, 2006, letter you wrote 
18 was also in attendance at the March 29th meeting to 18 to Kirk Woolf. 
19 Steve Serr. 19 A. That is correct. 
20 Q. A moment ago you referenced a letter 20 Q. In the letter you talk about·· 
21 that was sent to Mr. Serr. Was this the letter that 21 MR. FULLER: You're referring to which 
22 you were referring to? 22 document, Counsel? 
23 A. Well, the letter -- yes 23 MR. BRUNSON: Exhibit 3. Do you have that 
24 Q. Does this letter accurately reflect what 24 with you? 
25 Corporate Express eventually did? 25 MR. FULLER: To the original deposition? 
T&T REPORTING - (208) 529-5491 
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DEPOSITION OF KELL YE EAGER - 04/23/08 
SHEET 15 PAGE 57 ---===-===-
1 MR. BRUNSON: Yes. 
2 MR. FULLER: Uh-huh. 
3 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: In the letter you 
4 reference the failed system. What was the nature of 
5 the failure? 
6 A. Overusage of the system. Too much waste 
7 to the system installed. 
8 Q. Was District Seven or you concerned with 
9 what product was being discharged into the system? 
1 O MR. FULLER: Object to the form. 
11 THE WITNESS: My question was that the waste 
12 product was exposed to the environment and exactly 
13 what's stated in the letter, that it is susceptible 
14 to locusts and insects and individuals, not 
15 specifically the product therein. 
16 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: So did District Seven 
17 have a concern with soft water brine being discharged 
18 into the system? 
19 A. It did not even come to mind. 
20 Q. So there was no concern? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. IDAPA actually, I believe, defines 
23 failure. Are you familiar with that provision? 
24 A. I would want to reference the specific 
25 IDAPA--
PAGE 58 ------=---====---, 
1 MR. BRUNSON: For the record, I just handed 
2 her a printout that we've just printed offiine of the 
3 Idaho Administrative Code Department of Environmental 
4 Quality Individual Subsurface Disposal Rules, IDAPA 
5 58 01 .03. 
6 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Would this be the 
7 appropriate IDAPA provision to look at with regard to 
8 the septic system in Sunnyside? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 MR. FULLER: There's no objection to you 
11 marking this as an exhibit. 
12 MR. BRUNSON: Okay. I don't know if I will 
13 or not You have no objection to marking it as an 
14 exhibit? Is that what you said? 
15 MR. FULLER: It's just a copy of the 
16 provisions. 
17 MR. BRUNSON: I just don't know if it needs 
18 to be marked. Let's go ahead and mark it. 
19 (Exhibit No. 42 marked.) 
20 MR. FULLER: And this is just the provisions 
21 of 58.01 .03; is that correct? 
22 MR. BRUNSON: Yes. Did you want to take a 
23 look, Counsel? 
24 MR. FULLER: No. 
25 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Drawing your attention 
PAGE 59 ~=~---==========a 
1 to section three under section 13 there where it says 
2 failing system. Do you see that? 
3 A. Yes, I do. 
4 Q. Could you characterize the failure that 
5 occurred in Sunnyside pursuant to paragraph 13? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
Q. How would you characterize that? 
A. That it doesn't meet the intended rules 
of subsection 00401, and it fails to accept the black 
waste. And it could lead to concerns of the water of 
the state if it wasn't taken care of. 
Q. Okay. So there's an A, 8, and a C. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. In your opinion, did the failure violate 
all three of those provisions? 
A. I believe at least A and B. 
Q. Why are you hesitant about C? 
A. I apologize. With that "or" in there 
with "onto the ground surface," that is correct. I 
was looking more al lhe waters of the state, the 
first portion. 
Q. So, in your opinion, the system failure 
that was announced to you in June of 2006 vfolated 
IDAPA under the failing system definition paragraphs 
A, B, and C? 
PAGE 60 -------==~==~=~ 
A. Yes. 
2 Q, I think they reported it to you in June 
3 9, 2006; is that correct? 
4 A. That is when they came into the office, 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
yes. 
Q. Then on June 2B, 2006, you actually went 
out to inspect; is that correct? 
A. I did conduct the on-site the date the 
letter was written. 
Q. Which was June 28th of 2006? 
A. Yes. Uh-huh. 
Q. You, I believe, previously testified 
that you were·· I can go back and look. I don't 
want to misstate what you said. But what was your 
reaction when you initially went out to make the 
on-site visit? 
MR. FULLER: Objection as to form. 
THE WITNESS: I recall being surprised as to 
the volume of waste product that there was exposed or 
that was on the ground. 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Did you make any 
determination of how long that waste product could 
have been there? 
A. I did not. . 
Q, I believe that you previously testified 
T&T REPORTING - (208) 529-5491 
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place. And when Linda Vecellio conducted the final 1 A. It is. 
inspection, I believe it was around the 23rd -- or, 2 Q. And·· 
excuse me, the 3rd or 4th of July, there were no 3 A. I believe --
tanks added at that time. But upon later visits to 4 Q. Who filled out that document? 
the site, I found two tanks installed after our 5 A. I don't know. 
inspection. 6 Q. Do you recognize the signature where it 
Q. Was that a problem? 7 says signed by? 
A. It was a concern. 8 A. I can't make it out. 
Q. Why is that? 9 Q. Do you know why this application was 
A. Not knowing the condition of the tanks, 10 made? 
not knowing what tanks were installed. They're 11 A. For the temporary expansion of the 
required to be inspected and be approved tanks. 12 septic system for the industrial park. 
Q. Was that a violation of IDAPA? 13 Q. Okay. So this was the actual 
A. Yes. it was. 14 application that resulted in eventually the issuance 
Q. What happened as a result of that 15 of Exhibit 6? 
violation of tDAPA? 16 A. Correct. 
A. I did go out at a later time and met 17 Q. Where it says proposed disposal system, 
Doyle after he had excavated around the tanks to try 18 it says standard or basic alternative systems. Do 
to come up with a manufacturer approval of the tanks. 19 you see where I'm looking at? 
Q. What happened as a result of that? 20 A. Uh-huh. Yes. 
A. I did inspect the tanks. There were 21 Q. Then there's actually two circled, 
some concerns that baffies had been removed. They 22 trench and gravelless trench. What is the 
were later installed, and we gave at least 23 significance of that? 
acknowledgment that they met manufacturer approval. 24 A. It's letting us know what they're 
Q. Okay. 25 planning to install. The gravelless trench is what 
PAGE 66 PAGE 68 
A. And that's il as far -- 1 was earlier on the inspection before the infiltrator. 
Q. Do you know when that acknowledgment 2 The trench would be lhe gravel and perforated pipe. 
occurred? 3 Q, And then if you look up a little bit, 
A. Not an immediate date. There's 4 too, it says constructional activity, and there's 
documentation. 5 three options there: New construction, enlargement, 
Q. We'll probably get to some of that. I 6 or replacement; and replacement appears to be marked. 
think I'm going to have some questions about some of 7 A. Uh-huh. 
the stuff that you handed me today, but I think this 8 0. Is that an accurate classification of 
might be a good time to take a break, and I can look 9 what they were proposing to do? 
at this. 10 A. No. It would have been an enlargement. 
MR. BRUNSON: Let's take a break. 11 Q, This isn't something District Seven 
(A recess was taken from 10:39 a.m. to 12 would have filled out? 
10:58a.m.) 13 A. Correct. 
(Exhibit No. 43 marked.) 14 Q. It was done on behalf of Sunnyside; is 
MR. BRUNSON: Let's go back on. 15 that correct? 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: You've just been handed 16 A. Yes. 
what's been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 43. Do 17 Q. It could have been done by a member of 
you recognize that document? 18 Sunnyside or the person who is going to perform the 
A. Yes. 19 work? 
Q. What is that document? 20 A. The representation or their 
A. The permit application for what would be 21 representative or an actual person of the industrial 
the temporary expansion of the septic system for 22 park, yes. 
Sunnyside Industrial Park. 23 Q. It lists Kelly Clay as the installer. 
Q. Is this one of the documents that you 24 Do you know if Kelly Clay was the one that actually 
brought with you today pursuant to the subpoena? 25 installed this? 
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Q. So based on this submittal, what is the 1 maintain and operate the system. And then there's 
requirement for the LSAS? 2 also an annual report requirement to document the 
A. 2500 gallons per day. 3 operation and maintenance of the system. So there's 
Q. So under this submittal, they would not 4 longevity requirements of the system where the 
be doing an LSAS? 5 subsurface system does not have such requirements, 
A. There would have to be questions before 6 unless it's an aerobic treatment unit. 
we would potentially look at this as being an 7 Q. Based on your experience, do you know 
accurate submittal. We would have the right to ask 8 how much of a cost difference that would be? 
those as well as if we needed information of DEO with 9 A. I don't know. 
their engineers to review it. We would have asked 10 Q. Is it significant? 
them to -- also to review it. 11 A. It would be significant 
Q. Was this proposal ever accepted? 12 Q. All right. Just so the record's clear, 
MR. FULLER: Object to the form. 13 Exhibit 44, was that submitted to you on behalf of 
THE WITNESS: It was not. 14 Sunnyside? 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Why not? 15 A. Yes, it was. It was dropped off by 
A. It never went forward towards 16 Doyle Beck. 
application. 17 Q. Did Doyle say anything to you when he 
Q. What do you mean by that? 18 dropped it off? 
MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 19 A. It was left in my in-basket. There was 
THE WlTNESS: This came in to us, and it was 20 also a document attached to it with an engineering 
not tied to a specific -- the only application we got 21 proposal and a verbiage that was done by Mike Lund as 
was for the temporary expansion. We never got an 22 well. 
application specific to trying to install this 23 Q. I'll have you look at Exhibit 9 just 
system. 24 really quick, and I'm referring lo it just because 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Thank you, Let me ask 25 you had mentioned the inspection that took place. 
~ l PAGI'" 7~ ,.......... PAGF 76 
" 
you this: Do you have any knowledge, based on your 1 Exhibit 9 is actually the inspection report that 
experience, of the relative cost·· 2 Linda Vecellio did? 
MR. FULLER: To avoid confusion for the 3 A. That's correct. 
record, this, I think, has another exhibit on the 4 Q. This was after the temporary permit was 
bottom. 5 issued? 
MR. BRUNSON: Yes. 6 A. Correct. 
MR. FULLER: It's also marked as Exhibit X. 7 Q. At that time had there been an 
That is not your exhibit sticker; is that correct? 8 additional tank installed? 
MR. BRUNSON: That's correct. 9 A. No. 
MR. FULLER: Wnat exhibit number was 10 Q. Okay. So what had taken place? 
attached to that document? 11 A. As you see, they've added additional 
MR. BRUNSON: It's Exhibit 44. 12 drain field in compliance with the permit. It gives 
MR. FULLER: Is there a sticker attached to 13 evidence of when the tanks were pumped. It gave 
it? 14 minor denciencies based on a T use instead of a D 
MR. BRUNSON: Yeah. She's going to attach 15 box, which helps to give equal distribution, and that 
it, yeah. 16 it was deeper than the approvable depth that went 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: IVly question for you is: 17 five feet instead of four feet. 
Based on your experience, is there a difference in 18 Q. I think I asked you about those 
cost between an LSAS and the type of system that was 19 deficiencies the last time, so [ won't go back into 
being proposed by Exhibit 44? 20 that, but my question is: Do you know if those 
A. Yes, there would be. The large soil 21 deficiencies were ever repaired? 
absorption systems are required to be pressurized. 22 A. They have not been, to my knowledge. 
They also have to have redundancy in the drain field 23 Q. Again, this is just standard District 
as well as the replacement area location designated. 24 Seven practice that once a permit is issued and once 
It's required to have a certified operator to help 25 the work is done pursuant to the permit, it's common 
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in violation of IDAPA because they had installed 
2 those two tanks? 
3 A. 'Mien this letter was originally written, 
4 I claimed that as such, due to the fact that we were 
5 not made aware of those tanks and that those tanks 
6 were not inspected as just previously announced, that 
7 we did cooperate with their request to allow that to 
8 be looked at as part of the permit issued for that 
9 temporary expansion. 
10 Q. Let me ask you this, and I've asked you 
11 this with regard to some of the other correspondence: 
12 At that time did you have any issue as to the type of 
13 waste being discharged into the system? 
14 A. No. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Did you have any issue with soft water 
brine being discharged into the system? 
A. No. 
(Exhibit No. 47 marked.) 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Handing you what's been 
marked as Exhibit 47 do your deposition. Do you 
recognize that document? 
A. Yes, I do. It's a letter written by 
Steve Anderson to me upon my request to find out if 
they were willing to serve Sunnyside Industrial Park. 
Q. This is what we've previously referred 
PAGE 90 -~------~-------,, 
1 to as a will-serve letter; is that correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
Q. Based on your recollection and based on 3 
4 the documentation, was the City of Idaho Falls 
5 willing to serve the property? 
6 A. It very clearly states that they're 
7 willing to serve, but there is a condition upon them 
8 having to annex to the city. 
9 Q. Would you characterize annexing into the 
10 city as impractical based on •• 
11 MR. FULLER: Object to the form. 
12 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Based on this 
13 communication from the City of Idaho Falls? 
14 MR. FULLER: Object to the form of the 
15 question. 
16 THE WITNESS: I believe if they're willing 
17 to serve the entities that would be gaining their 
18 service, they should meet the requirements. So I 
19 think annexation is appropriate. 
20 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: So you wouldn't 
21 characterize it as impractical? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Do you think that's a fair statement of 
24 annexation? 
25 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 
PAGE 91 =------~=-==~~--,, 
1 MR. BRUNSON: I'm just asking her opinion. 
2 THE VVITNESS: There --
3 MR. FULLER: I still object to the form of 
4 the question. 
5 THE WlTNESS: I'm not sure how I - I'm not 
6 sure if I can answer that exactly as it was stated 
7 to --
8 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I'll justreph rase. 
9 Would ii have been impractical for Sunnyside to annex 
10 to the City of Idaho Falls, in your opinion? 
11 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 
12 THE WITNESS: I can't answer that based on 
13 not knowing what the costs were. I believe what the 
14 City is asking is their right to ask for annexation 
15 where they're going to be providing service and 
16 maintenance to the system. 
17 (Exl1ibit No. 48 marked.) 
18 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I'm handing you what's 
19 been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 48. Do you 
20 recognize that document? 
21 A. Yes. I do. 
22 Q. What is that document? 
23 A. It's our notice of intent to reimpose 
24 sanitary restrictions on the subdivision that 
25 Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park has 
PAGE 92 =~-~------------,, 
1 recorded. 
2 Q. And why was that being done at that 
3 time? 
4 A. As it states in paragraph number two, 
5 they only had two options as to which to gain 
6 compliance, and neither one had been done. 
7 Q. We can read the letter. Were you 
8 concerned at all about the type of waste being 
9 discharged? 
10 A. I was not. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Were you concerned at all about soft 
water brine being discharged? 
A. No. 
Q. All right. 
(Exhibit No. 49 marked.) 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I'm handing you what's 
been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 49. Do you 
recognize that document? I'll give you a chance to 
review it. 
A. I do. I wrote the letter. 
Q. Why was this letter sent? 
A. It was dealing with the tahks that we 
felt were in place against the permit. 
Q. At that time did you have any issue with 
the type of waste being discharged into the system? 
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A. It was not taken into consideration, no. 1 A. I don't believe it did. 
Q. Did you have any issue with sort water 2 Q. Why do you believe that? 
brine being discharged into the system? 3 A. Because it's already got its own system 
A. No. 4 on there. I believe that -
Q. Did you ever communicate to Sunnyside 5 MR CROCKETT: Are you confusing that with 
that you were concerned about the type of waste being 6 Corporate Express? 
discharged? 7 THE WITNESS: Oh, I'm sorry. Did you say--
A. No. 8 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Printcraft. 
Q. At any time? 9 A. I believe he would have been adding up 
A. No. 10 what was there beyond Corporate Express. So I would 
(Exhibit No. 50 marked.) 11 say he had at least given the head count of employees 
Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: You've just been handed 12 for Printcrafl Press. 
what's been marked as your Deposifion Exhibit 50. Do 13 (Exhibit No. 51 marked.) 
you recognize that document? 14 Q. BY MR BRUNSON: You've just been handed 
A. Again, I wrote the letter, yes. 15 what's been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 51. 
Q. It's a letter dated October 5, 2006, 16 This is a response to notice of appeal that was 
that you sent to Doyle Beck; is that correct? 17 submitted by District Seven that you actually signed 
A. Yes. 18 on page 11 of November 17th of 2006. Do you 
Q. In paragraph three, there's some 19 recognize this document? 
discussion on the estimated gallons per day. Do you 20 A. Yes, I do. 
see where I'm referring to? 21 Q. I'm not going to go through everything 
A. Uh-huh. 22 that it says in here, but my question for you is: 
Q. Why did you include Corporate Express in 23 Since you did sign this document, is it •• and I 
your calculation of gallons per day? 24 don't believe this was notarized, and this was the 
A. Because it is part of the subdivision 25 only reason that 1-· maybe it was. It was 
PAGE 94 PAGE 96 
and the central system \ha\ was -- needs to serve 1 notarized. So if you were called to testify 
this. The division needed fo incorporate all of the 2 regarding the facts contained in the document, would 
producls' waste from the lots. 3 you do so consistent with Exhibit 51? 
Q. So based on your calculations, they had 4 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 
well exceeded the 2,500 gallons per day LSAS 5 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
requirement? 6 Q, BY MR. BRUNSON: Is this something lhat 
A. Correct. 7 you prepared with the assistance of your counsel? 
Q. When you were making these calculations, 8 A. Yes, I did. 
you were utilizing design flows that had been 9 Q. But as far as the facts contained here, 
provided to you by them? 10 this is all your testimony as to what occurred? 
A. By Mr. Lund and then what was done by 11 A. Yes. 
the engineer for Corporate Express. 12 (Exhibit No. 52 marked.) 
Q. So you didn't perfonn your own 13 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: You've just been handed 
independent analysis of what the actual gallons per 14 what's been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 52. 
day were? 15 A. Uh·huh. 
A. No. 16 Q, Do you recognize this document? 
Q. It's possible they could have been 17 A. Yes. 
significantly higher than that? 18 Q. What is this document? 
A. Possible. 19 A. It's a corrected notice of intent to 
Q. The flow number that was provided to you 20 reimpose. 
by Mr. Lund included Printcrart? 21 Q. Why was this issued? 
A. No. It did not A. There was concern on Sunnyside 
Q. So the 2,480 gallons per day that was 23 Industrial Park's side that the original letter had 
provided by Mr. Lund did not include Printcraft, as 24 already the language in it of reimposilion. 
far as you know? 25 Q. Were sanitary restrictions reimposed? 
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1 Q. Was the practical effect the same? 1 Sunnyside should have been doing as far as new 
2 A, With the request to Bonneville County 2 occupants is concerned. 
3 not to issue permits, In essence, that would have, 3 MR, FULLER: Object as to form, 
4 had that been the case, had been doing that. 4 THE Wln!ESS: I believe they should be 
5 Q. From April of 2002 forward, new 5 making them aware lhal their syslem needed to have 
6 occupants to Sunnyside should have been made aware of 6 upgrades to it. 
7 the septic system limitations? 7 (Exhibit No. 57 marked.) 
8 A That would be based on what Bonneville 8 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I've just handed you 
9 County chose to acknowledge. 9 what's been marked as your Deposition Exhibit 57. Do 
10 Q. What I'm concerned as far as District 10 you recognize that document? 
11 Seven is concerned·· 11 A. Yes, 1 do. 
12 A If we wouid have had people-· 12 Q. What is that document? 
13 IVR. CROCKETT: Can you clarify, Counsel? 13 A. It's-a corrected certificate of 
14 You know, you're using the word occupants. It's 14 disapproval 
15 confusing. Presumptively, occupants might include 15 Q. Why was a corrected certificate issued? 
16 the occupants of the two buildings that were 16 A. It was found that the original 
17 originally approved in 1996. So, you know, I think 17 certificate of disapproval did not adequately depict 
18 your use of the word occupants is confusing in 18 the land development plat that was recorded at the 
19 context. 19 County, so it was rewritten to correctly reference 
20 MR. BRUNSON: Thank you. 20 the plat that was on record. 
21 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: And I'm referring to 21 Q. I just have some general questions for 
22 new occupants. And when I say occupants, I'm 22 you: Do you know what soft water brine is? 
23 referring to anyone who would be hooking up to the 23 A. Yes. 
24 system. 24 Q. What is it? 
25 With that clarification, do you think 25 A. \/vr1en you have a water softener, there's 
PAGE 102 !?AGE 104 
1 you can answer my question or do you want me to ask 1 a produc! that is the residual from the mechanism or 
2 it a different way? 2 the running of the water softener, so that brine 
3 MR. FULLER: I'd object as to form. I don't 3 needs to be discharged and evacuated. 
4 understand it. 4 Q. Okay. 
5 THE WlTNESS: Yeah. Please ask it clearly. 5 A. It's just the residue product. 
6 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I'll just ask a new 6 Q. Is that something that District Seven 
7 question. Sorry. That was a mouthful. 7 would need to give approval for, the discharging of 
8 In April of 2002, should new occupants, 8 soft water brine? 
9 those that are hooking up, new people hooking up to 9 A. We would need to be made aware of the 
10 the Sunnyside system, have been made aware of the 10 presence of that amount of the actual volume. 
11 limitations of the Sunnyside sewer septic system? 11 There's concerns with water softener brine if you 
12 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 12 have a C type soil. 
13 THE WlTNESS: I don't know if there was a 13 Q. What was there in this instance? 
14 complete question there. 14 A. An A type soil. 
15 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Yeah. What I'm getting 15 Q. So would there have been any concern 
16 at is: Anyone who is hooking up to the system, 16 about soft water brine in this instance? 
17 should they have been made aware of the limitations 17 A. This instance as far as --
18 that were discussed in the March 29, 2002, meeting 18 Q. Sunnyside's septic system? 
19 before they came into the subdivision? 19 A. Well, with the old one, it, to my 
20 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 20 knowledge, was not taken into consideration, which 
21 THE WlTNESS: If someone would have come 21 anyth1ng proposed of future would have to be looked 
22 into our office asking about the septic system there, 22 at by the Department of Environmental Quality with 
23 we would have given that information. 23 the large soil aosorption fiows and characteristics 
24 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Certainly. My question 24 of waste water. 
25 for you, is: l'rn just asking your opinion as to what 25 Q. Okay. But, again, I guess my question 
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generally is this: Distric 
the installation of septic 
t Seven issues permits for 
systems; correct? 
A Correct. 
Q. Does it fall un d 
jurisdiction to regulate 
er District Seven's 
what's going into those 
septic systems? 
basic waste water A If it is outside the 
of a household, then it's re 
characterized for a comme 
quired to be 
rcial type of installation. 
, back as part of the Q. In this instance 
original permitting proc 
a commercial su bdivisio 
exhibits, if you need to. 
ess, was ii characterized as 
n? Feel free to consult the 
ermi! request there 
hing beyond reslroom wasle 
A. Wlh the original p 
was no declaration of anyt 
being put into that system. 
Q. Okay. And wha t exhibit are you looking 
18 at? 
19 A. Exhibit 33. 
20 
I 21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
an important question Q. This brings up 
that I have: Looking at 
top line it says: Sunnys 
Professional Park. Doe 
Exhibit 33 though, on the 
ide Industrial and 
sn't that designate it as an 
industrial subdivision? 
A. Well, thal's what this actual form is 
~ PAGE 10" 
' 
1 these rules governing the design, construction, 
2 siting, and abandonment of individual and subsurface 
I 
3 sewage disposal systems. 
4 Did I read that correctly? 
5 ,A.. Yes. 
6 Q. Then under section 03 under that 004 
7 general requirements, it says: System limitations. 
8 And ii says: Cooling water, backwash or backflush 
9 water, hot tub or spa water1 air-conditioning water, 
10 water softener brine, groundwater, oil, or roof 
11 drainage cannot be discharged in any system unless 
12 that discharge is approved by the director. 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. My question for you is: Based on those 
I 15 provisions, have you ever issued a permit authorizing 
16 soft water brine to be discharged into a septic 
17 system? 
18 A. On private residences, I know that we 
i9 have issued those. I do not know specifically on 
I 20 commercial, if that has been done. 21 Q. Because these regulations, and, again, 22 referring generally to Exhibit 42, apply to both 
23 commercial and residential? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Have you ever seen or have you ever .. I 
I 
I i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lt 
l 
I 
I 
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1 for. ll's for commercial use. So it would have been 
2 up to them to declare what products Were going in. 
PAGE 108 ----~------===--. 
3 Q. So whose responsibility would ii have 
4 been? Would it have been someone coming in to the 
5 subdivision at a later time or would it have been 
6 Sunnyside's obligation to get the necessary approval? 
7 A To get the necessary approval? 
8 Q. Have you ever seen a permit authorizing 
9 the discharge of soft water brine in your career? 
10 A. I haven't dealt with it, specifically, 
11 myself, and most households are only sized on 
12 bedrooms. If we know there's something more 
13 specifically going in, we would ask. But, again. our 
14 concerns are more with C type soil with water 
15 softener brine, based on the Department of 
16 Environmenial Quality's support materials. 
17 Q. I guess what I'm getting at, and maybe 
18 you can just look at Exhibit 42 again. It's page 
19 five of Exhibit 42. It's the IDAPA rules. And l'm 
20 looking at section 004 where it says general 
21 requirements. Are you tracking with me? 
22 Then I'll just read the first 01, which 
23 is the intent of the rules. It says: The board, in 
24 order to protect the health, safety, and environment 
25 of the people of the State of Idaho, establishes 
1 think previously you mentioned one of your duties is 
2 enforcement on behalf of District Seven. Have you 
3 ever enforced a soft water brine violation? 
4 A. No, I have not 
5 Q. Why not? 
6 A. It's never been brought as an issue 
7 before me. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. You've personally never seen any 
residential·· the only one you mehlioned, you said 
that you've heard of some residential applications 
for soft waler brine, but you've never personally 
dealt with that? 
A. In my issuing of permits for subsurface, 
I have not had that question raised to me. I don't 
know if the staff have. 
Q. Kind of what I'm getting at is: I think 
it's fairly common for people to have soft water. 
And if you've never seen one personally or been 
involved with one in the permitting process, is it 
safe to assume that most people do not actually get 
explicit permission to discharge soft water brine? 
MR. FULLER: Objection as to form. 
THE WITNESS: Unless they declare it on 
their application or in dialogue with the inspector 
prior to issuing the permit, it's basically something 
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1 that we don't specifically ask or look for. 1 A. Yes. That's shown, again, on the 
2 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: The way I would 2 original page that gives you the -- it says il's 
3 understand it, permission is implicitly given by 3 ga I Ions per day. 
4 issuing the permit? 4 Q. Okay. And Mr. Lund was using a 
5 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 5 20-gallon per day figure. Do you know where he got 
6 THE WITNESS: We issue the bedrooms, based 6 that? 
7 on bedrooms. If anything else is declared, we would 7 A. No. 
8 look at that waste. So if it's not declared, then 8 Q. Have you been out to Printcraft's 
9 it's not something of immediate concern. 9 facility? 
10 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: Is that something that 10 A. Just to the business offices. 
11 concerns you in your position with District Seven, 11 Q. Did you ever attempt to classify 
12 the discharge of soft water brine? 12 Printcraft pursuant to this table? 
13 A. Only if there is, again, C type soils, 13 A. No. 
14 there's concerns of that. 14 Q. I have, and the one I've looked at is 
15 Q. Again, just remind me, what are C type 15 factories. And they have a break room, and so the 
16 toils? '16 way I wou Id read that would be, if they don't have 
17 A Clay soils. 17 any showers, 30 gallons per day per employee. If, in 
18 Q. In a commercial setting is it a concern 18 fact, they are a factory, would that be accurate? 
19 that you would ever have? 19 Would this be the way to determine what their gallons 
20 A. lfwe knew that that was part of the 20 per day should be? 
21 waste flow and we knew that it was a C type soil, we 21 A. You sa'1d 30 gallons per day. 
22 could look at the need for pretreatment. 22 Q. Yeah. 25 plus the five in the 
23 Q. Based on your knowledge of the soil in 23 cafeteria. 
24 the Sunnyside subdivision where the septic system is 24 MR. FULLER: Is your testimony that they 
25 located, is that a C type soil? 25 have cafeteria, Counsel? 
PAGE 110 PAGE 112 
1 A. No. It is no!. MR. BRUNSON: !'m not testifying anything. 
2 Q. What type of soil is it? 2 I'm just asking her --
3 A. It's an A gravelly soil. 3 MR. FULLER: You've just explained to her 
4 Q. Have you ever seen a septic tank or a 4 what you've seen out there and what facifities ·are 
5 drain field fail because of soft water brine in your 5 available. Is there a cafeteria out there? 
6 experience? 6 MR. BRUNSON: You can go ahead and answer. 
7 A I've never specifically looked for that 7 THE WlTNESS: Are you asking me? 
8 as the reason for failure. 8 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: No. No. He's not 
9 Q. All right. While we're looking at the 9 asking you. Don't worry about what he's saying. 
10 IDAPA, Exhibit 42, let me turn a couple of pages. 10 Your counsel hasn't objected. I'm just asking what 
11 And this brings up a point regarding how to classify 11 your opinion is. 
12 the Printcraft facility. 12 MR. FULLER: I would object to the form of 
13 Page 11. Sorry, did I tell you th at 13 the question. 
14 already? I'm looking on page 11 section 08. And 14 THE WITNESS: I don't even know the, you 
15 that goes on through page 12 and through page 13. 15 know, the extent of Printcra~ Press as to what 
16 Based on your experience, can you tell 16 they --
17 me what that table is for? 17 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: I understand that. My 
18 A. Just as it says, it just gives us 18 question is more basic than that. Is this the table 
19 various gallons per day based on waste water flows, 19 to look at to determine what the gallons per day 
20 their estimates. 20 should be in a commercial setting? 
21 Q. So these would be the approval where·· 21 A. This is a start, but if there is a 
22 let's say if you turn to page 12 under commercial and 22 further practice going on, then ii would be up to the 
23 industrial, there's a category factories. And it 23 entity hiring an engineer to help wi!h the estimates. 
24 says no showers 25 slash employee. Is that gallons 24 Q. So this is maybe a minimum of what would 
25 per day per employee? 25 be required? 
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1 A. It's a start to the nows. Anything 
2 beyond what is on this list, we ask that they get an 
3 engineer to help come up wtth an estimate. 
4 Q. I see. So if they had various 
5 industrial processes that may not be included on 
6 here, it could add to the permissible gallons per day 
7 under IDAPA? 
A Correct 8 
9 Q. I'm going to refer you to something that 
'O you said in your previous deposition, and I'll just 
11 help you find it. It's on page 159, which is right 
12 at the end, actually, line 19 and 20. 
13 You testified we're not supposed to --
14 actually, I asked you a question before that 1 was 
15 asking you regarding Exhibit 301 and you made the 
16 statement, quote, we're not supposed to separate out 
17 waste. It should have been going into the original 
18 system. 
19 Am I to understand what you said there 
20 is that Printcraft should have been putting all of 
21 their waste into the existing septic system? 
' 22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Why is that? 
24 A Because the development's final means of 
25 disposal is supposed to take into account all the 
11 P.~:s ~;:erated by each of the lots. 2 Q. So by forcing Printcrart to ·· or 3 requesting Printcraft to separate out their waste, 1 
4 was Sunnyside violating IDAPA? 
5 MR. FULLER Object as to form. 
6 THE vv1TNESS: Everything from that building 
7 is supposed to be disposed of properly. Had there 
8 been the requirement of maybe having any pretreatment 
9 done prior to it going into that subsurface disposal 
10 system, it wouid still- the final disposal should 
11 be in that septic system If there's some 
12 pretreatment that's potentiai waste of residue, it 
13 would have to be disposed of properly. That may not 
14 be into the subsurface disposal. 
15 Q. BY MR. BRUNSON: And my question was, if 
16 Sunnyside forced Printcraft to separate out their 
17 waste, does that constitute a violation of IDAPA, 
18 based on your understanding oflDAPA and based on 
19 your understanding of the issues of the case? 
20 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 
21 THE V\/ITNESS: Depends on what that 
22 separation meant. If it was with plumbing code, and 
23 they collected it and disposed of a properly with 
24 some other means, then I don't see where that would 
25 be inappropriate. Ir they want - if it was again 
1 going into their septic system, then what goes into 
2 that should be looked al according to the IDAPA 
3 regulations. 
4 Q. BY MR BRUNSON: Based on your knowledge 
5 of the subdivision plan, Printcraft should have been 
6 allowed to discharge all of their waste into the 
7 system? 
8 A. I think their flows were to have been 
9 accommodated by the on-site system. 
10 Q. Let me ask you this: What size of tank 
11 would just your standard three bedroom residence 
12 have? 
13 A, 1,000-gallon. 
14 Q. In your opinion, is a 1,000-gallon tank 
15 adequate to cover the needs of an 11-unit industrial 
16 park? 
17 MR. FULLER: Object as to form. 
18 V\/ITNESS: I wouid have to know the flow 
19 amounts. 1t has to be twice the daily llow capacity 
20 that the tank accommodates. Knowing that the first 
21 two buiidings were already needing a 900-gallon --
22 I'd have to look as to what it was ifit was a 
23 900-gallon or 1,000-gal!on tank, lhen 11 would cause 
24 
25 
concern. 
MR. BRUNSON: Could we take a quick break? 
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· 11 I just want to talk to my client, but I think I'm I 2 done with my questions. 
.1 3 (Arecesswastakenfrom12:18p.m.to 
4 12:27 p.m.) 
5 MR. BRUNSON: I have no more questions at 
6 this time. 
7 MR. CROCKETT: Just for clarification, 
8 Mr. Fuller, I presume your further questions would be 
9 in the form of redirect examination. 
10 MR. FULLER: That is correct. 
11 MR. CROCKETT: Thank you. 
12 
13 EXAMINATION 
14 BY MR. FULLER: 
15 Q. Do you have all of the exhibits in front 
16 of you, Ms. Eager? 
17 A. To my knowledge, yes. 
18 Q. Does that include the exhibits that were 
19 addressed the previous day when you were deposed? 
20 Thank you. 
21 Can you look at Exhibit 49 for me, 
22 please? As I understand your previous questions, 
1 23 your responses to questions, your concerns throughout 
24 were with regard to the quantity of flows into the 
25 system; is that a fair statement? 
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Attorneys for Defendants, Doyle 
and Kirk Woolf 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, l7\JC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., 
An Idaho corporation, SlJ:.JKYSIDE PARK 
O\VNERS ASSOCIATIOK, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC. an 
Idaho limited liability corporation, DOYLE 
BECK, an individual, and KIRK WOOLF, 
an individual, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) Case No. CV-06-7097 
) 
) DOYLE BECK AND KIRK \VOOLF'S 
) ANS\VER TO SECOND AMENDED 
) COMPLAINT, DE1\1AND FOR 
) JURY TRIAL AND COUNTERCLAlM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an ) 
Idaho co111oration, and SUNNYSIDE ) 
INDUSTRIAL A:\JD PROFESSIONAL ) 
PARK, an Idaho limited liability ) 
Corporation, DOYLE BECK, an individual, ) 
and IZIRI( WOOLF, an individual, ) 
) 
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Counterclaimants, 
V. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
PRlNTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, and TRAVIS WATERS, ) 
an individual, ) 
) 
CoLU1ter-Defendants. ) 
COME NOW the Defendants, Doyle Beck, individually, (hereafter "Beck") and Kirk 
Woolf, individually, (hereafter "Woolf'), and in response to the Second Amended Complaint filed 
by Plaintiff, state and allege as follows: 
1. Defendants deny each and every allegation set forih m the Second Amended 
Complaint except as expressly admitted herein. 
2. Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which 
relief can be granted. 
3. In response to paragraph 1, Defendants deny that this is an action arising out of 
certain disclosures Defendants failed to make. Defendants asse1i that this is an action arising out of 
the disconnection of Printcraft Press's sewer com1ection to Sunnyside Park Utilities' septic system. 
Defendants admit that there is a central septic system located in the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park subdivision which is operated and maintained by Su1rnyside Park Utilities. 
4. In answer to paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Defendants admit the same. 
5. In answer to paragraphs 8 and 9, Defendants admit the same. 
6. In answer to paragraph 10, Defendants admit that Sum1yside Industrial and 
Professional Park, LLC (hereafter "SIPP") completed and filed with District Seven Health 
Depariment a septic pen11it for the installation of a septic system that would service a minimum of 
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one to two buildings. Defendants admit that a copy of District Seven Health Department's septic 
permit is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Second Amended Complaint 
7. ln answer to paragraph 11, Defendants admit the same. 
8. In answer to paragraph 1 Defendants admit the same. 
9. In answer to paragraph 1 Defendants admit that on August 4, 1999, SIPP and 
Bonneville County entered into a Development Agreement. Defendants deny that SIPP promised 
to provide all street improvements and utilities as were necessary to be completed. The agreement 
specifically states that the "owner(s)" will construct said needed utility or street improvements. The 
agreement does not obligate the ''Developer" to constrnct needed utility or street improvements. 
10. In answer to paragraph 14, Defendants admit the same. 
11. In answer to paragraph 15, Defendants deny the same. 
12. In answer to paragraph 16, Defendants admit the same. 
13. In answer to paragraph 1 7, Defendants admit that a meeting was held. Hmvever, 
Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations contained in paragraph 17. 
14. In answer to paragraph 18, Defendants admit the same. 
15. In answer to paragraph 19, Defendants deny that the letter sent by District Seven 
Health Department memorialized meeting held on March 29, 2002. Defendants admit that the 
letter attached as Exhibit to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint is a true and con-ect copy 
of the letter sent by District Seven Health Department. 
16. In answer to paragraph 18 [sic], Defendants deny that Sunnyside Park Utilities 
entered into an agreement with the defendant Sunnyside Park Owners Association, Inc. (hereafter 
"SPOA") for the providing of water and sewer services to the subdivision identified in the plat map. 
Defendants assert that Stumyside Park Utilities entered into an agreement "vith SPOA to provide 
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sewer services to present and futme owners and occupants of any subdivisions which were being or 
might one day be served by Swmyside Park Utilities' sewer facilities. 
17. In answer to paragraph 19 [sic], Defendants admit the same. 
18. In answer to paragraph 20, Defendants admit that the Third Party Beneficiary 
Agreement states: "This Agreement shall also be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of ... 
all present and future owners or occupants." Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 20. 
19. In answer to paragraph 21, Defendants admit the same. 
20. In answer to paragraph 22, Defendants deny that the Agreement is binding only on 
Plaintiff if the Agreement was recorded. Defendants specifically deny that the Agreement contains 
specific language in several places indicating that the Third Party Beneficiary Agreement would be 
recorded "so as to put all persons on notice that any properties receiving sewer services would be 
subject to the terms of the Agreement." Defendants admit that a true and conect copy of the Third 
Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement is attached as Exhibit "G" to Plaintiffs Second Amended 
Complaint. 
21. In answer to paragraph 23, Defendants deny the same. 
22. In answer to paragraphs 24 and 25, Defendants admit the same. 
23. In answer to paragraph 26, Defendants admit that on or about September 12, 2005 
CTR Development, LLC, the owner of the property at that time, entered into an agreement with 
Sunnyside Park Utilities for sewer services and paid the $1,800.00 c01mection fee. Swmyside Park 
Utilities thereafter allowed the sewer connection to be made to the building currently occupied by 
Plaintiff Defendants admit that a true and conect copy of Check No. 5896 made by CTR 
Development to Sunnyside Park Utilities is attached as Exhibit "I" to Plaintiffs Second Amended 
Complaint. 
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24. In answer to paragraph 27, Defendants, based upon infom1ation provided by 
Plaintiff, admit the same. Defendants were not a party to the described leases. 
25. In answer to paragraph 28, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities 
specifically requested from CTR Development copies of drawings or proposed drawings 
concerning the building which would be built and located on the premises. Defendants do not have 
sufficient infonnation to determine if Plaintiff provided the requested documents or CTR 
Development provided the requested documents. Therefore, Defendants cannot admit or deny 
whether Plaintiff (as opposed to CTR Development) provided the drawings to Sunnyside Park 
Utilities and its officers and/or directors. 
26. In answer to paragraph 29, Defendants deny the same. 
27. In answer to paragraph 30, Defendants deny the same. 
28. In answer to paragraph 31, Defendants admit that either Plaintiff or CTR 
Development provided the document attached as Exhibit "K" to Defendants. Defendants deny that 
they received a fowih page showing the floor plan or layout of the second floor. Defendants were 
verbally infonned that the second floor was to be used solely for storage. 
29. In answer to paragraph 32, Defendants admit the same. 
30. In answer to paragraph 33, Defendants admit that there were 10 or 11 co1mections to 
the sewer system operated in June of 2006. Defendants admit that one of the sewer c01mections 
was to the prope1iy owned by J&LB Properties and that Plaintiff was occupying J&LP Prope1iies' 
building as a month-to-month tenant. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in 
paragraph 33. 
3 L In answer to paragraph 34, Defendants admit that in Jw1e 2006, the sewer system 
experienced a temporary overload as the result of excessive discharges from Printcra:ft. The cause 
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of the overload was unknown to Defendants at that time. Defendants admit that the temporary 
overload was i1m11ediately reported to District Seven Health Depariment and that an onsite 
investigation was conducted by District Seven Health Department. Defendants deny the remainder 
of paragraph 34. 
32. In answer to paragraph 35, Defendants admit that a true ar1d conect copy of the 
June 28, 2006 letter from District Seven Health Department to SIPP ar1d Sunnyside Pmk Utilities is 
attached as Exhibit "L" to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. Defendar1ts deny the remainder 
of the allegations in paragraph 35. 
33. In answer to pmagraph 36, Defendants admit that a true and conect copy of the July 
6, 2006 letter is attached as Exhibit "M" to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint. Defendar1ts 
deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 36. 
34. In answer to paragraph 37, Defendants admit that an additional septic pennit for 
installation of additional capacity was obtained. Defendants admit that a true and conect copy of 
the septic permit is attached as Exhibit "N" to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. Defendants 
deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 3 7. 
35. In answer to pmagraph 38, Defendants admit that District Seven Health Depariment 
physically inspected the installation of the expansion and repairs of the septic system which were 
conducted and completed by Sunnyside Park Utilities. Defendants admit that a true and conect 
copy of the Septic System Inspection Report is attached to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint 
as Exhibit "O." Defendants deny the remainder of par·agraph 38. 
36. In ar1swer to pmagraph 39, Defendants admit the same. 
37. In ar1swer to pmagraph 40, Defendants admit that a copy of the August 23, 2006 
letter from Doyle Beck is attached as Exhibit "Q" to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint. 
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Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 40. 
3 8. In answer to paragraph 41, Defendants admit that a copy of the September 13, 2006 
letter from Greg Crockett is attached as Exhibit "R" to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint. 
Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 41. 
39. In answer to paragraph 42, Defendants admit that a copy of the September 6, 2006 
letter from Doyle Beck is attached to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint as Exhibit "s:· 
Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 42. 
40. In answer to paragraph 43, Defendants admit that Plaintiff requested from 
Sunnyside Park Utilities a copy of all documents, contracts, agreements, or the like governing 
Sunnyside Park Utilities' sewer utility services. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations 
in paragraph 43. 
41. In answer to paragraph 44, Defendants admit that the Third Party Beneficiary Utility 
Agreement and the Rules and Regulations were provided to Printcraft. Defendants admit that a true 
and con-ect copy of Doyle Beck's September 20, 2006 letter is attached as Exhibit "T" to Plaintiffs 
Second Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 44. 
42. In answer to paragraph 45, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities and 
Plaintiff met in compromise negotiations at Plaintiffs premises to discuss the issues of Plaintiff's 
dischm-ges and other compromise negotiations. Defendants admit that Plaintiff later agreed to 
collect and dispose of all substances Sunnyside Park Utilities classified as "processed waste" which 
Sunnyside Park Utilities classifies as any non-human wastes. Defendants admit that Plaintiffs 
counsel memorialized the agreement in a letter and that a true and con-ect copy of such letter is 
attached as Exhibit "U" to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. 
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43. In answer to paragraph 46, Defendants admit that Kirk Woolf met with Plaintiff. 
Defendants admit that Plaintiff asserted to Mr. Woolf that the Flexo ink was aqueous in nature and 
not han11ful. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 46. 
44. In answer to paragraph 47, Defendants admit that a true and coITect copy of the 
October 2, 2006 District Seven Health Department letter is attached as Exhibit "V" to Plaintiffs 
Second Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 47. 
45. In answer to paragraph 48, Defendants admit that a true and co1Tect copy of the 
October 5, 2006 District Seven Health Department letter is attached as Exhibit "W" to the 
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in 
paragraph 48. 
46. In answer to paragraph 49, Defendants admit that a dispute arose with the District 
Seven Health Department. Defendants assert that the only issue related to the dispute was the 
temporary overload caused by Plaintiff in June of 2006. Defendants admit that a true and cmTect 
copy of the Corrected Notice of Intent to Re-impose Sanitary Restrictions, dated November 21, 
2006, is attached as Exhibit "X" to the Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. 
47. In answer to paragraph 50, Defendants admit the same. 
48. In answer to paragraph 51, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities sent the 
letter attached as Exhibit "Z" to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. Defendants assert that the 
statements therein speak for themselves. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 5 l. 
49. In answer to paragraph 52, Defendants admit that Smmyside Park Utilities received 
a letter dated December 12, 2006 from Printcraft and that such letter is attached as Exhibit "AA" to 
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint Defendants asse1i that such letter speaks for itself. 
Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 52. 
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50. In answer to paragraph 53, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities sent the 
letter attached as Exhibit "BB" to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint. Defendants assert that 
the statements therein speak for themselves. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 53. 
51. In answer to paragraph 54. Defendants admit that the sewer connection was severed 
on December 15, 2006. Defendants do not have sufficient infonnation to either admit or deny the 
remainder of the allegations in paragraph 54 and therefore deny the same. 
52. In answer to paragraph 55, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities has 
provided documents to Plaintiff establishing that Smmyside Park Utilities' sewer system's capacity 
from 1996 when it was first constructed and installed through June of 2006 was in the amount of 
500 gallons per day. Defendants also admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities' sewer system capacity 
after June 2006 \Vas in the total capacity of 2,000 gallons per day. Defendants admit that evidence 
of Sum1yside Park Utilities' se\ver system capacities are attached as Exhibit "cc· to Plaintiffs 
Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 
In answer to paragraph 56, Defendants admit that Sum1yside Park Utilities provided 
documentation to Plaintiff that Sunnyside Park Utilities measured sewer discharge into Smmyside 
Park Utilities· sewer system from February 6, 2007 through May 16, 2007, and that the average 
an1ount of such discharges were approximately 370 gallons per day. Defendants admit that a true 
and correct copy of S u1myside Park Utilities' calculations and measurements are attached as Exhibit 
"DD" to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 56. 
54. In answer to paragraph 57, Defendants admit sufficient capacity exists to receive all 
sewer discharges in accordance with the tem1s of the contract entered into by the pa1iies on 
September 2006. Defendants admit that Plaintiff has demanded reconnection and that said 
reconnection has been refused because of Plaintiff's intention to discharge substances and 
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quantities prohibited by Rules and Regulations, the agreement entered into by the pai1ies on 
September 26, 2006, a11d applicable state a11d federal law. 
55. In answer to paragraph 58, Defenda11ts deny the same. 
56. In answer to paragraph 59, Defendants re-allege and restate all the admissions a11d 
denials set forth above in paragraphs 1 through 58 a11d incorporates the same by reference. 
57. In answer to paragraph 60, Defenda11ts admit the same. 
5 8. In a11swer to paragraph 61, Defendants deny the sa111e. 
59. In a11swer to paragraph 62, Defendants deny the saine. 
60. In answer to pmagraph 63, Defendants deny the same. 
61. In a11swer to paragraph 64, Defendants deny the sa111e. 
62. ln answer to paragraph 65, Defenda11ts deny that the Third Pa11y Beneficiary 
Agreement was not recorded. Defendants deny that sewer services were provided to the Plaintiff 
merely because Plaintiff was an occupant of the Smmyside Industrial and Professional Pai·k 
Subdivision. 
63. In answer to paragraph 66, Defenda11ts deny the sa111e. 
64. In a11swer to paragraph 67, Defendants deny the same. 
65. In answer to paragraph 68, Defendants admit that the sewer c01mection was severed. 
Defenda11ts deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 68. 
66. In answer to paragraph 69, Defendants deny the same. 
67. In a11swer to pmagraph 70, Defenda11ts deny the same. 
68. In answer to pmagraph 71, Defendants admit the same. 
69. In a11swer to paragraph 72, Defendants admit the same. 
70. In answer to paragraph 73, Defendants deny the san1e. 
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71. In answer to paragraph 7 4, Defendants deny the same. 
72. In answer to paragraph 75, defendants hereby re-allege and re-state all the 
admissions and denials set forth above in paragraphs 1 through 71 and incorporates the same herein 
by reference as if set forth fully. 
73. In answer to paragraph 76, Defendants deny the same. 
74. In m1swer to paragraph 77, Defendants deny the same. 
75. In answer to paragraph 78, Defendants deny the same. 
76. In answer to paragraph 79, Defendants deny the same. 
77. In answer to paragraph 80, Defendants deny the same. 
78. In answer to paragraph 81, defendants hereby re-allege and restate their admissions 
m1d denials to paragraphs 1 through 77 as set forth herein. 
79. In answer to paragraph 82, Defendants deny District Seven Health Depai1ment 
provided a pem1it for only "one to two buildings." Defendm1ts asse11 that such permit provided for 
a minimum of "one to two buildings." Defendants admit that District Seven Health Depm1ment 
indicated in April of 2002 that no new sewer connections were to be made to the existing system. 
Defendants deny that such "indication" had any legally binding effect on the sewer system or the 
ability to connect additional buildings to the sewer system. 
80. In ai1swer to paragraph 83, Defendants deny the san1e. 
81. In ai1swer to paragraph 84, Defendants deny the same. 
82. In ai1swer to paragraph 85, Defendants deny the same. 
83. In answer to paragraph 86, Defendants deny the same. 
84. In answer to paragraph 87, Defendants deny the san1e. 
85. In answer to paragraph 88, Defendants deny the same. 
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86. In answer to paragraph 89, Defendants deny the same. Defendants deny each and 
every subpart of paragraph 89. 
87. In answer to paragraph 90, Defendants deny the same. 
8 8. In answer to paragraph 91, Defendants deny the same. 
89. In answer to paragraph 92, Defendants hereby re-allege and re-state their 
admissions and denials to paragraphs 1 through 91 as set forth herein. 
90. In answer to paragraph 93, Defendants deny the same. 
91. In answer to paragraph 94, Defendants deny the same. Defendants deny each and 
every subpart of paragraph 94. 
92. In answer to paragraph 95, Defendants deny the same. 
93. In answer to paragraph 96, Defendants deny the same. 
94. In answer to paragraph 97, Defendants deny the same. 
95. In answer to paragraph 98, Defendants deny the same. 
96. In answer to paragraph 98, Defendants deny the same. 
97. In answer to paragraph I 00, Defendants deny the same. 
98. In answer to paragraph 101, Defendants deny the same. 
99. In answer to paragraph 102, Defendants hereby re-allege and re-state their 
admissions and denials to paragraphs 1 through 101 as set forth herein. 
100. In answer to paragraph 103, Defendants deny the same. 
101. In answer to paragraph 104, Defendants deny the same. 
102. In answer to paragraph 105, Defendants deny the same. 
103. In answer to paragraph 106, Defendants deny the same. 
104. In answer to paragraph 107, Defendants deny the same. 
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105. In answer to paragraph 108, Defendants admit that Plaintiff requested any and all 
documents that would be associated \vith the property and sewer services provided by Sunnyside 
Park Utilities. Defendants admit that, in response, on September 20, 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities 
provided Plaintiff with a copy of the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Sunnyside 
Park Utilities Rules and Regulations. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 108. 
106. In answer to paragraph 109, Defendants deny the same. 
107. In answer to paragraph 110, Defendants deny the same. Defendants deny each and 
every subpaii of paragraph 110. 
108. In answer to paragraph 111, Defendants deny the same. 
109. In ai1swer to paragraph 112, Defendants deny the same. 
110. In answer to paragraph 113, Defendants deny the same. 
111. In answer to paragraph 114, Defendants deny the same. 
112. In answer to paragraph 115. Defendants hereby re-allege and re-state their 
admissions and denials to paragraphs 1 tlu·ough 114 as set fo1ih herein. 
l 13. In ansvver to paragraph 116, Defendants deny the same. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
114. To the extent Plaintiff has failed to satisfy and/or comply with all terms, conditions 
and provisions, and/or perfonn all of its obligations under the Third Paiiy Beneficiary Utility 
Agreement, Sunnyside Park Utilities' Sewer Rules and Regulations, and the terms of the contract 
entered into between the parties on September 26, 2006, Plaintiffs claims are baned and 
Defendai1ts are excused from ai1y duty or perfonnance claimed by Plaintiff. 
115. Defendants asse1i that the Plaintiff lacks standing to pursue the claims alleged on 
behalf of any 11011-paiiy. 
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116. Plaintiffs damages are barred by the doctrine of accord and satisfaction. 
117. Defendants assert that Plaintiff's claims are barred by lack of privity and that 
Plaintiff is at most an incidental beneficiary of any agreement. 
118. Defendants assert that they have no fiduciary relationship with Plaintiff. 
119. Plaintiff's claims are barred by Plaintiffs prior and continuing breach of the 
contracts. 
120. Plaintiffs claims are barred as a result of Plaintiffs own illegal acts. 
121. To the extent Plaintiff failed to minimize or avoid some or all of the damage alleged 
in the Second Amended Complaint, any recovery against these defendants must be reduced in 
whole or in part by the amount attributable to such failures. 
122. Defendants assert that if Plaintiff is deemed to be entitled to any award of damages 
against defendants, such award must be offset by amounts owed to Defendants by Plaintiff as set 
forth in Defendants' Counterclaim hereafter. 
123. Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, and each claim therein, is baffed by the 
doctrines of waiver and/or estoppel. 
124. Plaintiffs Second Amended Comp] aint, and each claim therein, is bmTed by the 
doctrine of independent intervening cause. 
125. Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint and each claim therein, is barred by the 
doctrine of laches. 
126. Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, and each claim therein, is baned by the 
doctrine of unclean hands. 
127. Plaintiff has failed to join one or more indispensable parties to this litigation. 
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128. The claims in the Second Amended Complaint are baITed by the doctrine of 
illegality. Defendants cannot contract with Plaintiff to commit an illegal act and enforcement of 
any such contract is barred. IDAPA 58.01.03.004 prohibits discharge of cooling water, backwash or 
back flush water, air conditioning water, water softener brine or flows which exceed the design 
flow of the system, without prior authorization from the Director of the Department of 
Environmental Quality. Plaintiff discharged and seeks to discharge the above prohibited substances 
and excessive flows of process water into the system. Plaintiff has not obtained approval from the 
Director for discharge of such substances or discharge of flows which exceed the system design and 
therefore any such discharges into the system would be and are illegal. 
129. Plaintiff has failed to set forth its claims with sufficient particularity to permit 
Defendants to raise all appropriate defenses, and therefore Defendants reserve the right to seek 
leave of court to an1end or supplement their Answer, including affomative defenses, to specify 
further grounds for denying the claims and causes of action that are the subject of this action. 
130. By reason of the filing of Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, Defendants Beck 
and Woolf have been required to retain the services of an attorney to defend this action and have 
incuned attorney's fees and costs in such defense. In accordance with lRCP 54, Idaho Code § 12-
120, Idaho Code § 12-121, Idaho Code § 12-123, IRCP l l(a)(l), and the Sewer Rules and 
Regulations, Article lV, Section 2, Defendants Beck and Woolf are entitled is reimbursement of all 
attorney's fees, expenses, and losses incuned herein in defense of Plaintiffs Second Amended 
Complaint and as a result of Plaintiffs actim:s. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
Defendants Beck and Woolf hereby alleges the following counterclaim against Printcraft 
Press, Inc., pursuant to IRCP 13: 
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1. Smmyside Park Utilities, Inc., (hereafter "Smmyside Park Utilities") 1s an Idaho 
corporation with its principle place of business in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
2. Smmyside Park Utilities engages in the business of providing water and sewer 
service to the owners and occupants of certain properties, buildings, and other improvements in 
accordance with the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and Smmyside Park Utilities' Rules 
and Regulations. 
3. Printcraft Press, Inc., (hereafter "Printcraft") is an Idaho corporation with its 
principle place of business located at 3834 South Professional Way, Idaho Falls, Bonneville 
County, Idaho. 
4. Travis Waters, at all relevant times, was an officer of Printcraft Press, Inc., and is an 
individual residing in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
5. That jurisdiction and venue of this action arise in Bonneville County, State ofJdaho. 
6. That pursuant to an agreement with CTR Development, LLC., (hereafter "CTR 
Development") Sunnyside Park Utilities agreed to provide water and sewer service to the building 
located at 3834 South Professional Way, (hereafter "the property"). 
7. That on or about September 12, 2005 Travis Waters acting on behalf of CTR 
Development and Printcraft Press provided blueprints of a building being constructed by CTR 
Development on the prope1iy. 
8. That Beck on behalf of Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park, LLC and 
Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc. asked Travis Waters what the sewage needs for the building would 
be, and Mr. Waters stated that there would be sewage from 30 employees. 
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9. Provision of water and sewer services to CTR Development was to be regulated by 
the Sunnyside Park Utilities' Rules and Regulations, the Third Pmiy Beneficiary Utility Agreement, 
and applicable state and federal rules and regulations. A copy of such Agreement and applicable 
Rules and Regulations are attached as Exhibits "A" and "B" to Plaintiff's Original Complaint. 
10. In January of 2006, CTR Development sold the prope1iy and any rights to use 
Sunnyside Park Utilities' sewer services to J&LB Properties, Inc. 
11. J&LB Properties, Inc., thereafter entered into a written lease agreement \Vith CTR 
Management, LLC. (hereafter "CTR Management"). The lease agreement specifically provided 
that the lessee, CTR Mm1agement, was responsible for furnishing and paying for all utilities and 
that J&LB Properties had no obligation to furnish any utilities to the building. A copy of such 
Lease Agreement is attached as Exhibit "J'" to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. 
12. Printcraft is a sub-tenant in the subject property pursuant to m1 oral, month-to-month 
sub-lease agreement between Printcraft and CTR Management, and possesses no other rights in the 
subject property. 
13. Printcraft began discharging wastes into Smmyside Park Utilities sewer system on 
or after January 23, 2006. 
14. Printcraft's discharges included sewage from 40 or more employees, hazardous 
chemicals, water softener brine, reverse osmosis water, fountain concentrate, isopropyl alcohol, ink, 
and multiple other discharges that were harmful to Sunnyside Park Utilities· sewer system, 
including flows beyond the capacity of Swmyside Park Utilities' sewer system. 
16. Neither Printcraft, nor CTR Management, ever informed Smmyside Park Utilities 
that the lease agreement with J&LB Properties specifically excluded CTR Management and 
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Printcraft Press from using J&LB Properties· rights to the sewer com1ection with Sunnyside Park 
Utilities. 
17. Printcraft Press either negligently did not read, or intentionally did not obey, the 
multiple warnings and prohibitions contained in the Material Safety Data Sheets for the noxious 
and hazardous chemicals Printcraft discharged into the Swmyside Park Utilities· sewer system. 
18. On or about June 9, 2006, Printcraft's discharges caused Sunnyside Park Utilities' 
sewer system to overload and caused sewage to pond on the ground near Surmyside Park Utilities' 
drain field. 
19. Defendants observed significant quantities of ink in the sewage on the grow1d as a 
result of the .lune 9. 2006 overload. 
20. On or about July 2. 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities obtained a temporary expansion 
permit and increased the capacity of the sewer system in order to avoid fi.1ture overloads of the 
system. At that time Sunnyside Park Utilities was still unaware of all the various types and 
quantities of discharges coming from Printcraft into the sewer system. 
21. In August 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities discovered that Printcraft had been 
discharging reverse osmosis ,vater, ink, chemicals and other hannful and illegal substances into the 
sewer system. 
22. On or about September 6, 2006 Swmyside Park Utilities specifically informed 
Printcraft that the sewer system was designed only to accommodate hw11an waste and that Printcraft 
needed to restrict its discharge quantities and crnse discharging chemicals, processed water, and ink 
into the sewer system. 
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23. On or about September 20, 2006, Smmyside Park Utilities provided Printcraft with a 
copy of the Third Pmiy Beneficiary Utility Agreement and Smmyside Park Utilities' Rules and 
Regulations. 
24. On September 26, 2006, Printcraft Press after receipt of the Third Pmty Beneficim·y 
Agreement and the Rules and Regulations acknowledged that it was aware of the system limitations 
and of the disputes with the Department of Envirom11ental Quality and District Seven Health 
Department as a result of the June, 2006 overload, m1d contracted to collect and dispose of all 
substances that Sunnyside Park Utilities classified as "processed wastes;' including all reverse 
osmosis water, in exchange for future sewer services. 
25. During December of 2006, Sumwside Park Utilities discovered that Printcraft 
continued discharging substances that Sunnyside Park Utilities classified as "processed wastes." 
26. On December 11, 2006. Sunnyside Pm·k Utilities sent a letter to Printcraft, 
demanding that Printcraft cease all dischm·ges of "processed wastes" immediately. 
27. On December 13, 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities again requested that Printcraft 
cease all discharges of "processed wastes" and informed Printcraft that Printcraft must allow 
monitoring of its discharges if Printcraft desired to continue receiving sewer services. Printcraft 
refused to allow its discharges to be monitored only because Printcraft was knowingly and 
intentionally discharging "processed wastes'· and had no intention of ceasing to dischm·ge 
"processed wastes'' despite the agreement reached between Printcraft and Smmyside Park Utilities 
on or about September 26, 2006. 
28. On December 15, 2006, Smmyside Park Utilities severed the sewer com1ection to 
the building Printcraft is occupying. 
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29. On December 19, 2006, Printcraft caused its portable, non-discharging above 
grmmd sewer system, with a capacity of 1,000 gallons, to overload, allowing sewage to pond on the 
ground near Printcraft's building. Multiple additional overloads have occurred and are continuing. 
30. On December 20, 2006, the Department of Environmental Quality conducted an 
investigation of the sewage on the ground and determined that "Odor of wastewater smelled like 
ink. Color of wastewater was a dark blue to black color." 
31. The investigation by the Department of Environmental Quality, only five days after 
Sunnyside Park Utilities severed the sewer c01mection, confinns that Printcraft was discharging 
"processed wastes." 
32. On or about December 15, 2006, Printcraft Press began discharging its human 
sewage and industrial process wastewater into an above ground container, in a location that is easily 
visible to the general public, located on the county right of way, and within a few feet of a public 
roadway in the Smmyside Industrial and Professional Park subdivision. 
33. From December 15, 2006 to the present, Printcraft has added additional above 
ground containers, and now Printcraft discharges its sewage into three above ground containers, 
located on a trailer, which is currently parked in the cow1ty right-of-way and directly above 
Smmyside Park Utilities' water lines, water meter, and water valve. 
34. From December 15, 2006 to the present, Printcraft has caused or allowed the above 
ground containers to overflow on multiple occasions causing raw sewage to pond on the ground, 
visible to the general public and easily accessible to the general public, animals, insects, etc. 
35. In September of 2007, Printcraft caused or allowed the above ground containers to 
overflow causing raw sewage to flow directly into Sunnyside Park Utilities' man-hole which 
contains a water meter and water lines owned by Swmyside Park Utilities. 
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36. Eastern Idaho Public Health District asked Printcraft to move the tanks to an 
alternative location so that contamination of Sum1yside Park Utilities water system would not 
occm. Printcraft moved the tanks for a short time, but has now moved the sewage tanks so that 
they currently sit directly above Smmyside Park Utilities' prope1iy. 
37. The raw sewage ponding on the ground is injurious to health and offensive to the 
senses such that it constitutes a nuisance. 
38. Thousands of gallons of raw sewage now sit directly above Smmyside Park 
Utilities' water meter and water valve. The raw sewage is frequently allowed to leak, which 
constitutes a direct and severe health threat to defendants. 
3 9. Defendants are entitled to an order abating the nuisance. 
40. Defendants are entitled to dan1ages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
PRAYER 
WHEREFORE, Defendants Beck and Woolf respectfully request the following relief 
against Printcraft Press, Inc. and Travis Waters: 
1. That Printcraft recover nothing by reason of its Second Amended Complaint and 
that all claims alleged therein be dismissed; 
2. That the Court order Printcraft to abate the nuisance created by Printcraft' s use and 
improper maintenance of the above gr0tmd tanks; 
3. That Defendants Beck and Woolf be awarded damages for the nuisance caused by 
Printcraft's use and improper maintenance of the above ground tanks; 
4. That Defendants Beck and Woolf be awarded all of their costs and attorney fees; 
5. For such other relief, legal or equitable, to which Defendants Beck and Woolf have 
any right or entitlement. 
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DA TED this _j_ & day of May, 2008. 
McGRATH, SMffH & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
By: 
-B~rJ-:-::,a~n----:;D~. S~1~11":':it~h~~1 =6:a~~::::::~====---
Attorney for Defendants 
Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW Defendants Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf and hereby demand a trial by a 
twelve (12) personjmy on ~;f fact. 
DATED this Jfz__ day of May, 2008. 
McGRATH, SMITH & ASSOCIATES. 
PLLC 
By: 
~-:::-fy--::::::·:?'"an-=.:D-:-.--;':S~rn~itl-:-1----,ft-~--'-------;£-~±::,::::::::::---
/ Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICAT~ERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the / ~ day of May, 2008 I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DOYLE BECK and KIRK WOOLF'S ANSWER TO SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT, AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL to be served by placing the 
same in a sealed envelope and depositing it in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, or by 
hand delivery, facsimile transmission, or overnight delivery, addressed to the following: 
[ efs. Mail 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Courthouse Mail Box 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 
[ ] ~night Delivery 
[ "'1Hand Delivery 
[ ] Courthouse Mail Box 
Jeffrey D. Bnmson, Esq. 
Lance J. Schuster, Esq. 
John M. A vondet Esq. 
Michael D. Gaffney, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
Daniel Beck, Esq. 
FULLER & CARR 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
P. 0. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Lance J. Schuster, ISB No. 5404 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
John M. Avondet, ISB No. 7438 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
; 208 ,529 9732 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH SUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
VS. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNl\lYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
KIRK WOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC.'S REPLY 
TO COUNTERCLAIMS 
Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counsel of record, Beard St. Clair 
Gaffney PA, respectfully reply to Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc. 's Counterclaims as 
follows: 
! . Admit paragraph 1. 
2. As to paragraph 2, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third 
Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
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provision of water and sewer services. Deny that Printcraft had knowledge, actual or 
constructive, of these documents when it moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park. 
3. Admit paragraph 3. 
4. Admit paragraph 4. 
5. Admit paragraph 5. 
6. Deny paragraph 6. 
7. Deny paragraph 7. 
8. Deny paragraph 8. 
9. As to paragraph 9, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third 
Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
manner in which the water and sewer services were provided. Deny that Printcraft had 
actual or constructive knowledge of these documents and their contents at the time 
Printcraft moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. 
10. Deny paragraph 10. 
11. As to paragraph 11, the terms of the lease agreement are contained therein, 
therefore deny as stated. 
I 2. Deny paragraph 12. 
13. Admit paragraph 13. 
14. Deny paragraph 14. 
15. There is no paragraph l 5 in Sunnyside 's counterclaims as the numbering 
jumps from 14 to 16. 
16. Deny paragraph 16. 
17. Deny paragraph 17. 
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18. Deny paragraph 18. 
19. Deny paragraph 19. 
20. Deny paragraph 20. 
21. Deny paragraph 21. 
22. Deny paragraph 22. 
23. Admit paragraph 23. 
24. Deny paragraph 24. 
25. Deny paragraph 25. 
26. As to paragraph 26, admit that a letter was sent, deny that what was 
requested was clear, therefore deny the remainder. 
27. Deny paragraph 27. 
28. Admit paragraph 28. 
29. Deny paragraph 29. 
30. Object and deny paragraph 30. The purported attachment is hearsay, is not 
properly authenticated, and is not properly attached to the Counterclaims. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
Deny paragraph 31 and all of its subparts. 
Deny paragraph 32. 
Deny paragraph 33. 
Deny paragraph 30 (sic). 
Deny paragraph 31(a) through (f) (sic). 
Deny paragraph 32 (sic). 
Deny paragraph 33 (sic). 
Deny paragraph 34 (sic). 
Deny paragraph 35 (sic). 
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40. Deny paragraph 36 (sic). 
41. Deny paragraph 37 (sic). 
42. Deny paragraph 38 (sic). 
43. Paragraph 39 (sic) makes no factual averments to which a response is 
required. 
44. Deny paragraph 40 (sic). 
45. Deny paragraph 41 (sic). 
46. Deny paragraph 42 (sic). 
47. Deny paragraph 43 (sic). 
48. As to paragraphs 44 (sic) through 81 (sic), Printcraft has moved to strike 
these paragraphs as they are improperly brought and Sunnyside has not received leave 
from the Court to amend its counterclaims against Printcraft. Sunnysjde has also not 
received leave to add Travis Waters, individually, as a party. The Court is respectfully 
referred to Printcraft's Motion to Strike. 
49. Deny paragraph 82 (sic). 
50. Deny paragraph 83 (sjc). 
51. Deny paragraph 84 (sic). 
52. Deny paragraph 85 (sic). 
53. Deny paragraph 86 (sic). 
AF:FIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
I. Sunnyside 's claims are ban-ed the applicable statute of limitations. 
2. Sunnyside 's claims are barred because it has failed to state claims upon 
which relief can be granted. 
3. Sunnyside 's claims are barred by fraud. 
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4. Sunnyside 's claims are barred by its own unclean hands. 
5. Sunnyside's claims are barred by its own anticipatory repudiation of the 
contract. 
6. Sunnyside's claims are barred by laches. 
7. Sunnyside's claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
8. Sunnyside's claims are barred by its own negligence in the construction 
and maintenance of the sewer system. 
9. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has no damages. 
10. Sunnyside 's claims are barred because Printcraft's conduct was not the 
proximate cause of its damages, if any. 
11. Sunnyside 's claims are ban-ed because it has failed to mitigate its 
damages, if any. 
12. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside's conduct constitutes the 
proximate cause of Sunnyside's damages, if any. 
13. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside has not pied fraud with 
pmiicularity as required by rule. 
14. Sunnyside 's claims are barred because it has not and does currently 
comply with the regulations imposed upon it by IDAPA. 
15. Sunnyside 's claims are barred because Sunnyside failed to comply with 
pennits it received from various state and county departments. 
16. Sunnyside 's claims are barred by estoppel. 
17. Sunnyside brings new claims that it has not received leave from the Court 
to bring. These claims are barred because Sunnyside has not presented the Collli with 
good cause as to why the claims were not previously brought. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Printcraft respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. Judgment be against Sunnyside and for Printcraft with Sunnyside 
taking nothing. 
2. That Sunnyside 's counterclaims be dismissed with prejudice by this Court. 
3. That Printcraft be awarded its full, reasonable attorney fee pursuant to 
Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, and any other 
applicable statute. 
4. For any other relief deemed just and equitable by the Court under the 
circumstances. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho and on May 19, 2008, 1 
served a true and correct copy of Printcraft Press, Inc. 's Reply to Counterclaims on the 
following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Can 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-7167 
Bryan Smith 
McGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-1300 
' J
I 
Du.S.Mail 
I 
Hand-delivered G1 Facsimile 
/ 
Du.s. Mail D Hand-delivered [Z] Facsimile 
Du.s. Mail D Hand-delivered ~simile 
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Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
John M. Avondet, ISB No. 7438 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
VS. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
KIRK WOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC.'S 
MOTION TO AMEND TO ALLEGE 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES AGAINST 
DOYLE BECK AND KIRK WOOLF 
The plaintiff, Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counsel of record, Beard 
St. Clair Gaffoey PA, respectfully submits the following memorandum in support of its 
Motion to Amend to Allege Punitive Damages against the Doyle Beck (Beck) and Kirk 
Woolf (Woolf). 
Beck and Woolf engaged in fraudulent conduct against Printcraft. In the event 
that Printcraft can prove fraud against Beck and Woolf, Printcraft is entitled to punitive 
Printcraft Press, Inc.' s Motion t~ ~1JeU? to Allege Punitive Damages Against Doyle 
l .:. U { Beck and Kfrk Woo 1 f Paire 1 
damages. This Court has already granted Printcraft leave to amend its complaint to 
allege punitive damages against Sunnyside on the basis of fraud. At the time Printcraft 
previously moved to amend to allege punitive damages, Beck and \Voolfhad not 
appeared in the action individually. Thus, Printcraft could not have brought this matter 
previously. This motion is substantially based on the same legal reasoning and rationale 
presented in its previous motion to amend to allege punitive damages against Sunnyside. 
However, since Printcraft's fraud claims also run directly to Beck and Woolf, 
individually, claims for punitive damages against Beck and Woolflogically follow. 
Printcraft has the same reasonable likelihood of proving its fraud claims against 
Beck and Woolf as it does against Sunnyside. Printcraft should be allowed to allege 
claims for punitive damages against Beck and Woolf in addition to its punitive damage 
claims against Sunnyside. 
DATED: May 29, 2008. 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
John M. A vondet 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify I am a licensed attorney jn the state ofJdaho and on May 29, 2008, I 
served a true and correct copy of Print craft Press, Inc. 's Motion to Amend to Allege 
Punitive Against Doyle Beck and Kirk WooJf on the following by the method 
of delivery designated below: 
~ark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 1 
Bryan Smith 
McGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax:(208) 166 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital A venue 
[daho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-1300 
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Lance 1Ychuster 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
John M. A vondet 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
an ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, 
Idaho corporation, 
INC., an ) 
Defendant. 
------------------
) 
) 
) 
) 
MINUTE ENTRY 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
On the 5th day of June, 2008, came before the Honorable Joel 
E. Tingey, District Judge, in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Dave Marlowe, Court Reporter, and Ms. Linda Newton, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Lance Schuster appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff. 
Mr. Mark Fuller appeared on behalf of the Defendant. Mr. 
Bryan Smith appeared on behalf of Defendant's Doyle Beck and Kirk 
Woolf. 
Mr. Schuster addresses the Motion to Strike. He asks the 
Court to strike counterclaim and strike Mr. Waters as a 
defendant. 
Mr. Fuller responds to Mr. Schuster's comments. Defendant's 
are obligated to file an amended answer to Plaintiff's amended 
complaint. 
The Court questioned Mr. Fuller on Rule 19(A) of I.R.C.P. 
Mr. Fuller responds to the Court's question. 
Mr. Schuster responds to Mr. Fuller's argument. 
The Court addresses counsel. Denies Motion to Strike 
1 ') ' (' 
..L :: .. 11...J 
Counterclaim, but does strike Counterclaim as it relates to Mr. 
Travis Waters. 
The Court addresses the Plaintiff's Motion for Punitive 
Damages. 
Mr. Smith addresses the Motion to Continue the Trial filed 
by Mr. Beck and Mr. Woolf. Defendant's Beck and Woolf have not 
had time to conduct any discovery. There is no time for these 
defendants to file any pretrial motions. 
Mr. Smith also objects to the Motion to Shorten Time on the 
Plaintiff's Motion for Punitive Damages. 
Mr. Schuster responds to Mr. Smith's arguments and opposes 
Motion to Continue the Trial. 
The Court responds to Mr. Schuster's comments. 
Mr. Schuster continues his argument against the Motion to 
Continue the Trial. 
Mr. Fuller has no opposition to continuing the trial. 
The Court addresses counsel. The Court vacates trial date 
in July. Counsel to submit availability of trial dates in the 
next 6 - 10 months. The Court will set a hearing in 30 days to 
take up Plaintiff's Motion for Punitive Damages. Any potential 
motions that any party may have need to be filed and noticed for 
that date. No further motions to amend pleadings will be heard 
following that hearing. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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I hereby certify that on the ~day of June, 2008, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Lance Schuster 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Mark R. Fuller 
Dan Beck 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Deputy Court Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIA[.b1STR1~J77 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation. 
Plaintiff: 
V. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
& PROFESSIONAL PARK, L.L.C., an Idaho 
limited liability company, DOYLE BECK, an 
individual, and KIRK WOOLF, an individual. 
Defendants, 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER 
r 
Currently before the Court is Plaintiffs motion to strike certain po1iions of the 
answer and counterclaim filed by Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., and the 
motion of Defendants Beck and Wolf to continue the trial in this matter. The Court has 
reviewed the record and considered the arguments of counsel at the time of hearing and 
makes the following ruling. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Plaintiff's motion to strike is granted in paii 
and denied in part. Plaintiff's motion is granted in that the p01iions of Defendant's 
answer and counterclaim purporting to name Travis Waters as a "counterdefendant" and 
raise claims against him are stricken. The remainder of Plaintiff's motion to strike is 
denied. 
ORDER - 1 ( 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant Beck and Woolf s motion for 
continuance of the trial is granted. The trial set for July 22, 2008 is vacated. Counsel are 
to submit to the Court their available dates for resetting the trial. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a hearing on Plaintiff's pending motion to 
amend to include punitive damage claims against Beck and Woolf is set for July '6 _, 
2008, at °[: tJ-0 a.rn. Any Party seeking to further amend their pleadings in any manner 
must timely file their motion so as to be heard at the time of the hearing. Subsequent to 
said hearing, the Court will not consider any other motions to amend or add parties. 
Dated this S- day of June, 2008. 
/ 
e'OELJ} TINGEY 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 5t{day of June, 2008, I did send a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct postage 
thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective comihouse mailbox; or by 
causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Michael Gaffney 
Lance Schuster 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, McNamara Calder 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
Fuller & Carr 
P.O. Box 50935 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
ORDER - 2 
Bryan D. Smith 
McGrath, Smith & Associates 
P.O. box 50731 
414 Shoup A venue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER - 3 
RONALD LONG,'vfORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County. Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
1 ;48AM;Beard St.Cla•r 
Michael D. Gaffoey, ISB No. 3558 
Lance J. Schuster, ISB No. 5404 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
Jolm M. Avondet, ISB No. 7438 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAIIO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff1/Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
O\1/NERS ASSOCIA TlON, INC., an 
l<laho corporation, and SUNNYS 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
KIRK WOOLF, an individual, · 
Oefendants/Counterclaimants. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, lNC. 'S 
AMENDED REPLY 
TO COUNTERCLAIMS OF SUNNYSIDE 
UTILITIES, INC. 
Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcra~), through counsel ofrecord, Beard St. Clair 
Gaffney PA, respectfully reply to Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc.'s Counterclaims as 
follows: 
l. Admit paragraph I. 
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2. As to paragraph 2, admit in pa1i and deny in part. Admit that the Third 
Paiiy Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
provision of water and sewer services. Deny that Printcraft had knowledge, actual or 
constructive, of these documents when it moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park. 
3. Admit paragraph 3. 
4. Admit paragraph 4. 
5. Admit paragraph 5. 
6. Deny paragraph 6. 
7. Deny paragraph 7. 
8. Deny paragraph 8. 
9. As to paragraph 9, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third 
Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
manner in which the water and sewer services were provided. Deny that Printcraft had 
actual or constructive knowledge of these documents and their contents at the time 
Printcraft moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. 
10. Deny paragraph 10. 
11. As to paragraph 11, the terms of the lease agreement are contained therein, 
therefore deny as stated. 
12. Deny paragraph 12. 
13. Admit paragraph 13. 
14. Deny paragraph 14. 
l 5. There is no paragraph 15 in Sunnyside's counterclaims as the numbe1ing 
jumps from 14 to 16. 
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I 6. Deny paragraph 16. 
17. Deny paragraph 17. 
18. Deny paragraph 18. 
19. Deny paragraph 1 
20. Deny paragraph 
21. Deny paragraph 21. 
22. Deny paragraph 
23. Admit paragraph 
24. Deny paragraph 24. 
25. Deny paragraph 
26. As to paragraph 26, admit that a letter was sent, deny that what was 
requested was clear, therefore deny the remainder. 
27. Deny paragraph 
28. Admit paragraph 28. 
29. Deny paragraph 29. 
30. Object and deny paragraph 30. The purported attachment is hearsay, is not 
properly authenticated, and is not properly attached to the Counterclaims. 
31. Deny paragraph 31 and all of its subparts. 
32. Deny paragraph 32. 
33. Deny paragraph 33. 
34. Deny paragraph 30 (sic). 
35. Deny paragraph 31 (a) through (f) (sic). 
36. Deny paragraph 32 (sic). 
37. Deny paragraph 33 (sic). 
Printcraft Press, Inc. 's Amended Reply to Counterclaims of Sunnyside Utilities, Inc. Page 3 
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38. Deny paragraph 34 (sic). 
39. Deny paragraph 35 (sic). 
40. Deny paragraph 36 (sic). 
41. Deny paragraph 37 (sic). 
42. Deny paragraph 38 (sic). 
43. Paragraph 39 (sic) makes no factual avem1ents to which a response is 
required. 
44. Deny paragraph 40 (sic). 
45. Deny paragraph 41 (sic). 
46. Deny paragraph 42 (sic). 
47. Deny paragraph 43 (sic). 
48. Deny paragraph 44 (sic). 
49. Deny paragraph 45 (sic). 
50. Deny paragraph 46 (sic). 
51. Deny paragraph 47 (sic). 
52. Deny paragraph 48 (sic). 
Deny paragraph 49 (sic). 
54. Deny paragraph 50 (sic). 
55. Deny para1:,rraph 51 (sic). 
56. Deny paragraph 52 (sic). 
57. Deny paragraph 53 (sic). 
58. Deny paragraph 54 (sic). 
59. Deny paragraph 55 (sic). 
60. Deny paragraph 56 (sic). 
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61. Deny paragraph 57 (sic). 
62. Deny paragraph 58 (sic). 
63. Deny paragraph 59 (sic). 
64. Deny paragraph 60 (sic). 
65. Deny paragraph 61 (sic). 
66. Deny paragraph 62 (sic). 
67. Deny paragraph 63 (sic). 
68. Deny paragraph 64 (sic). 
69. Deny paragraph 65 (sic). 
70. Deny paragraph 66 (sic). 
71. Deny paragraph 67 (sic). 
72. Deny paragraph 68 (sic). 
73. Deny paragraph 69 (sic). 
74. Deny paragraph 70 (sic). 
75. Deny paragraph 71 (sic). 
76. Deny paragraph 72 (sic). 
77. Deny paragraph 73 (sic). 
78. Deny paragraph 74 (sic). 
79. Deny paragraph 75 (sic). 
80. Deny paragraph 76 (sic). 
81. Deny paragraph 77 (sic). 
82. Deny paragraph 78 (sic). 
83. Deny paragraph 79 (sic). 
84. Deny paragraph 80 (sic). 
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85. Deny paragraph 81 (sic). 
86. Deny paragraph 82 (sic). 
87. Deny paragraph 83 (sic). 
88. Deny paragraph 84 (sic). 
89. Deny paragraph 85 (sic). 
90. Deny paragraph 86 (sic). 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. Sunnyside's claims are barred the applicable statute of limitations. 
2. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has failed to state claims upon 
which relief can be granted. 
3. Sunnyside's claims are bmTed by fraud. 
4. Sunnyside's claims are baiTed by its own unclean hands. 
5. Sunnyside's claims are barred by its own anticipatory repudiation of the 
contract. 
6. Sunnyside's claims are barred by laches. 
7. Sunnyside 's claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
8. Sunnyside's claims are barred by its own negligence in the construction 
and maintenance of the sewer system. 
9. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has no damages. 
10. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Printcraft's conduct was not the 
proximate cause of its damages, if any. 
11. Sunnyside 's claims are barred because it has failed to mitigate its 
damages, if any. 
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12. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside's conduct constitutes the 
proximate cause of Sunnyside's damages, if any. 
13. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside has not pled fraud with 
pmiicularity as required by rule. 
14. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has not and does cmTently 
comply with the regulations imposed upon it by IDAPA. 
15. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside failed to comply with 
permits it received from various state and county departments. 
16. Smmyside's claims are barred by estoppeL 
17. Sunnyside brings new claims that it has not received leave from the Court 
to bring. These claims are barred because Sunnyside has not presented the Court with 
good cause as to why the claims were not previously brought 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Printcraft respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. Judgment be entered against Sunnyside and Printcraft with Sunnyside 
taking nothing. 
2. That Sunnyside 's counterclaims be dismissed with prejudice by this Court. 
3. That Printcraft be awarded its full, reasonable attorney pursuant to 
Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, and any other 
applicable statute. 
4. For any other relief deemed just and equitable by the Comi under the 
circumstances. 
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CERTIJ?JCATE OF SERVICE 
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho and on June l 0, 2008, I 
served a true and correct copy of PRINTCRAFT INC. 'S AMENDED REPLY 
TO COUNTERCLAIMS on the following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-716 7 
Bryan Smith 
McGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital A venue 
Idaho Falls, ID 3402 
Fax: (208) 5 :.t'{ ~ 
' J 
/ 
D U.S. Mail Hand-delivered Pacsimile 
U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered )2h(:csimile 
Du.s. Mail D Hand-delivered )dFacsimile 
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Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-51 71 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
j eff@beardstclair.com 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation. 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
and KIRK WOOLF, an individual 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, 1NC.'S REPLY TO 
DOYLE BECK'S AND KIRK WOOLF'S 
COUNTERCLAIMS 
Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counsel of record, Beard St. Clair 
Gaffney PA, respectfully reply to Doyle Beck's and Kirk Woolf's counterclaims as 
follows: 
1. Admit paragraph 1. 
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2. As to paragraph 2, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third Party 
Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
provision of water and sewer services. Deny that Printcraft had knowledge, actual or 
constructive, of these documents when it moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park. 
3. Admit paragraph 3. 
4. Admit paragraph 4. 
5. Admit paragraph 5. 
6. Deny paragraph 6. 
7. Deny paragraph 7. 
8. Deny paragraph 8. 
9. As to paragraph 9, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third Party 
Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
manner in which the water and sewer services were provided. Deny that Printcraft had 
actual or constructive knowledge of these documents and their contents at the time 
Printcraft moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. 
10. Admit paragraph 10. 
11. Admit paragraph 11. 
12. Deny paragraph 12. 
13. Admit paragraph 13. 
14. Deny paragraph 14. 
15. There is no paragraph 15 in Beck's and Woolf's Counterclaims as the numbering 
jumps from paragraph 14 to 16. 
16. Deny paragraph 16. 
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17. Deny paragraph 17. 
18. Deny paragraph l 8. 
19. Deny paragraph 19. 
20. Deny paragraph 20. 
21. Deny paragraph 21. 
22. Deny paragraph 22. 
23. Admit paragraph 23. 
24. Deny paragraph 24. 
25. Deny paragraph 25. 
26. As to paragraph 26, admit that a letter was sent, deny that what was requested was 
clear. Deny remainder. 
27. Deny paragraph 27. 
28. Admit paragraph 28. 
29. Deny paragraph 29. 
30. Deny paragraph 30. 
31. Deny paragraph 3 I . 
32. Deny paragraph 32. 
33. Deny paragraph 33. 
34. Deny paragraph 34. 
35. Deny paragraph 35. 
36. Deny paragraph 36. 
37. Deny paragraph 37. 
38. Deny paragraph 38. 
39. Deny paragraph 39. 
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40. Deny paragraph 40. 
AFFIR.i1VIATIVE DEFENSES 
1. The counterclaims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations. 
2. The counterclaims are barred and fail to state a claim upon which relief can be 
grnnted. 
3. The counterclaims are ban-ed by fraud. 
4. The counterclaims are baITed by Beck's and Woolf's own unclean hands. 
5. The counterclaims are barred because Beck and Woolf have failed to mitigate 
their damages, if any. 
6. The counterclaims are barred by estoppel. 
7. The counterclaims are baITed by the doctrine of waiver. 
8. The counterclaims are barred by the doctrine oflaches. 
9. The counterclaims are baffed because Printcraft's actions are not the proximate 
cause of damages, if any. 
l 0. The counterclaims are ban-ed because Beck's and Woolf's own conduct are the 
proximate cause of the injury, if any. 
11. The counterclaims are baJTed by its own anticipatory repudiation. 
12. The counterclaims are barred by Beck's and Woolf's own negligence and failure 
to properly maintain the sewer system. 
13. The counterclaims are baJTed because Beck and Woolf have not damages. 
14. The counterclaims are ban-ed because of Beck and Woolf's own failure to comply 
with IDAPA. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Printcraft prays for the following relief: 
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1. Judgment be entered against Beck and Woolf and for Printcraft with Beck and 
Woolf taking nothing. 
2. That the counterclaims be dismissed with prejudice by this Court. 
3. That Printcraft be awarded its full, reasonable attorney fee pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ § 12-120, 12-121, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, and any other applicable statute. 
4. For any other relief deemed just and equitable by the Court under the 
circumstances. 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 38 (b), 
PLAINTIFF/COUNTERDEFENDANT DEMANDS A TRIAL BY JURY 
DATED: June l 0, 2008 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
John M. A vondet 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorneys for Printcraft Press, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho and on June 10, 2008, I 
served a true and conect copy of PRINTCRAFT PRESS, TI\J"C.'S REPLY TO DOYLE 
BECK'S AND KIRK WOOLF'S COUNTERCLAIMS on the following by the method of 
delivery designated below: 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-7167 
Bryan Smith 
McGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-1300 
. Brunson 
John M. A vondet 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorney for Printcraft Press, Inc. 
/ 
/ 
ICIJ U.S. Mail ICIJ Hand-delivered ~(pacsimile 
D U.S. Mail 
/,,,,.~ 
[J] Hand-delivered )l21l Facsimile 
/ 
a U.S. Mail a Hand-delivered ~Facsimile 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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Bryan D. Smith, Esq. -ISB No. 4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. -ISB No. 7010 
McGRATH, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. 0. Box 50731 
414 Shoup A venue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Telefax: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Defendants, 
Doyle Beck and Kirk \Voolf 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUl\TTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRJNTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., 
An Idaho c0111oration, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
O\VNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability corporation, DOYLE 
BECK, an individual, and KIRK WOOLF, 
an individual, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) Case No. CV-06-7097 
) 
) BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO 
) PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND TO 
) ALLEGE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
) AGAINST DOYLE BECK AND KIRK 
) WOOLF 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE ) 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL ) 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
Corporation, ) 
) 
Counterclaimants, ) 
) 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND TO ALLEGE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
AGAINST DOYLE BECK AND KIRK WOOLF - Page 1 
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V. ) 
) 
PRJNTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, and TRAVIS WATERS, ) 
an individual, ) 
) 
Counter-defendants. ) 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
Defendants Doyle Beck ("Beck") and Kirk Woolf ("Woolf'), file this brief in opposition to 
the plaintiff, Printcraft Press, Inc.' s ("Printcraft"), motion to amend its complaint to seek punitive 
damages against Beck and Woolf For the reasons set fmih herein, the comi should deny the 
plaintiffs motion. 
lI. THE COURT SHOULD ALLOW BECK AND WOOLF AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
CONDUCT DISCOVERY ON THE PUNITIVE DAMAGE ISSUE. 
Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) prescribes procedurally how and when a plaintiff may 
properly plead a claim for punitive damages as follows: 
In all civil actions in which punitive damages are pennitted, no claim for 
damages shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. 
However, a party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before the 
comi, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking pm1itive damages. 
The cou1i shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the 
evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving paiiy has established at 
such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support 
an award of punitive damages. A prayer for relief added pursuant to this section 
shall not be baiTed by lapse of time under any applicable limitation on the time in 
which an action may be brought or claim asserted, if the time prescribed or limited 
had not expired when the original pleading was filed. 
(Emphasis added.) 
Thus, in deten11ining whether to allow a paiiy to ainend its complaint to seek punitive 
damages, the court must necessarily consider the "evidence presented" to decide whether the 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND TO ALLEGE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
AGAINST DOYLE BECK AND KIRK WOOLF - Page 2 
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movant has established a "reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to supp01i an 
award of punitive damages." 
Here, Beck and Woolf have not had an adequate opp01iw1ity to gather "evidence" in 
defense of Printcraft's attempt to amend its complaint to seek punitive damages. Printcraft 
originally filed suit in 2006, but did not sue Beck and Woolf ru1til April 17, 2008. 1 Printcraft may 
argue that Beck and Woolf have lmown about the issues in this case because they are involved with 
Swmyside Park Utilities, Inc. ("Sunnyside"), Sunnyside Park Owners Association, Inc. ("SPOA"), 
and Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park, LLC ("SIPP"). However, as the comi well knows, 
a suit against a corporation in which an individual owns an interest is much different Jiom a suit 
against the individual himself. Since Printcratt added them as defendants just a few weeks ago, 
Beck and Woolf have hired separate legal counsel to represent them individually. Beck and Woolf 
will be unfairly prejudiced if required to present "evidence" in opposition to a potential punitive 
damage claim without first being afforded a meaningful oppmiunity to conduct discovery and 
gather that evidence. As such, the comi should deny Printcraft's motion as premature. 
lll. THE COURT SHOULD DENY PRINTCRAFT'S MOTION FOR THE REASONS 
PREVIOUSLY SET FORTH IN SPU'S AND SIPP'S BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO 
PRINTCRAFT' S MOTION TO SEEK PUNITIVE DAMAGES. 
In opposition to Printcraft' s motion to seek punitive damages against them individually, 
Beck and Woolf incorporate by reference the facts, law, and arguments in SPU's and SIP P's 
Opposition to Motion to Amend to Allege Punitive Damages dated May 1, 2008, already on file 
with the cowi, together with the affidavits referenced therein. 
II 
II 
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IV. BECK AND WOOLF RESERVE THEIR RIGHT TO RESUBMIT THIS ISSUE TO THE 
COURT AFTER CONDUCTING DISCOVERY. 
If this court proceeds at this time to rule on Printcraft' s motion, Beck and Woolf preserve 
their objection to Printcraft's motion and reserve the right to later present facts for the court's 
reconsideration after they have conducted the necessary discovery. See I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2). 
V. UNDER FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF FAIRNESS, THE COURT SHOULD NOT 
ALLOW PRINTCRAFT TO DISCOVERY BECK AND WOOLF'S FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION BEFORE BECK AND WOOLF HA VE A MEANINGFUL 
OPPORTUNITY TO DISCOVER THE FACTS NECESSARY TO OPPOSE THE 
MOTION TO SEEK PUNITIVE DAMAGES. 
"A defendant's financial status may be considered in detem1ining whether a [punitive J 
damage award will have any deterrent effect." See Umphrey v. Sprinkel, 106 Idaho 700, 710 
( 1983). Thus, if this comi grants Printcraft' s motion to seek punitive damages against Beck and 
Woolf: the court will open the door to Printc:raft's discovery of Beck and Woolfs personal financial 
condition. To allow Printcraft to discover Beck and Woolf's highly personal and confidential 
financial information before Beck and Woolf have a meaningful opportunity to discover the facts 
necessary to oppose Printcraft' s motion to seek punitive damages against them violates 
fundamental principles of fairness. 
VI. CONCLUSION. 
For the reasons set f01ih herein, the court should deny Printc:raft's motion. 
1 See Second Amended Complaint and Jury Demand filed April 17, 2008, already on file with the comi. 
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DA TED this _;}_J_ day of June, 2008. 
McGRATH, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
1 
By: ~xµ(/ L B~jan . Smith 
/7 Aftomey for Defendants 
Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_;;[}_ day of June, 2008 I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND 
TO ALLEGE PUNITIVE DAMAGES AGAINST DOYLE BECK AND KIRK WOOLF to 
be served by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing it in the United States Mail, 
postage prepaid, or by hand delivery, facsimile transmission, or overnight delivery, addressed to 
the following: 
[ ] JJ.S. Mail [ vf Facsimile Transmission 
[ J Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Courthouse Mail Box 
[ J)J.S. Mail [ v1 Facsimile Transmission 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Courthouse Mail Box 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, Esq. 
Lance J. Schuster, Esq. 
John M. Avondet, Esq. 
Michael D. Gaffney, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
Daniel Beck, Esq. 
FULLER & CARR 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
P. 0. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND TO ALLEGE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
AGAINST DOYLE BECK AND KIRK WOOLF - Page 5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an) 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE ) 
PARK OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,) 
an Idaho corporation; and ) 
SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND ) 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company; DOYLE BECK, an ) 
individual; and KIRK WOOLF, an) 
individual, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
------------------
MINUTE ENTRY 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
On the 8th day of July, 2008, Defendant's motion for joinder 
of Travis Waters and motion to amend counterclaim to add punitive 
damages against Travis Waters, Plaintiff's motion to strike and 
for Rule 11 sanctions came before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, 
District Judge, in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. Jeff Brunson appeared on behalf 
of the Plaintiff. 
Mr. Mark Fuller appeared on behalf of the Defendant. 
Mr. Bryan Smith was not in attendance on behalf of 
Defendants Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf. (The Court instructed the 
clerk to call Mr. Smith's office to see if he was planning on 
attending. Mr. Smith was not in the office. His secretary 
called back to advise that Mr. Smith would not be able to attend, 
but would submit on pleadings filed.) 
Mr. Fuller presented Defendant's motion for joinder of 
Travis Waters. Mr. Gaffney responded to the motion. Mr. Fuller 
presented rebuttal argument. 
The Court granted the motion and will grant leave to amend 
the existing counterclaim to include Mr. Waters. Mr. Waters will 
need to be served. Mr. Fuller will prepare a proposed order for 
the Court's signature. 
Mr. Gaffney presented Plaintiff's motion to amend for 
punitive damages against Travis Waters. Mr. Fuller declined to 
argue. 
The Court granted the motion to amend for punitive damages 
against Mr. Waters and Mr. Beck. Mr. Gaffney will prepare a 
proposed order for the Court's signature. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
H:cv067097.28mo 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certi that on the~ day of July, 2008, I 
caused a true correct copy of the f 
be delivered tot following: 
Jeff Brunson 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 7495 
Mark R. Fuller 
Dan Beck 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 8340 
Bryan Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Deputy Cour Clerk 
to 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
an ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an) 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE ) 
PARK OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,) 
an Idaho corporation; and ) 
SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND ) 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company; DOYLE BECK, an ) 
individual; and KIRK WOOLF, an) 
individual, ) 
Defendants. 
------------------
) 
) 
) 
ORDER AND NOTICE 
RESETTING JURY TRIAL 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
:,,' c_ ·/'_.:) 
Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
the following pre-trial schedule shall govern all proceedings in 
this case: 
ORDER 
I. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. A Pre-trial Conference is scheduled for February 18, 
2009 at 8:30 a.m. 
2. Jury trial is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. (or 1:30 p.m.) 
on March 3, 2009. 
3. Dispositive motions must be filed at least 60 days 
prior to trial. 
4. Plaintiff(s) expert witness disclosure, including 
opinions and conclusions must be filed at least 100 
days before trial. Defendant(s) expert witness 
disclosure including opinions and conclusions must be 
filed at least 80 days before trial. Plaintiff's 
rebuttal expert witness disclosure is due 60 days prior 
to trial. 
5. All discovery shall be completed 45 days prior to 
trial. 
ORDER 
6. The parties and their attorneys shall attend a 
mediation session before a qualified attorney mediator 
or district judge selected by the parties. Unless 
excused by Mediator, lead trial counsel, the parties 
and a representative of any insurer of a party shall 
attend the mediation with adequate settlement 
authority. Mediation should be completed at least 90 
days prior to trial. 
II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no 
later than three (3) days prior to the pre-trial conference: 
1. File a list of names of persons who may be called to 
testify. 
2. File a descriptive list of all exhibits proposed to be 
offered into evidence 
3. File a brief citing legal authorities upon which the 
party relies as to each issue of law to be litigated. 
4. File proposed jury instructions. The parties need not 
submit IDJI2 instruction numbers 1.01 through 1.43. 
All instructions shall be prepared in accordance with 
I.R.C.P. Sl(a). 
III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall no later 
than seven (7) days before trial: 
1. File any objections to the jury instructions requested 
by an opponent specifying the instruction and the 
grounds for the objection. 
IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
1. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last 
required disclosure shall immediately be disclosed to 
the court and opposing counsel by filing and service 
stating the date upon which the same was discovered. 
2. No witnesses shall testify and no exhibits shall be 
admitted into evidence at trial other than those 
disclosed, listed and submitted to the clerk of the 
court in accordance with this order. 
3. On the first day of trial deposit with the clerk of the 
court all exhibits to be introduced. Plaintiff shall 
pre-mark and staple exhibits in numerical sequence as 
outlined in Plaintiff's exhibit list and Defendant's 
exhibits shall be pre-marked and stapled in 
alphabetical sequence as outlined in Defendant's 
exhibit list. Pages of exhibits shall be stapled, with 
a sticker placed on the first page of the actual 
11)t:1n 
.A. ,__ ..... ,J 
exhibit. 
4. This order shall control the course 
unless modified for good cause to 
manifest injustice. 
5. The Court may impose appropriate sanctions for 
violation of this order. 
s, DATED this ,J day of July 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J)~ay of July, 2008, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Jeff Brunson 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Mark R. Fuller 
Dan Beck 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER 
RONALD LONGMORE 
. (\f\Y 
Deputy1ourt Clerk 
MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698) 
FULLER & CARR 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
SUNNYSIL;E UTILITIES, INC., an) 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDF, ) 
PARK OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
SJNNYSIJE INDUSTRIAL AND) 
?RO FESS IONA!.., PARK, L=:.,'.:., a:' 
Idaho limited liability 
company, DC':'LE 32CI<, a~ 
Ir:d::. v idua_ a:nci "\.IRK 'v'JOOLF', an 
Ir:di dua_, 
Defendants. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterc airnant, 
V. 
PRINTCRAF'T PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation ar:d TRAVIS 
WATERS, an Indiv_dual, 
Counter-defenciants. 
1 ,., 1.l 1J 
..?-· - :: ...... 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR JOINDER 
OF TRAVIS WATERS 
J
,, fl •.• ~ : .. ,:i i 1 
~
ECEllltE:::~".\\ 
vi... .. ,,..,,.\;I u 
BY: 
ORDER ON MOT .i:ON FOR jOINDr::R OF TRAVIS WAT;Rs l 
The above-entitled matter came before the Court pursuant to 
motion filed by Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., to join Travis 
Waters as a counter-defendant. The Court reviewed briefing filed 
in favor and opposed to such motion and received argument from 
counsel. The Court being fully advised in the premises enters the 
following Order: 
1. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion for Joinc:ier of 
Travis Waters is GRANTED. 
DATED this _jJ__ day of July, 2008. 
ORDER ON IJiOTION FOE, ,:;-OINDER or TRAVIS vi/ATERS -2 
1 -·i A •, 
., .... _ •.) 
NOTICE OF ENTRY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a conformed copy a~ the 
ORDER to the parties listed below on this J1_ day of 
2008. 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
FULLER & CARR 
P.O. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
MCGRATH SMITH & ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Gaffney, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
CLERK 
B Y : ,,_]/},[/~'/ 
Deputy Clei"k" 
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MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698) 
FULLER & CARR 
410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201 
P . o . Box 5 0 9 3 5 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0935 
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-5400 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, 
Idaho corporation, 
INC. I 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
an) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC. , an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE 
PARK OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC., an 
Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an 
Individual and KIRK WOOLF, an 
Individual, 
Defendants. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC., an 
Idaho limited liability 
company, 
Counterclaimants, 
V. 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation and TRAVIS 
WATERS, an Individual. 
Counter-defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER RE: STIPULATION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
ORDER RE: STIPULATION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -1 
The Court having considered the parties' signed Stipulation 
for Protective Order, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 
The parties shall not release, disclose, or otherwise cause 
to be released or disclosed Defendants, Sunnyside Park Utilities, 
Inc., financial information, to any person not a party to the 
pending action between Plaintiff and the Defendants or to any 
person not an expert witness in the above action, and shall use 
such information solely for 
DATED this \! day of 
the purposes 
!' -I 
/).1,r "( ,{ri \ r • I, l 
I 
/ 
of this litigation. 
2008. 
( Joe E. Tingey 
'·ntstrict Judge 
ORDER RE: STIPULATION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -2 
NOTICE OF ENTRY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a conformed copy of the 
foregoing ORDER to the parties listed below on this 12_ day of 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
FULLER & CARR 
P.O. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
MCGRATH SMITH & ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Gaffney, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
CLERK 
BY: 
Deputy Clerk --}ltJ/ 
ORDER RE: STIPULATION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER -3 
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Lance J. Schuster. lSB No. 5404 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
John M. Avondet, ISB No. 7438 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, [daho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
(j 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintifti1Counterdefendant, 
VS. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION. INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSlONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company. DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
KIRK WOOLF, an individual. 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
This matter having come before the Court by means of Plaintiffs Motion to 
Shorten Time, and good cause being shown. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the time for hearing Plaintiff's Motion to 
Compel be shortened to Tuesday, September 9, 2008 at 9:30 a.m. 
Order Shortening Time Page 1 
~~~ rn \ble Joel Tingey \ 
, , __ ) Ct~I~K'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on 41, 2008, I sm'ed a true and correct copy of the ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME on the following by the method of delivery designated belo,v: 
rvlark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls. ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-7167 
Bryan Smith 
McGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls. JD 83405-0731 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls. 1D 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-9732 
Clerk of the Court 
By: ~}1/Y 
Deputy Clerk 
/ 
D U.S. Mail EJ Courthouse Box D Facsimile 
D U.S. Mail IJJ{'ourthouse Box D Facsimile 
/ 
D U.S. Mail rnlourthouse Box D Facsimile 
1 0 ,1 ~ 
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JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ,.:_; .•' 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC .. an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff. 
V. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.. an Idaho 
corporation, and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
& PROFESSIONAL PARK, L.L.C .. an Idaho 
limited liability company. DOYLE BECK, an 
individual. and KIRK WOOLF, an individual. 
Defendants, 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL & PROFESSIONAL PARK, 
L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company, 
DOYLE BECK, an individual, and KIRK 
WOOLF , an individual, 
Counterclaimants, 
V. 
PRINTCRAT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and TRAVIS WATERS. an 
individual, 
Counter-defendants. 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS 
Currently before the Court is Defendants Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf's Motion to 
Dismiss. Having reviewed the record, and heard oral argument, and good cause 
appearing therefore; 
ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS - 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said Motion is granted in part and denied in part. 
Specifically, the claims set out in Plaintiffs Second Amended will not be dismissed. 
However, Plaintiff is precluded from asserting any claim or presenting evidence relating 
to allegations of fraud based on affirmative or actual misrepresentations, as opposed to 
allegations for fraud based on non-disclosure. 
c·· 
Dated this ___ L_ day of September, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I 
I hereby certify that on this !}--l!Jay of September, 2008, l did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective comihouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Michael Gaffney 
Lance Schuster 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, McNamara Calder 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
Fuller & Carr 
P.O. Box 50935 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Bryan D. Smith 
McGrath, Smith & Associates 
P.O. box 50731 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS - 2 
ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS - 3 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
I ']'' A ,,,/ By \a/f~[LfJ/ 
---+.~vv~'+-------
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUiJlCIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, .l N lu\JD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Defendant. 
MINUTE ENTRY 
Case:: No. CV-06-7097 
On the 9th day of E,eptember, 7.008, Defendant's motion to 
dismiss re: affirmative misrepresentation came before the 
Honorable Joel E. Tingey, Distr ct Judge, in open court at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. Jeff Brunson appeared on behalf 
of the Plaintiff. 
Mr. Mark Fuller appeared on behalf of the Defendant. 
Mr. Bryan Smith appeared on behalf of Defendant Doyle Beck 
and Kirk Woolf. 
Mr. Gaffney orally withdrew Plaintiff's motion to compel 
discovery. 
Mr. Smith presented Defendant's motion to dismiss re: counts 
3, 4, 5 affirmative misrepresentation. Mr. Gaffney argued in 
opposition to the motion. Mr. Fuller joined with Mr. Smith 
regarding the motion to dic;misc.3. 
argument. 
Mr. Smith presented rebuttal 
The Court granted the motion in part and will preclude any 
evidence on the part of the~ Defendants regarding 
misrepresentation. 
The Court will prepare an order. 
Mr. Smith presented Defendant's motion for protective order. 
Mr. Gaffney argued in opposition Lo the motion for protective 
order. Mr. Smith presented rebuttal argument. 
The Court will take the motion under advisement and issue an 
opinion as soon as possible. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
090908AM5Tingey 
H:cv067097.37 
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...__...., J 
CElf 17 IFICATl" Oi·' SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 9th day of September, 2008, I 
caused a true and correcL copy of Lhe foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Michael Gaffney 
Jeff Brunson 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401! -7,J95 
Mark R. Fuller 
Dan Beck 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 8310S 
RONA! LONGMORE 
··~····· ··~~-
Deputy Court Clerk 
MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698) 
FULLER & CARR 
410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201 
P. o. Box 5 o 9 3 5 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 0935 
TELEPHONE : ( 2 0 8 ) 5 2 4 5 4 0 0 
FACSIMILE: (208) 524-7167 
B ORI ! 1 -·· 
l :( ~; 
•! 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaint 
V. 
INC., 
f, 
an) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, 
INC., an Idaho corporat , 
SUNNYSIDE PARK OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC., an Idaho l ted 
liability company, DOYLE BECK, 
an Individual, and KIRK WOOLF, 
an Individual, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, ) 
INC., an Idaho , ) 
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND) 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC., an) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company, ) 
Counterclaimants, 
V. 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. , an 
Idaho corporation, and TRAVIS 
WATERS, an Individual. 
Counter-Defendants. 
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME -1-
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME 
SEP·- 9/008 
This matter having come before this Court pursuant to the 
Motion to Shorten Time filed by Sunnyside, and good cause having 
been shown, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion 
to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Travis Waters and Lawry 
Wilde shall be heard on Tuesday, September 16, 2008, at 9:00 
o'clock a.m., prior to the Motions for Summary Judgment previously 
scheduled for that day and time. 
rable 
NOTICE OF ENTRY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a conformed copy of the 
SHORTENING TIME to foregoing ORDER 
this day of 
-A--'-/f,,___c-'f,r,"---'~1~, __ I 2008. 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
FULLER & CARR 
P.O. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
MCGRATH SMITH & ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Gaffney, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME - 2 -
CLERK 
BY: 
the parties listed below on 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
of THE sT A TE oF rDAHo. rN AND FoR THE couNTY dF Bo~v1uL1rc 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an individual 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., and Idaho 
Corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION, INC., and Idaho Corporation, 
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL PARK LLC, and Idaho 
limited liability corporation, DOYLE BECK, an 
individual, and KIRK \VOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants, Counterclaimants. 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
ORDER 
THIS MATTER comes before the Court upon Defendants' motion to amend its 
counterclaim to include a punitive damage claim against Travis Waters, and Defendants· 
motion to strike portions of the affidavits of Travis Waters and Larry Wilde, and the 
Court have reviewed the record, and heard oral argument, and good cause appearing 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that as to Defendanls· rnolion to amend its 
counterclaim, the Court finds a reasonable likelihood of Defendant proving facts at the 
time of trial sufficient to support an award of damages, and therefore grants said motion. 
The Court will make a latter determination at the time of trial whether the issue of 
punitive damages will actually be presented to the jury. 
ORDER- I 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that as to Defendants' motion to strike portions of 
the affidavits of Travis Waters and Larry Wilde, said motion is denied as to the Affidavit 
of Travis Waters, and granted as to paragraphs 17. 18, and 19 of the Affidavit of Larry 
Wilde. 
Dated this day of September, 2008. 
JOtL . TI EY 
DISTRI 'T JUDGE 
''--
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this Ji£ day of September, 2008, I did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing. with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective comihouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
FULLER & CA RR 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls. ID 83405-9035 
rv1ichael D. Gaffney 
Lance J. Shuster 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404-7495 
Bryan D. Smith 
McGrath. Smith & Associates 
P.O. box 5073 l 
414 Shoup A venue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER- 2 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By ~:}<J,/ 
eputy Clerk 
F 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDIC:J,A.L DISTRICT. 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B0Nl'JEVILLEc 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an individual 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., and Idaho 
Corporation, SlJNNYSIDE PARK OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION, INC., and Idaho Corporation, 
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC, and Idaho 
limited liability corporation, DOYLE BECK, an 
individual, and KIRK WOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants, Counterclaimants. 
I. 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
II. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On July gt\ 2008, this Court granted Plaintiffs motion to amend their complaint 
to include a claim for punitive damages as against Defendants Doy le Beck and Kirk 
Woolf. 1 Plaintiff then served Beck and Woolf with discovery regarding their financial 
condition. On August 26tl1, 2008, Beck and Woolf filed a motion for a protective order to 
limit the scope of the submitted discovery. The Court subsequently granted Defendants' 
motion to amend their counterclaim to include a punitive damage claim against Travis 
Waters. 
1 Contrary to the asse1tion of counsel for Beck and Woolf, the motion was granted pursuant to J.C. §6-1604 
wherein the Comt found a "reasonable likelihood" that Plaintiff could prove facts at the time of trial 
sufficient to suppmt an award of punitive damages. 
PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1 195·r, 
.JL ,_ d 
The motion for a protective order is granted, and this order shall govern all 
discovery relating to the issue of punitive damages. 
II. STANDARD OF ADJUDICATION 
IRCP Rule 26( c) gives a court power to "make any order which justice requires to 
protect a party or person from annoyance ... [ and/or] undue burden or expense." In its 
effort to protect the parties from such annoyance, the court may limit the scope of 
discovery or prohibit ce1iain types of discovery altogether. Id. A court" s decision to grant 
a protective order is a matter of discretion and will not be overturned on appeal absent an 
abuse of that discretion. Selkirk Seed Co. v. Forney, 134 Idaho 98, 996 P.2d 798 (2000). 
III. ANALYSIS 
If punitive damages are at issue, a court may allmv a jury to consider the wealth 
of a defendant "for the limited purpose of determining the efficacy of a money judgment 
in deterring future tortious conduct." Cheney v. Palos Verdes Inv. Co,p. 104 Idaho 897, 
665 P.2d 661,666 (1983). Whether a money judgment is effective in deterring tortious 
conduct depends on the amount of the judgment relative to the defernlanrs net w01ih. Id. 
Therefore, discovery of the defendant's financial condition for purposes of punitive 
damage awards should be limited to those inquiries necessary to determine the 
defendant's net worth. Any discovery beyond this purpose would not only yield evidence 
that is immaterial to the proceedings, but would also be unduly bmdensome to the 
defendant. 
Since the Court will only allow requests for materials or information reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, the Court is placed in the 
PROTECTIVE ORDER - 2 1 ')61' 
.J.. h, .. 
position of determining how and what evidence may be presented at the time of trial as to 
a claim for punitive damages. if such a claim is allowed to be presented to a jury. 
First. in order to amid the possibility of immaterial and pre_iudicial evidence 
going to the jury, no evidence as to a parties' net wo1ih or financial condition will be 
allowed until after a party has presented its case in chief, and after the Court has made a 
determination of whether the issue will go to the jury. If the Court allows the issue to go 
to the jury, the party will be allowed to reopen its case. if necessary, to present evidence 
of net worth. 
Second, evidence on the punitive damage issue will be limited to a party's net 
w01ih, which should be established with only a few questions. Extensive questioning 
regarding various assets, investments. business interests, etc., will not be allowed unless a 
party gives a substantially inaccurate or evasive answer as to net worth \Yhich ,vould 
reasonably warrant additional questioning. 
Based on the foregoing, a party may conduct discovery as to net worth as follows: 
• Interrogatories as to a party's estimate of his net worth; 
• Interrogatories as to a party's ownership interest in a business, the valuation of 
that interest, and production of that business· most recent financial statements; 
• Interrogatories concerning a party's ownership interest in real property 
,,,hether held in the name of the party or a business entity. including a 
description of the property, any appraisals, or estimation of net fair market 
value; 
• Interrogatories concerning a pariy's non-deferred income investments such as 
stocks, mutual funds. certificates of deposit, and savings accounts and 
PROTECTIVE ORDER - 3 
production of statements for said accounts for the last twelve ( 12) months. 
Information regarding pensions, retirement accounts, and other deferred funds 
are not discoverable. 
• Interrogatories concerning personal property of a pariy where the net fair 
market value exceeds $15,000, including a description of the property and the 
estimated fair market value. 
• Interrogatories concerning a party's transfer of any real or personal property 
individually or through a business entity in the past twelve (12) months. 
Disclosure of the foregoing information shall be limited to the Pariies, their 
attorneys, and expert witnesses, if any. No disclosure shall be made to any other person 
or entity vvithout approval of the Court. All documents produced pursuant to the 
foregoing, and any copies, shall be returned to the producing party at the conclusion of 
this matter. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this day of September, 2008. 
PROTECTIVE ORDER - 4 
/ 
JPEL E. TINGEY'--
DlQT CT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l hereby ce1iify that on this Jkday of September, 2008, I did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, \Vith the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
FULLER & CARR 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-9035 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Lance J. Shuster 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Bryan D. Smith 
McGrath, Smith & Associates 
P.O. box 50731 
414 Shoup A venue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
PROTECTIVE ORDER- 5 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By~_7:1_,__·v_v_· __ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
an ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, 
Idaho corporation, 
INC., an ) 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
----------------~) 
MINUTE ENTRY 
Case No. CV-06-7097 
On the 16th day of September, 2008, Defendant's motion to 
strike portions of affidavit of Travis Waters and Lawry Wilde and 
motion for summary judgment for breach of contract on water 
connection and Defendant's motion to dismiss came before the 
Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, in open court at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. John Avondet appeared on behalf 
of the Plaintiff. 
Mr. Mark Fuller and Mr. Dan Beck appeared on behalf of the 
Defendant. 
Mr. Bryan Smith appeared on behalf of Defendant Doyle Beck 
and Kirk Woolf. 
1 q ,, 1· • 
..... .::. b ,.l 
The Court granted the motion to shorten time and has signed 
the Order to Shorten Time. 
Mr. Fuller presented Defendant's motion to strike portions 
of affidavit of Travis Waters and Lawry Wilde. Mr. Gaffney 
argued in opposition to the motion. 
rebuttal argument. 
Mr. Fuller presented 
The motion was granted in part and denied in part. The 
Court will strike paragraphs 17, 18 and 19 of Wilde's affidavit; 
denied as to Waters. 
Mr. Fuller presented Defendant's motion for summary judgment 
for breach of contract on water connection and motion to dismiss. 
Mr. Gaffney argued in opposition to the motions. 
presented rebuttal argument. 
Mr. Fuller 
The Court will take the motions under advisement and issue 
an opinion as soon as possible. 
Mr. Fuller presented Defendant's motion to amend 
counterclaim to add punitive damages against Travis Waters. Mr. 
Gaffney argued in opposition to the motion. 
rebuttal argument. 
Mr. Fuller presented 
The Court will grant the motion to amend the counterclaim to 
add punitive damages against Travis Waters, but will reserve for 
a later time whether it will get before a jury. 
Mr. Gaffney moved to strike the affidavit of Craig Beck. 
Mr. Fuller opposed the motion. Mr. Gaffney presented rebuttal 
arugment. 
The Court will take the matter under advisement. 
Court was thus adj 
H:cv067097.38mo 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~ day of September, 2008, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Michael Gaffney 
John Avondet 
Jeff Brunson 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Mark R. Fuller 
Dan Beck 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Bryan Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
RONALD LONGMORE 
1 ng :.., 
-·- ,. ' '--" '..,J 
Michael D. Gaffney. ISB No. 3558 
Jeffrey D. Brunson. lSB 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
l daho Falls. Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) l 71 
Facsimile: (208) 
[mail: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
ieffrivbeardstclair.com 
., ~ 
Altorneys for the Plaintiff 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRA.FT PRESS. INC., an Idaho 
corporalion. TR/\ VIS WATERS, an 
individual 
Plainli ffs/Countenlefendanls. 
vs. 
Sl:NNYSIDE PARK UTILITI INC., an 
Idaho corporation. SUNNYSIDE PARK 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION. INC .. an 
Idaho corporation. and SUNNYSIDE 
1NDUSTR1AL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK. LLC. an Idaho limiLed liability 
company. DOYLE BECK. an individual, 
KlRK WOOLF. an individual. 
Defendants/Co unterc laiman ts. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
THIRD Aiv1ENDED COi\lPL\[~ 
JURY DEMAND 
The Plainliff. Printcraft 
Gaffney PA. complains and 
Inc. (Printcrall). through counsel of record. Beard SL Clair 
the defendants as follo\.vs: 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. This is an action arising out of certain disclosures \Vhich the above named 
defendants failed lo make to Prinlcrnft and the subsequent removal of Prinlcraft's sev,;er 
connection to the se,ver system located in the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park 
which is operated and maintained by the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc. 
2. The Plaintiff PRlNTCRAFT PRESS, INC., (hereafter ''Prinlcrafl") is and Yrns 
al all times material herein an Idaho Corporation with its primary place of business in 
Bonneville County, ldabo. Printcraft employs approximately forty employees and operates a 
full color printing service. 
J. The Defendant SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., (hereafter "Defendant 
Sunnyside Park Utilities"), is and was at all time material herein an Idaho corporation with 
its primary place of business i11 Bonneville County, Idaho. 
4. The Defendant SUNNYSIDE PARK OWNERS ASSOClATlON, INC., 
(herealler "Defendant Sunnyside Park Owners''), is and was at all time material herein an 
Idaho corporation with its primary place of business in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
5. The Defendant SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL PARK. 
LLC, (hereafter "Defendant Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park"), is and ,vas al all 
time material herein an Idaho limited liability corpora lion, witll its primary place ol' business 
in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
G. Doyle Beck is a resident of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
7. Kirk Woolf is a resident of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
8. The dispute arises in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
9. Jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 5-514 and 5-404. 
FACTS COl\1MON TO ALL COUNTS 
I 0. On or about Augusl 15, 1996, SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL At\D 
PROFESSIONAL PARK. LLC (SIPP), completed and filed with the District Sewn Health 
Department a septic permit for the installation of a septic system that ,rnuld service one to two 
buildings. The application for lhe septic permi l included numerous pages describing the use 
of the system and provided dtc1v\111gs and details of the location of the system and its expected use. A tme 
and conect copy of the District Seven Health Department's Septic Pennit is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and 
is inco1pornted herein by reference as if set fo1th fully. 
11. Tlie Defendc:U1l SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., ha<, indicated Lhat a part of the 
original sep!ic pen nit included engineers' calculations regarding the capacity ofthe proposed septic tank. 
Copies oft he engineers' calculations me not within the possession of the Plaintitl but b,L'-ed upon its 
underslanding and beliefthat said calculations do exist, Plaintiff t11ereby alleges 111e same herein. 
12. On or al:x1ut August 23, 1996, the District Seven Health Depa1tmei1l physically inspected the 
septic system and tank that was inslalled by the Delendant Srnmysicle lndust1ial and Professional Park. LLC. 
In its Septic System lnspection Report, the Disi1ict Seven Health Department included a drawing oflhe actual 
system that was installed togeU1er with info1rnation indicating that a 1,000 gallon tank had h .. ->en ins1.al led ra1J1er 
thm1 the 750 gallon tank listL'<.l in the original applicalion described more fi1Uy above. ·ne Septic System 
Inspection Repl,1i also indicates that the tank needed to be cleaned every tlu·ee lo five years. The inspector for 
the District SeYen Health Deprni:ment appears to be an individual identified as J. A. findlinson. A true and 
crnTcct copy of the Septic System Inspection Repo1t dated At]b7ust 23, 1996, is attached hereto iL'i Exhibit ''B'' 
and incrnvornted herein by reference as if set fo1ih fi1lly. 
13. On or about August 4. l 999. tl1e Defendant Srnmyside Industiia1 and Professional Park, LLC. 
by and through its member. Kirk \Vool[ executed a Development Agreement wherein it agreed with 
Bonneville County that it would develop the tract ofland described therein and would provide all street 
1 <)•·11· 
..... :- ( . 
improvements and utiJities as were necessary to be completed ,,ithin th_is subcljvision in the interest orthe 
healU1. weJfare. mid/or safety ofthe inhabitants of the county. J11is Developrnenl Agreement ,vas recorded on 
August 4. 1999 as Bonneville County Recorder's lnstnunent No. 1003567.A true and ccmect copy of said 
Development Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and inco1vorated herein by reference as if set fo1th 
foJly. 
l 4. A plat map ,vas prepared by a smveyor. David E. Benton. for and in bebaJfof Swmyside 
J ndustrial and ProJessional Parle LLC indicating the roads and 1he se,ver lines complete with manhole 
accesses on or about July JO. 1999. Pursuant to all state and local mies, Jaws. regulations. and zoning 
ordinances. the above-described plat received the proper acknowledgements from tbe County, the surveyor 
and all applicable paities on or about July 30. 1999. Said plat map WcLS then recorded on f-\ ugust 4, l 999 as 
l3onneville Cmmty Recorder's lnstrnment No. 1003568. A trne and coITcct copy of said plat map is attached 
l1ereto as Exhibit "D" ai1d incorporated herein by reference as set forth fulJy. 
l 5. To the best of Plaintiffs knowledge ai1d belief. the sewer services contemplated and 
evidenced by Exhibits "A" "B," "C" and "D," were in fact installed and immediately bcgrn1 operntingand 
recei,·iJ1g sevver discharges from more thai1 two buildings connected thereto in violation ofthe permit \Vhid1 is 
described more fully above. 
16. On or about Mmcl129, 2002, the Defendant Swmyside Park Utilities. lnc .. was fonned by 
Kirk WoolCand Doyle Beck. A true aiKi c01rect copy of the A1ticles oflncorporation. evidencing the 
fo1rnation and creation of Sunnyside Pmk Utilities, Inc., ai-e attached hereto as Exhibit "E" and incmp:irated 
herein bv reforence as if set forth fuUv. 
" " 
1 7. Additionally. on March 29, 2002, a meeting vvas held by and bet,veen Kirk \Voolf and Doyle 
Beck on behalf of Sunnyside Jndustrial and Professional Park, LLC, Benton Enginee1ing. representatives from 
1J1e DepaLtrnent oCEnvironmental Quality, and representatives of the District Seven Health Department 
1 q~J ,:; 
.A. .... ( ..... 
concerning a proposal made by Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. LLC. lo expand 
the original septic se,,er system which was then operating ,vith more connections than that 
which ,,as approved in the original septic permit within the Sunnyside Professional and 
[ncluslrial Parlz. 
l 8. The proposed expansion was requested by fvlr. \\Too If and Mr. Beck on behalf 
or Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. LLC. During this meeting, several items were 
discussed bel\:veen these parties concerning the current status of the septic system as it existed 
on that date. 
19. Following the meeting, on April 15. 2002, the District Seven Health 
Department provided a written leller to Kirk Woolf on behalf the Defendant Sunnyside 
Industrial and Professional Park, LLC, memorializing the meeting held on J'\larch 29. 2002. 
and setting fonh the position of the District Seven Heallh Department. Specifically in this 
letter under paragraph six. the District Seven Health Department stated as Col lovvs: 
No nevv connections will be allowed on the current sc,,·er collection system 
until a large soil absorption, that replaces the current septic system, is approwd and 
operating. 
The District Seven Health Departmelll then stated in paragraph eight, that Bonneville 
County would be informed that the current septic system connected to the sewer collection 
system is not adequate for any further connections. Then in paragraph seven, the District 
Seven Health Department speci ftcally provided some alternatives to the Defendant 
Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park, LLC, which would allow a new property m:vner 
lo begin construction only if the new property owner would be installing their own 
individual septic system. A true and correct copy of the April 15. 2002. letter from District 
Seven Health Department to Kirk Woolf and the Defendant Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park. LLC. is altached hereto as Exhibit ''F" and is incorporated herein by relerence as if 
set foith ltilly. 
18. On or about April l 6, 2002, the Detendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Irr., entered into an 
agreemenl ,,ith the Delemlant Swmyside Park Ov-1ners Association, Inc., for the pmviding of water and 
sewer sen ices to lhe subdivision identified in the plat map. which is ailached hereto as Exhibit "D." "ll1e name 
ofthis agreement is "Third Pruty BeneJiciaiy Utility Agreement." 
19. Pmsuant to tl1e te1111s and conditions of tlus ]11ird Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement, the 
Defendant Swmyside Park Utilities, Inc., is obligated to provide at all times for each building se,vage service 
adequate for safe and sanitruy collection ai1d disposal of all sewage from said buildings in compliance witl1 aJl 
applicable State lmvs and regulations and specifically, in compliai1ce with the 1972 Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act Amendments ofthe U.S. Environmental Protection 1\gency. The agreement further obligates the 
Defendanl Stmnyside Pai-k Utilities, lnc., to make at ils sole cost and expense any adjustmenl repair, 
installation, or imprnvemenl to its facilities tl1at shall be necessaty, required or recommenda:i by tl1e State Board 
of Health to b1ing the operation of the sewer system to meet ar1y applicable regulations or recommendations. 
20. 171e ]1lird Pruty Beneficiary Utility Agreement specifically identifies Lhose tl1ird patties who 
are the beneficiaries of said agreement and identifies tl1em to be any present or fi1ture m:mer or occupant of 
any or all ofthe properties, buikEngs, and otl1er improvements tlmt are then or thereaf1er will be served by tl1e 
sewer systems operated and maintained by tl1e Ddendar1t Swmyside p-,1rk Utilities, Inc. 
21. "ll1e Third Patty Beneficiruy Utility Agreement tl1en attempts to place obligations upon any 
and all third-party beneficiary recipients. Specifically, the Third Paity Beneficiruy Utility Agreement 
indicates that Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., would have the right to establish rules and 
regulations for the sev,rer services it would provide. However. the language of tile 
Agreement itself specifically states that none of the rules and regulations established by the 
Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities. Inc .. could unreasonable, nor would they displace 
any applicable regulation or law, nor \YOuld the rules abrogate any provision of the 
Agreement itself. 
22. ln order to bind all presen1 and future owners and occupants receiving sevver 
services from the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Agreement contains specific 
language in several places indicating that the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement 
would be recorded so as to put all persons on notice that any properties receiving sewer 
services \Vould be subject to the terms of the and that the terms of the Agreement 
would become and would be classified as covenants, reservations, restrictions, or conditions. 
which would be imposed upon and would run with the land. A true and correct copy of the 
unrecorded Third Partv Beneficiary lJtilitv 
r - J 
April 16, 2002, is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "G" and is incorporated by reference as if set forth fully. 
23. At no time did the parties to the Agreement, which are the DeCendants 
Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., and Sunnyside Park Owners Association. lnc., ever take any 
steps to actually record the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement. 
24. The preceding owners and occupants of the property occupied by 
Plaintiff from the creation of the lot as an individual property to the present are as follows: 
(A) The property now kno\vn as Block 1, Lot 5 of the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park (as identified on Exhibit "D") was originally owned by the Defendant 
Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park, LLC. On December , 1999, the Defendant 
Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park, LLC. transferred the property by Warranty Deed 
to Miskin Scraper Works. Inc. Said Warranty Deed was recorded on December, 
Bonneville County Recorder's Instrument No. l O l 3890. 
1999. as 
(B) On or about J\larch 26. 2004. Miskin Scraper \Vorks. Inc .. transferred said 
property by Corporation Warranty Deed to Waters Land and Cattle. LLC. Said Corporstion 
·warranty Deed ,vas recorded on April 9, 2004. as Bonneville County Recorder's Instrument 
No. 1148668. 
(C) On or about August 18. 2005. Waters Land and Cattle, LLC .. transferred the 
property to CTR Development, LLC, by Quitclaim Deed. Said Quitclaim Deed was recorded 
on September 6. 2005. as Bonneville County Recorder's Instrument No. 1198255. 
(D) On or about January 23. 2006, CTR Development, LLC. transferred the 
property to J&LB Properties. Inc., by Grant Deed. Said Grant Deed was recorded on January 
24. 2006. as Bonneville County Recorder's Instrument No. 1213031. 
25. J&LB Properties, lnc., is the current owner of the property of which Plaintiff 
is the occupant. True and correct copies of the above described Warranty Deed. Corporation 
Warranty Deed, Quitclaim Deed and Grant Deed are attached hereto collectively as Exhibit 
"H" and are incorporated herein by reference as if set forth Cully. 
26. On or about September 12, 2005. PlaintilTs preceding occupant CTR 
Development, LLC, paid to the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., the sewer 
connection fee in the sum of $1,800.00 by and through a payment of Check No. 5896. The 
Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., accepted this payment and provided or allov,ed the 
sevver connection to be made to the building that is currently occupied by the Plaintiff upon 
Block 1, Lot 5. A true and correct copy of Check No. 5896 evidencing the payment made by 
CTR Development LLC to the Defendant Su1myside Park Utilities, Inc., is attached hereto as Exhibit'' J '' 
and incorporated herein by reference as if' set forth fL1lly. 
27. On or about January 23. 2006. the owner of the pmperly. ,vho is identified ac; J&LB 
Properties. Inc., entered inlo an w1ilicn Lease Agreement with CTR I\ianagement LLC. with regard to 
leasing the premises known as Block I. Lot 5. Therea11er, C11Z Management LLC entered into an oral sub-
lease agreemenl "itb the Plainliil: wherein the Plaintiff agreed lo lease the premjses from CTR Mamigement. 
L.LC. A true and correct copy of the Janumy 23, 2006, Lease Agreement is atiacbed hereto ac; Exhibit ''J" m1d 
is i11cu1voralecl herein by reference as if set fo1ih fully. 
28. Arowxi the time period wherein the building tlial is now occupied by tl1e Plaintiffwas being 
constructed. the Defendants Swmysicle Park Ulilities, Inc .. and/or Swmyside Indust.Jialand Professional Park. 
LLC. and/or the Defendant Sunnyside Park Owner's Association, Inc., and the officers ancl/or directors of 
these entities specitical ly requested from the Plaintiff copies of drnvvings or proposed dravv ings concerning the 
building which wmtld be built and located on the premises and which would be 1he location of the Plainli fl's 
printing bLLsiness. In respo1Lse to this requesl the Plaintiff provided drawings tn the Defendants m1d its officers 
ancl/or directors. 
29. ;\t this time, despite knowing about the limitation that existed to the sewer system, thc:re 
were no disclosures from my of tl1e Defendants or their officers and/or clirectors providing notice ofimy type 
or kind to the Plaintiff concerning DistJicl Seven's prohibitions as contained in the permit (Exhibit "A") or the 
Apri I 15. 2002. letter (Exhibit "F") n:garding sewer connections to be made to the existing sewer system. 
3 0. At no time did the m1y ofthe Defcndm1ts or their ofiicers and/or directors ewr inform the 
Plain ti If ofthe limited size of its sewer system or ofany of the mies. agreements,1 im ital ions. condi lions. 
restrictions or reservations the Defendants claim existed with regard to the sewer system. 
Further. never at anytime did any of the Defendants or their officers and/or directors ever 
inform the Plaintiff of tbc actual size of the system. whicl1 consisted al lhat time of one septic 
tank in the size of 1.000 gallons which had a daily capacity of only 500 gallons per day. 
Moreover. never al anytime did any or the Defendants or any of their officers and/or 
directors ever provide a copy of the Third Party Utility Agreement or any rules or 
regulations associated therewith io the PlaintitI nor did any of the Defendants or their officers 
and/or ever indicate to Plaintiff that these documents existed. 
31. Attached hereto as Exhibit ''K" is a copy of three pages of the muliipage 
document lhe Plaintiff provided to the Defendants of the drav,ings oftbe proposed building 
that would be built upon the premises known as Block L lot 5. Plaintiff provided to 
Defendants a fourth page ,vith these drawings showing the floor plan or layout ofthe second 
floor or the building. However, neither Plaintiff nor Defendants are able to locate lhe fourth 
page. For this reason, Plaintiff believes that a fourth page does exist bnt is unable to provide a 
copy of the same at this time. The three-page document is attached hereto as Exhibit "K'' and 
incorporated herein by reference as if set forth fully. 
32. On or after January 23, 2006, the Plaintiff began occupying the premises and 
operating its printing business .. 
33. In June of 2006, despite the prohibitions provided in writing by the District 
Seven llealth Departmenl to the Defendants (here were approximately 10 or 11 seYver 
connections lo the sewer system operated by the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities. Inc. 
One of these sewer connections was the Plaintiff. vvhich connection would have been made as 
indicated above on or around September of 2005. 
3 4. On or around early J LU1e 2006, tl1e septic se,ver system Opt'l-ated by the Defendcmt Swmyside 
Park Utililies. Inc .. failed cmd the officers of the Defendant Swmyside Park Utilities. Inc., repo11ed the fa.ilure to 
District Seven llealth Department. An ornite investigation ,vas immediately conducted by members of the 
Disuict Seven Healti1 Department 
35. On Jlllle 28. 2006. tl1e District Seven Health Department sent a letter to Kirk WoolCofthe 
Defendant Sunnyside Industrial cmd Professional Prnk LLC, rnerno1ializi11g the annmmced failme and the 
investigation. A true and co1Tect copy ofthe June 28, 2006, letter from the Distiict Seven Health Depaitment to 
U1e Defond,m1..s is attached hereto as Exhibit 11 L11 and is incorporated herein by reference as if set fi-11th fully. 
3 6. On or about July 6, 2006. the Defendrn1t Swmyside Prn-k Utililies. lnc .. sent to the District 
Seven Healtl1 Department a reply letter acknowledging receipt oCthe Jtu1e 28. 2006 letter. In this letter the 
Dcfendrn1t Swmysidc Prn"k Utilities, lnc., inclicated that it w11s their intent. to avoid installing a large se,ver 
aliso1ption system. Rather. the Defendant Srnmyside Park Utilities, Inc., indicated that they intended to simply 
expzmd their system such that it would handle Dows under 2500 galloJLs per day. A 1..rne and coITect copy ofthe 
July 6. 2006. letter is attached hereto as Exhibit "M" rn1d incorporated herein by reference as if set. f01ih fltlly. 
3 7. On or about June 29, 2006. the Defendant. Sunnyside Jndusttial rn1d Professionztl Park. ILC. 
obtained an ndclit.iona1 septic pe1rnit for the installation of an additional 1,000 gallon tank to the cmrent septic 
system mv11ed and operated by the DefondanLc;. ·n1c Septic Pe1mit specifically indicates that the installation of 
the additional tank was to provide a ternpormy system which would he abandoned when the -pennanent system 
vvas approved rn1el completed. Upon info1111ation and belief: Plaintiff indicates that a part oflheseplic pe1mit 
opplication would have included engineers' calculations and doetunentalion "ith regard to the estimated JlO\vs 
rn1ll the capacity of the system with the additional tanJc Attached hereto as Exhibit II N II is a true 
and correct copy of po1tions of the septic permit \Vhich do not include the engineers' calculations 
and records. Plaintiff does not yet have access to the engineers' calculations and reports as they 
apply to this septic permit application. Until such time as Plaintiff can include the engineers' 
calculations and report. Plaintiff will incorporate into this Complaint Exhibit II N II as if set forth 
fully. 
1 () 1·1 ,:.' 
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3 8. On or about July 2, 2006, representatives from the District Seven Healih 
Department physically inspected the installation ofthe expansion and repairs ofihe septic system 
,vhich ,vere conducted and completed by the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., and the 
Defendant Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park, LLC. A true and correct copy ofihe 
Septic System Inspection Report is aUached hereto as Exhibit "0 '' and is incorporated herein by 
reference as if set forth folly. 
39. On or about July 20, 2006, Kirk Woolf on behalf of the Defendants Sunnyside 
Industrial and Professional Park, LLC and the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc .. received a 
letter from the District Seven Health DepaiimenL This letter acknO\vledges receipt of Mr. Beck's 
letter or July 6. 2006. and also acknowledges the temporary expansion ofihe existing septic 
system. ,vhich was inspected and approved on July 2, 2006. The letter further goes on to restate 
the fact that the additional installation was temporary and to inform the Defendants that a 
permanent solution for the subdivision's central sewer system had to be proposed by them 
immediately to the District Seven Health Department for approval. A true and correct copy of the 
July 20, 2006. letter is attached hereto as Exhibit fl P fl and is incorporated herein by reference as if 
set forth fully. 
40. On or about August 23, 2006, Doyle Beck on behalf ofihe Defendant Sunnyside 
Industrial and Professional Park, LLC and the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities .. Inc., provided a 
leiter to Greg Crockett, the attorney for the District Seven Health Depaiirnent. In this letter, the 
Defendants admit that the original system was designed to hai1dle sewage only in the atnow1t of 500 
gallons per day. This letter f-lniher admits that as early as March of 2002, the sewer capacity was 
reaching 300 to 400 gallons per day, and that as a result of this, the Defendants sought permission 
from the Disu·ict Seven I-lealth Department to expand the original system at that time. The letter 
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further acknowledges that the expansion sought at that time was denied by the District Seven Health 
Department According to the letter, the Defendants submitted drawings from their engineers fix some 
other alternatives in curing the problem that existed with regard to the limited capacity of the existing 
sewer system controlled and maintained by the Defendm1ts. The lelter alleges that the District Se...-en 
Health Department denied their request to expand and refused to act on m1y of the proposed 
alternatives. According to Mr. Beck. the denial by the District Seven Health Department resulted in 
the failure of the sewer system \Vhich occurred in June 2006. A trne and conect copy of the August 
23, 2006. letter from the Defendants to the District Seven's attorney. Greg Crockett, is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "Q" and is incorporated herein by reierence as is set forth fi.dly. 
41. On September J 3, 2006, Greg Crockett responded to Mr. Beck's previous letter and 
other communications that had occmred regarding the issues set forth therein. In this letter, Mr. 
Crockett reminds the Defendants that tlle District Seven Health Depmtment was very specific as to 
the requirements the Defendants \\OU!d have to meet concerning the sewer system that existed within 
the deYelopment \Vl~ch ,vere spccifical ly set out in their April 15. 2002 letter. (Exhibit "F"). 
Aclditionally, Mr. Crockett also rdetTeJ the Defendm11s to the original pe1111it that was issued on 
August l5, l 996. v,:hich indicated specifically that that septic system would be designed for "one or 
two buildings only." A true and ctm-ect copy of.Mr. Crockett's September 13, 2006, letter is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "R" and is incorporated herein by reference as if set fmih iitlly. 
42. On or about September 6. 2006, the Defendants by and through Doyle Deck, sent to the 
Plaintiff a letter. Jn 1his letter, the Deiendanl<; list a nw11ber of chemicals used in Plaintiffs printing process, the 
infr,rmation of which Vi'as provided to the Defendm1t<; by the Plaintiff In this September 6, 2006 letter. the 
Defendants for the first time attempt to put the Plaintiff on notice that their intention ,vas to only accept hum:111 
waste and not handle any other types of discharges into the SC\\er system. The Defendants then blnme the 
frlihu-e ofthe septic system to the discharges being made by the Plaintiff "01e Defendants then state that they 
v,ill not accept any waste other than human waste into their sewer facility. Finally, the Defendants stae that 
had they known or the Plaintiffs' intention they would have advised them p110r to their constrnction ofthcir 
building. 'I lie Plaintills received this letter and were completely unaware of any of the p1ior coITespondence, 
issues or demands that had existed and had been made by the Distdct Seven Health Department to the 
Delendants. A !me and con-ect copy ofthe September 6. 2006, letter is attached hereto as Cxhibit "S" and is 
incorporated herein by refr:rence as iCset forth folly. 
43. On or about September 18, 2006, the Plainttffs requested from the Delend,mts any and all 
doctm1e11Lc;, contracls, agreemenL-;, or the like having to do ,vith the sewer utility services the Defendants were 
providing to the Printcralt and Jbr which the Plaintiff had made payment. 
44. On or about September 20. 2006, the Defendants by rn1d through Doyle Beck sent a letter to 
the Plaintiff enclosing a copy ot'the 111ird Pruiy Beneficiruy Utility Agreement and the Stmnyside Utilities' 
Rules and Regulations. According to 1hc leiier, Mr. Beck indicates that these were all the documents that 
he had so far and that he ,,,as continuing to look for additional documents. At the time of the 
receipt of these documents. this was ihe first time the Plaintiff had ever seen or been aware of the 
existence of the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement or the Sunnyside Utilities' Rules and 
Regulations upon vv-bich the Defendants rely. A true and correct copy of the September 20, 
2006. letter is attached hereto as Exhibit "T" and is incorporated herein by reference as if set 
f'orth fully. 
45. On or about September 25, 2006, tbe Defendants and the Plaintiff met at the 
PlaintitTs premises to discuss the issues that had arisen and to attempt to resolve those issues. 
During the course of this meeting. the Plaintiff look the Defendants and their counsel around the 
premises and shovved them each and every process, operation and station located within the 
1t)(,') 
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premises. The PlaintitTwas specific in showing_ the discharges that existed and the sources of 
those discharges. Several suggestions were made by the Defendants with regard to either 
eliminating those discharges or changing the location of those discharges. In the course of these 
discussions and the inspection which took place. the Plaintiff agreed to make arrangements to 
collect and dispose of what the Defendants classified as "processed waste" based upon the 
recommendations made by the Defendants. On or about September 26. 2006. Plaintiff's counsel 
memorialized the understanding from the meeting in a letter directed to the Defendants counsel. A 
true and correct copy orthe September 26, 2006, letter is attached hereto as Exhibit" U" and is 
incorporated herein by reference as if set forth hilly. 
46. Early in October 2006, after the Plaintiff had made the changes suggested by the 
Delendants, Kirk Wool[ the president ofbolh the Defendant Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park, LLC, and the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., again met witb the 
Plaintiff on its premises. Tbey went through the building and inspected tbe changes and 
alterations made by the Plainti!Tpmsuant to the recommendations fi·om the earlier meeting. At this meeting. 
aJ1er inspecting the changes. lVIr. Woolf approved the changes which had been made. ·n1e only concern that 
Mr. Woolf raised at this meeting was with regard to the rinsing of trays ,vhich held ink that was used in the 
Flexo printing press area. The Plaintiff explained to Mr. Woolf that the inks used in tbe process that were 
rinsed from U1e trays \Yere aqueous in natme and not hannfol. rv1r. Woolfapproved the alterations and 
ch~mges that he had inspected and 1J1en left the building. 
47. On October 2, 2006, the District Seven Health Department sent a letter to Mr. Beck 
responding to his previous letters with regard to the septic System. In this letter, ihe District Seven Health 
Depattment notified tl1e Defendm1ts tbat by connecting a tliird connection to tbe sewer system, ,vhen the 
original pem1it (Exhibit "A") prohibited more tl1ai1 2 col1llectio11s. 1J1e Defendants had specifically violated 
l DAPA Regulation 58.01.03.004.04 Yvith regard lD increased flows into an existing system. Essentially. the 
Disltict Se\·en Health Department indicated that Defendants were not lo have made any additional connections 
to 1he sewer syslem. mid that in doing so. they bad violated the pennil that had been issued and applicable 
lDAPA regulations. A true a11d coLTect copy of the October 2, 2006 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit ''V" 
and incorporated herein by reference as if set forth iLtlly. 
48. On or about October 5, 2006, the District Seven Health Depaitment sent m101lier letter to Mr. 
Beck ofthe Defendants Srnmyside Industrial and Professional Park. LLC m1d Srnmyside Paik Utilities, Inc. In 
this letter the DistLict Seven Health Depaiiment specifically stated that the system was designed lo accept black 
Y\aste and waste \vater, but that it fo.iled to do so, and that this failLu-e qualified as a failure rn1der the ID APA 
regulations. A lrne and correct copy of the October 5, 2006 letter from the District Health Department is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "W" and is incoqxm1ted herein by reference as if set forth folly. 
49. A dispute arose between, the Dis1.1·ict Seven Health Deparltnent ai1d the Defendants. This 
clispute involved irnmy issues related lo the septic sewer system to which Plaintiff was connecte:1. On or al:xmt 
November 21, 2006. the District Seven 1--Iealth Department issued a Corrected Notice oflntent lo Reimpose 
Sanitmy Rest1-ictions to Kirk Woolf and Doyle Beck for ai1d on behalf oft.he Defendants Sunnyside Industrial 
and Prolessional Paik LLC mid Srnmyside Park Utilities. Inc. 111is Co1Tccled Notice indicated that these 
DeJendanlc; were prohibited [rom further developing the property or making any additional changes or 
connections to the septic system as it existed m1d made reference to the DefondmLc;' right lo appea.l this 
decision. A irue and coLTect copy of 1he C01Tected Notice oflntent to Reim~xise Sm1itaty Restrictions, dated 
November 21, 2006, is attached hereto as Exhibit "X" and inc01pornted herein by reference as if set forth 
fi1U V. 
50. On or about November 28, 2006, the District Seven Health Depm·lt1ienl issued the District 
Director's Decision Yvith regard lo a hearing requested by the Defendants concerning the reirn/Xlsition of 
sm1itmy resttictions. ln its decision, the Distlict Director affmned tl1e reimposition ofthe sanitary rest1·ictions. 
A u·ue and correct copy oftbe November 28, 2006, District Director's Decision is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"Y" and is incor1-,10rated herein by reference as if set forth folly. 
51. On December 11, 2006, the Defendants sent a demand letter to the PlainliiTalleging that the 
Plaintifl\vas in multiple violations ofthe Defendants' ow11 rules ,md regulations and specifically setting a 
deadline in v,,-bich they demanded the Plaintiff comply or that the Plain ti tr s sewer serv~e would be severed. 
A irne and co1Tect copy of the December 11, 2006 lelter is attached hereto as Exhibit "Z" and incorporated 
herein by reference as if set forth folly. 
52. On or about December 12, 2006, the Plaintiff responded to the Defendm1ts' December l L 
2006 \ell er. ·1 ·he Plaintiff advised the Dden<lanls about Mr. Woolf s inspection which occun-e<l afler the 
meeting and indicated that Mr. Woolf had personally come onto the premjses and witnessed the remeilial 
actions that bad been taken by Printcrafi Press.111e letter further indicates that the Plaintiff was aware of the 
November 2006 reimposition of sanitn1y restrictions by the District Seven Health Department m1d 
complained th,1.t the only reason the Defondants had issued I.he letter was with regmd to the p1essures and 
actions taken by the Distiict Seven Health Department. A true and con-ect copy of Plrunliilc; December 12. 
2006 is attached hereto as Exhjbit "AA" and is incorporated herein by reference as if set forth folly. 
53. On or about December 13, 2006, the Defendants responded to the Plaintitls December 12, 
2006 letter. ln their December 13, 2006 letter, the Defendm1ts stated that they believed that Plainti1J,vas in 
violation of specific ID APA regulations including excessive flovvs in vjolation of the exact same ID APA 
regLtlation the District Seven I--Iealth Department had previously inilicated lo the Defendants that the 
Defondanls were in violation ofby making adilitional connections to the sewer at a time ,vhen the Defendants 
\\·e1-e prohibited from doing so. Additionally, in their December 13, 2006 lelter. ~1e Deiemlants indicate that 
I.bey were preparing to sever the sewer connection to the Plaintiffs prernjses, m1d that they intended to charge 
any and all cost associated therewith to lhc Plaintiff In essence, in their December 13. 2006. letter. tlie 
Defendants blame tl1e PlaintiJifor each and evety problem they \\ere hm·ing ,,ith regard to their 010.11 
designed 011d installed septic sewer system. A true 011d cotTect copy of the December 13, 2006, letter is 
al1acl1ed hereto as Exbtbit "BB" and is incorporated herein by reference as if set fo1th fully. 
54. On or about December 15, 2006, the Defendants severed the sewer connection to the 
Plaintiff The Plaintilhvas then fixced to immediately provide emergency temporary facilities~· way of 
Port-J\-Polties to its employees cll1d also an emergency 1,000 gallon t1nk was placed in the front of Plaintiffs 
business together ,vith a pump and a pipe system in order to collect the sewage discharges fi:om the Plaintiffs 
premises. ·111is temporary lrn1k is still in use at the time of the filing of this First Amended Complaint and has 
to be emptied approximately every day and a half at a cost of approximalely $210.00 for each time 
OCCLUTence. 
55. According to documents the Plaintiff obtained from the Defendants. tbe Delendants' sewer 
system capacity from 1996 "vhen it ww, first created and installed throughJw1e of2006 was in the maximw11 
amow1t of 500 gallons per day. ·n1esc documents also indicate that the Defendants' sewer system capacity af1er 
June 2006 was in the total capacity of2.000 gallons per day. A true and correct copy of documentation 
Plaintiff received from Defendant that evidences these capacities for the sewer system cU-e atlacl1ecl hereto as 
l2xhibit "CC" and incrnporated herein by reference as if set fo1th fuJly. 
56. Additionally, according to documentation Plaintiff1s received from the Defendants wherein 
the De!endants record sewer discharge measurements beginning Februaty 6, 2007, at1d nmning through a 
period of time of May 16, 2007, which covers the time period atler the Defendat1ts had severed the sewer 
connection to the Plaintifl~ indicates that the average total sewage discharge into the Dekndanls' sewage 
sys Lem is in the average arnmmt of approximately 3 70 gallollS per day. A true and com~ct mpy u t·the 
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Dciendc1nts' calculations and measurements are attached hereto as Exhibi1 "DD'' and incoqXlrated herein by 
reference as ifsetfo1th folly. 
57. 111ese docrnnents vvhich \Vere provided to the Plaintiff by the Defendants evidence the 
ability ofthe Defendants to receive the Se\\U discharges from the Plaintiff ll1e 
Plaintiff has demanded that the Defendants reconnect them to i.he se,ver system, ~md yet 1he 
Defendants have failed and refosecl, and continue to fail and to refr1se to do so. 
58. 111e Plaintiff has been forced to retain the services of the Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge. & 
Bailey. Chartered finn has obligated itselfto the payment of all attorneys foes and costs associa1ed ,, ith this 
action. Pmsuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and/or 121, Idaho Rule ofCiviJ Procedure Rule 54 and/or 
otherwise applicable law, the Plaintiff is entitled to recover all of its attorney's fees and costs for btinging these 
actions against the Defendants. 
COUNT ONE: BREACH OF CONTRACT RE: SE\VER/\VATER 
59. Plaintiff hereby realleges and restates all the factual allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 
through 58 and incorporates the same herein by reference as if set f01th fitlly. 
60. On or about April 16, 2002. the Defendant Srnmyside Park Utilities. Inc .. and the Defendant 
Sunnyside Park OYv11ers Association, Inc., entered into a 11rird Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement. 
61. 111e prnpose of the '111ird Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement was to pnJ\ ide, among other 
things. sewage service to specifically named third-party beneficiaries. which include owners or occupants of 
imy premise or building receiving sewer service from i.l1e above-named Defendants. 
62. By the te1111S ~md conditions of the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement Plaintiff as an 
occupant ofa building to ,vhich the Defendartts were providing sewage services. qualifies as an identifiable 
third-party beneficiary to this Agreement. 
63. As a third-patiy beneficimy. tl1e Plaintiff is entitled to all of the benefits and services set forth 
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and described specifically in the Third Pruiy Beneficimy Utility Agreement. 
64. The 1l1ird Pruty Bendicimy Utility Agreement alleges to set forth obligations and 
requirements that would be imposed upon any pmiy considered a third-pmiy beneficiruy. The iI111x1sition of 
these obligations upon tl1ird-party beneficiaries is specilically declared in the Third Pruiy Bene_ficimy Utility 
Agreement to occur when the alxrve-named Defendants record the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement 
and thereby cause that Agreement to become covenants, conditions, restrictions and reservations tliat rue 
im1x)sed on ru1d which nm with the lm1d and for which aiiy owner or occupru1t would have either actual or 
constrnctive notice of prior to purchasing prope1iy subject to said Agreement. 
65. The above-named Delendants frriled to record the Third Pruiy Beneficiruy Utility Agreement 
as required by the terms ai1d conditions of the Agreement. Despite this failure to record the ]11ird Pruiy 
Beneficimy Utility Agreement. the Detendanls did act to provide se,ver services to the Plaintiff as an occupant 
of'the Smmyside Industrial and Professional Park. 
66. By failing to properly record the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement. Plaintiff had 
nei1her actual nor constrnctive notice ofthe obligations imposed thereby upon ru1y beneficiruy to the 
Agreemenl. for this reac;on the obligations set fo1ih in the Third Pmiy Beneficiaiy Utility Agreement ru·e not 
applicable to and ai·e not enforceable agaiust the Plaintiff. Plaintiff never had ru1 oppo1iunity to voluntarily 
assent to these obligations. 
67. l lowever. by entering into the Agreement and by providing sewer seIYices m1der t!1e 
Agreement. t!1e "l11ird Paiiy Beneficiary Utility Agreement becomes a trne 111ird pruty beneficiary agreement 
U]Xln which the Plaintiff, as a beneficimy. may rely ru1d enfrwce in order to receive the services specifiedru1d 
described therem. 
68. On or alx1ut December 15, 2006, the Defendants severed and disconnected the sev;er from 
the Plaintiffs premises and from that day on refused to provide sewer services to t!1e Plaintiff as required by 
the Len11s and conditions of Third Party Beneficiary Li tility Agreement. 
69. The Detendants in disconnecting the Plaintiff from the se\Yer S\·stem are in breach of the 
~ . 
te1rns and conditions of the I hircl Party Beneficiary U Lility Agreement, and therefore. are in breach to the 
Plaintiff lbr these sen~ces. 
70. By its own te1111s and conditions, the Third Prn1y Beneficiary Utility A.greement provides the 
ability lo the Plaintiff to enforce the te1ms and conditions of the Third Party Benefo.:iru-y Utility Agreement 
against tJ1e Deiendkmls liy suit in this Cmut. 
7 l. The Plaintiff hac; demanded that the Defendants reconnect the se,, ·er connect.ion to the 
PlaintiiTs premises. 
72. The Defondant.s have refi.ised and continue to refi.ise to reconnect the Plaintiff to the sewer 
system and/or lo provide se\Yer services Lo the Plaintiff 
77>. As a result of the Defendant-; lireach oflbe ]l1ird Paity Beneficiaiy Utility Agreemenl the 
Plaintiffhns been damaged by being forced to obtain alternative sources for its sewer connection in an amount 
exceeding the sum oC$10.000.00. which amount Vvill be pmved at trial. 
74. Plaintiff has retained the se1Yices of 13eard St Clair Gaffoey PA to represent it in this matter, 
and Plaintiff is entitled to recover all ofiLs applicable attorneys fees and cosls a<;sociated. herein pmsuan11o 
JJaho Code§§ 12-120 and /or 121, and or otherwise applicable mles or lmv. 
COUNT T\VO: BREACH OF CONTRACT (WATER CO~'NECTION) 
75. Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and restates all the factual allegations set forth in full 
Paragraphs l through 74. 
76. Sunnyside entered into the Third Party Agreement and the Rules and Regulations 
intended for the benefit of Printcraft and Sunnyside. 
77. The Third Party Agreement and the Rules and Regulations run \vith the land. 
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78. Printcraft is entitled to the protections contained in the Third Party Agreement and 
the Rules and Regulations. 
79. Sunnyside breached the Third Party Agreement and the Rules and Regulations by 
severing Printcraff s sev.:er service. 
80. As a direct and proximate result ofthe breach of the agreement. Plaintiff has 
suffered damages to be proven at trial, but in excess of $10,000. 
COUNT THREE: FAILURE TO DISCLOSE AND/OR l\HSREPRESENTATlON 
81. Plaintiff hereby realleges and restates all tbe 1:,ctual allegations set forth in 
Paragraphs l through 80 and incorporates the same herein by reference as if set forth fully. 
82. All of tl1e above named Defendants were aware that the Disttict Se\·en HealthDepart:tnent 
had only provided a pem1il (l:Xhibit "A''). allmving ''one to two buildings" to be connected to IJ1e Ddendan!s' 
septic sewer system. Additionally. all ofthe above named Defrndan!s were aware that tl1e Disuict Seven Health 
Department had specifically indicated in ilc; April 15. 2002. letter (Exhibit "F'') that no new sewer connections 
\Vere to be made to the existing sewer syslem. 
83. All the Defendant-; were Lmder a duty to advise tl-e Plaintiff and/or the PlaintiJTs predecessor 
occupcmts and 0\\ 11ers of tl1e prohibitions Jinm tl1e Distiict Seven Health Department because neither tl1e Plaintiff 
nor ti 1e Plaintitf s predecessor occupanl-; and ow11ers would otl1erwise be aware of tl1ese prohibiti:ms and none 
would have a yvay to learn of these prohibitions otl1er than tlu·ough a conu11wucation by tl1e Defendanls piior to 
becoming occupm1ts or 0'½11ers ortl1e prenuses in which tl1e Plaintiff is crnTently located. 
84. Each and eve1}' one of the Defondants knew tlmt the Plaintiff and all its predece&.',or occupants 
and ow11ers did not know about the prohibitions by 1he District Seven Healtl1 Department to the Defendanlc,. 
85. Each and eve,}' one oftl1e Defendants knew 11mt iftl1e prohibitions by tl1e Disttict Seven 
Health Department were explained or disclosed to either the Plaintiff or its predecessor occupants or 0\\11e1-s. that 
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the Plaintiff ::md/or its predecessor occupants and Ov\11ers would likely refrain from ente1ing into a business 
transaction where 1l1ey would be violating the prohibitions made by the District Seven Health Dq)ati:rnent 
concerning i.he sewer connection. 
8 6. ln failing to disclose the prohibitions against additional sewer co1rnections made by the Dist1id 
Seven lkalth Departmenl all ofthe Defendants ai-e subject to the same liability to the Plaintiff as though these 
Defendants had represented tl1at there were no prohibitions witl1 regmtl to i.he sewer connections to the 
Defendants' sewer system. 
87. In failing to disclose to the Plaintiiitl1e prohibitions made by the District Seven Health 
Deprutment regarding any and all future sewer connections. the Defendants deceived tl1e Plaintiff ru1d all tl1e 
Plaintifl1s predecessor occupants and owners concerning i.he truth related to its own sewer co1rnection being in 
violation ofthe District Seven Health Department's specific prohibitions. 
8 8. The Defendants' conduct constitutes either actual and/or constrnctive fraud in that each and 
eYe1y one of the De1endants failed to act ru1d/or omitted to act and thereby concealed from i.he Plaintiffmd the 
Plaintiff's predecessor occupants and owners the truth and the coJTect infonnation with regard to its sewer 
connection to the Deiendants' sewer system. 
8 9. In failing to disclose the infonnation descJibed above, the Defendants' action constitute fraud, 
more pmticulm·ly as follows: 
A. ]11e Delendants failed to make a statement or a representation of fact lo the Plaintiff or 
to Plaintiff's predecessor occupants or owners with regard to the prohibitions v,:hich were specifically 
made by the District Seven Hearn1 Depmtment concerning any additional sewer connections. 
B. Pursuant to applicable Idaho law, tl1e failme to disclose tl1ese prohibitions is treated cL'> 
Jhough i.he Defendants had in fact atfomatively represented to the Plaintiff ancl/or Plaintiff's 
predecessor occupants or owners the nonexistence of the prohibitions. which would be false. 
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C. The failme of the Defendants to disclose the prohibitions to the Plaintiff and/or the 
Plaintifl's predecessor occupants ,md owners was material in U1at the Plaintiff and/or tlr Plaintiffs 
predecessor occupants and owners were never given I.he opportLmity to asce1tain wheU1er they would 
\·ollll11.arily concinue to go through wiih the transaction to either create. 0Vv11 or occupy U1e prem_ises to 
which the prohibited sewer c01mection existed. 
D. Each and evety one of the above-named Defondants knew specifically of the 
prohibitions by the District Seven HeaHh Department and the Jact oftheir nondisclosme of this 
material fact \VOLud be a falsity. 
F Each and eve1y one ofthe Defonclanls by failing to provide the information to the 
Plain ti {f and/or to the PlaintiJl's predecessor occupants and mvners, intended these individuals or 
entities to rely upon the lack of disclosure and to continue with the transaction in obtaining and using 
the prohibitecl sewer connection. 
F. That the Plaintiff and all the PlaintifTs predecessor occupants and O\\J1ers were ignorant 
of the existence of the prohibitions and ofthe nondisclosme by all the Defendants concerning the 
prohibitions of-any additiomtl sew-er connections made by the Disuict Seven Health Department. 
G. ·111at in fact the Plaintiff and all the Plaintiff's predecessor occupants and ow11ers relied 
upon the nond_isclosmes made by the Defendants in that they actually took action to purchase 
properly. constl'uct a building and obtain a sewer connection that was at the time specifically 
prohibited by the Disuict Seven Health Department. 
H. ·n1at the Plaintiff and all of the PlaintitTo predecessor occupm1ts and ow11ers \Vere 
justified in relying UJXH1 the nondisclosme in that they relied upon the Defendants to d_isclose to them 
any and all rest1ictions or prohibitions or mate1ial infrmnation that WOlud be related to the premises 
\Vhich the Plaintiff now occupies. 
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1. But for the failure ofthe Defondants to disclose the prohibition:; made by the Dist1ict 
Seven Health Department, the Plaintiff and none of the Plaintiffs predecessoroccupanl5 and owners 
would have ever agreed to hm·e pmchase~ developed, or O\v11ed or occupied the premises w1Lier the 
prohibition issued by the District Seven Health Depar(ment. Jn essence. had either the Plaintiff or the 
Plaintiffs predecessor occupants or owners knovm ot'the prohibitions tl1ey woLtld have arnided the 
lrat1sactions and would have avoided all ofihe damages and i1~uries that have been. are cuTently. and 
will be su1-Jered by the Plaintifl\:vith the reganl to the loss of the sevver system. 
90. The Plaintiff is entitled to recover all of its damages and resultant i11jwies as a resLtlt of each 
of the Defendants' iiaud in their failure to disclose the District Seven Health Department prohibitions 
regarding the sewer connection the Defendants received. 
91. Plaintiff has retained the services of Beard SL Clair Gaffi1ey PA, to represent it in this matter, 
and Plaintiif is entitled to recover all of its applicablealtomcys fees and costs associated herein pursuant to 
Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and /or 121, and orothe1wise applicable mies or law. 
COUNT FOUR: FRAUD 
92. Plainfiffhereby re-alleges and restates all the factual allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 
through 92 and incorporates the stm1e herein by reference as if set forth folly. 
93. Each of the Defendants is also liable fodhe constrnctive fraud in their failure to disclose the 
actual size ofthc sewer system and the systems limitations and/or capacity to the Plaintiff and/or to Plaintifl1s 
predecessor occupants or owners prior to providing the Plaintiff witl1 sewer system services. 
94. ]11e specU1c aclc; that constitute constructive fraud by each and cveI)' one ofthe Defendants 
include the following: 
A__ Each cmd every one oCthe Defendants was aware of and specifically kncvv about the small size 
ot'the sewer system and its capacity lo handle only 500 gallons per day of sewage discharge. 
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A.dditionally. each oft he Defendants knew about the munber or connections that previously existed 
,:md v,foch ,vere connectecl to tl1e Defendants' sewer system. F rnihe1111ore. as early as :v lmd1 2002, 
each ofthe Defendants were aware that with the connections existing at that time thev \\·ere alreadv 
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nearing the foll capacity ofthe se\ver system having reached the m11ow1ts of 300 to 400 gallons per 
day as set [<:xth more parlicularly in the Augusl 23. 2006 letter (Exhibit "Q") fium the Defendants to 
the Districl Seven Health Depaitment coLmsel. Greg Crockett Paiugraph No. 3. In failing to disclose 
this infom1ation to the PlaintiiI or to Plaintiffs predecessor occupants or ov,11ers each and every one 
of the Defendants; is to be 1reated as if they had represented the nonexistence of that info1mation to lhe 
Plaintiff m1d/or to the Plaintiffs predecessor ovvners ai1el occupants. 
B. r n fa.iling to disclose to the Plaintiff and/or the PlaintiHs predecessor occupm1ts and ovmers. the 
system limitations that existed at the time that the Defendants connected the Plaintiffor I.he Plaimiff 
and/or the Plainlifis predecc--ssor occupm1ts and ovmers to the sewer sys1em. each of lhe Def endanls is 
chargeable with the falsity of that s18ternent. 
C. T11e infommtion \Vith regard to the system limitations as they existed \\·ere material in that 
neither the Plainti.ffnorthe PlaintiITs predece::-,."<:or occupants and 0\\11ers were given the opportunity to 
detennine whether they in foct wanted to proceed \vi.th becoming m1 occupant or owner of the 
premises to ,vhich the sewer connecL1on on a sysiern that was alre:idy reaching its rrnrdmrnn capacity 
\\·ould lx~ mudc. 
D. Ench ol'the Defendants in failing to disclose to the Plaintiff ai1d/ortbe P!aintifls predecessor 
occupants and m vners knew of the lack or their Jisclosmes ofthis infommtion to either the Plaintiff 
m1d/or to U1e PlaintiH's predecessor occupant<; and ovmei~s. 
1". Each of the Defendants in failing to disclose this information to the Plaintiff and/or the 
Plaintiffs predecessor occupants :md ovmers intended that the Plaintiff and/or the Plainti ft's 
predecessor occupants ,md ovv11ers rely upon the lack of these statements in that they intended that the 
property now occupied by the Plaintiff receive a sewer connection and begin discharging to tl1e sewer 
system despite the systems limitations at the time the sewer co1111ection was made. 
F. 111e Plaintiff ancVor the Plaintilf's predecessor occupants and owners were ignorant oft he 
system limitations of the Deiend,mts' sewer system as it existed on the clay the sewer connection to the 
premises occupied by the Plaintiffv,.'ere made and were paid for. 
G. ·n1e Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiffs predecessor occupants ,md owners relied upon the 
nondisclosme of the system limitations and in foct obtained a se\ver connection lo the sewer system 
despite the system limitations as they existed on the clay the sewer connection was made. 
1-1. T11e Pia.ii 1liff ancVor the Plaintiirs predecessor occupants and owners were justified in relying 
upon the nondisclosures by the Defendants in that it was the DefenclanLc; who were providing the 
system and 111e sewer service, and 111e Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiff's prececessor occupants aucl O\vners 
relied upon ti 1e Defendants to provide them with ,ill pertinent and relevant info1mation regarding its 
sewer connection. 
1. All the damages and issues that have arisen in !his litigation c1re a result ofthe Defendants' 
foilw·es to disclose to the Plaintiff and/or 111e PlaintiJI's predecessor occupants and/or O\\11ers the 
system limitations that existed as oftbe dale the sewer connection was paid for and made to 1he 
premises now occupied by the Plaintiff Had 1.he Plaintiff and/or the Plaintifl's predecessor occupants 
and/or owners known of the system limitations as they existecl they would have never entered into the 
transaction or completed tl1e lmnsaction to obtain the premises, to build the premises. ,md/or to receive 
the sewer connection from the Defendants to the Defend,mts' sewer system. 
95. Neither the Plaintiff nor the Plaintiff's predecessor occupants ancVor ovmcrs ,vere ever awme 
Lhat the entire se\,-er system ow11ed and operated by tl1e DeJenclcmts at the time the sewer connection was 
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made upon tl1e premises now by the Plaintiff were limited by a rnax.imum of 500 gallons per day 
discharge. Additionally. neither the Plaintiff nor the Plaintiffs predecessor occupants or 0\\11ers were ever 
aware ofthe tot.al discharges the Defendant was receiving into its system prior to the cmmection made to the 
premises now occupied the Plaintiff 
96. Fmihennore, had the Plaintiff and/or the Plaintifl's predecessor occupants and mv11ers 
k11om1 of these specific sewer limitations, neitl1er the Plaintiff nor tl1e Plaintiffs predecessor occupants 
and m\11ers would have developed the properly, built the building, and located tl1eir business to be occupied 
\ vithin the premises. 
97. The Plaintiff specifically would have been mvare tl1at these specific sewer system limitations 
would not have been adequate to have met its need.s witluegard to the operation ofits business as an ongoing 
printin~ company. 
98. Ac; a result of the Defendants' failures to disclose, the Plaintiff was never given an 
oppo1iunity to assess this 
be capable of meeting its 
and to avoid the issue by locating its business in a difrerent location that wmtld 
discharge needs. 
99. AU the ~11,,c1a.,c set ft111:h herein ,vould have been avoided if had the Plaintiff simply 
told by the Defendants of the sevver system limitations as they existed prior to the connection of the premises 
nmv occupied the Plaintiff 
l 00. By reason of their constmctive fraud, each and every one of tl1e Defendants is liable lo the 
Plait 1tiff for each and every damage sut1ered as a result of the nondisclosures, which is in a SlllJ1 '"""''"""'''u 
$10,000.00 which sum will be evidenced at the trial of this action. 
IO I. Plaintiff has retained tl1e services of Beard St. Clair Galfoey PA to represent it this matter, 
and Plaintiff is entitled to recover aJl ofits applicable attorneys fees and costs associated herein pursum1t to 
Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and /or 121, and or otherwise applicable rules or law. 
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COUNT FIVE: FRALD 
l 02. Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and restates all the factual allegations set tenth in Paragraphs 1 
through l O 1 and inc01porates the same herein by reference as if set forth ful1y. 
103. In addition to the failure lo disclose the information set forth in the Second and Third Causes 
of Action. each cmd every one of the Defendants also failed to disclose to the Plaintiff the existence of the ll1ird 
Par(_y Beneficiary Utility Agreement and/or any rules or regulations created by the Defendants in association 
\\ itb this Agreement that the Detendants now rely upon as binding upon the Plaintiff 
104. [3y tbc tenns and conditions of the ]11ird Party Beneficiruy Utility Agreement (Exhibit "G") 
Lbe Defl:'.ndat1l-: \Yere oblig::ited and required to record this Agreement so a<; to put all persons on notice who 
were recei\·ing sewer service benefits from the Defendants that tho~ services would be sul'liectecl to the tenns 
of the Agreement. 
105. Further, by its ov,11 terms and conditions, the ·111ird P;;uty Beneficiary Utility Agreement \Ya<; 
to be recorded by the De[endant.s sons to become covenants, reservations, restrictions, and conditio11S\\·hicb 
would be imposed on and which would nm \\ith the land and thereby pro\ ide notice to all potential 
beneficimies. including the Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiffs predecessor owners or occupm1ts of the existence of 
the Agreement and any 1ules and reguJations created tl1eretmder. 
l 06. Each of the Detendants failed to record the Third Pnrly Beneficiary Utility Agreement and 
thereby failed to pro\ide said notice to the Plaintiff and/or the Plaintil'l's predecessor mmers or occupants. 
I 07. Additionally, despite knowing that the Third Prnty Beneficiary Utility Agreement existed at1d 
despite knmving that they had failed in their obligation to record this Agreement and thereby put all persons on 
notice. each and every one of the Defendants also failed 10 info1m either the Plaintiff or the Plaintiffs 
predecessor ovmers or occupants of tl1e existence of the Agreement at any time or in any ,vay prior to Plaintiff 
becoming on occupant ofthe premises. 
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108. As set forlh above, in the course of meeting ,vith U1e DcJendants, the Plaintiff made a specific 
rcquesl Jbr m1_v and al I documents that would be associated wi.th the prciperty and the sewer services provided by 
the Ddcndanls to U1e Plaintiff In res[XJnse on September 20, 2006, d1e Defendants provided a letter (Exhibit 
"T"l to the l'laintiffand included a copy of the Third Party BeneJicirny Utilily Agreement and the Sunnyside 
Utilities Rules and Regulations. 
109. The receipt of this letter (Exhibit "T") and the docwnents enclosed tl1erein was first time tl1e 
Plaintiff or any ofthe PlaintilTs predecessor ow11ers or occuprn1ts had ever seen or been awme ol'the existence 
oflhe Third Pruiy Beneficirny Utility Agreement or Swmyside Utilities Rules and Regulations. 
1 I 0. "TI1e specific acts that constitute an additional count of constructive fraud by eaclrnnd e,,ery 
one of the Defr·nclanlc; include the fol1mving: 
A. Each rn1d every one ot'the Defendants was aware ofcmd specifically kne\v about tl1e 
existence of1J1e Third Pruiy BeneEciruy Utility Agreement or Swmysicle Utilities Rules and 
Regulations. Additionally, each of the Delendants knew that they had failed to record the nurd Prnty 
BeneJiciruy Utility Agreement and thereby failed to provide no1ice to the Plainhff and/or the Plaintiff's 
predecessor om1ers or occupants of tl1eir existence. In failing to disclose this inf01mation to the 
Plaintiff or to Plaintifrs predecessor occupants or mvners each and eve,y one of tl1e Defendants is to 
be treated as if tl1ey had represented the nonexistence ofthat info1rnation to tl1e Plaintiff and/or to tl1e 
Plaintiffs predecessor ow11ers and occup;mts. 
8. ln failing to disclose to the Plaintiff and/or i.he Plaintiffs predecessor occupru1ts and mvners 
IJ1e existence ofH1e 111ird Pruty Beneficiaty Utility Agreement or Sunnyside Utilities Rules at1d 
Regufations, each oftl1e Delendants is chmgeable \\ith the falsitY oftl1at statement. 
~ . 
C. The information with regard to tl1e existence orthe Tbird Pmiy Beneficimy Utility 
Agreement or Sunnyside Ulilities Rules and Regulations ½"ere material in that neither the Plaintiff nor 
the Plaintiffs predecessor occupants and owners were given tbe opportunity to determine \Vhetber 
they in fact wat11ecl to proceed with becoming an occup;:mi or mvner or the premises to sewer 
connection bound by the tenns and conditions set fo1ih in these docwnenls. 
D. Each of the Deiendanls in failing to disclose to the Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiff's predecessor 
occupants and ovmers of the existence of the Third Paiiy Deneficiaiy Utility Agreement or Sunnyside 
Utilities Rules and Regulations knew of the lack of their disclosmes ofthis infommtion to either the 
Plaintiff ai1d/orto the Plaintiffs predecessor occupants aiKi owners. 
E. Each of Lhe Detenclanls in foiling to disclose this infonnation to the Plain1iffai1d/or !he 
Plaintiffs predecessor occupants and ovmers intended !hat the Plaintiff aml/or the Plaintiffs 
predecessor occupai1ts and oVvners rely upon the lack oftbese statements concerning the existence of 
the Third Party Beneficiaiy Utility Agreement or Sunnyside Utilities Rules and Regulations in that 
they intended tha! !he prope1ty now occupied by the Plaintiff receive a sewer connection and begin 
dischm·ging to the sewer system and be bound by the Third Pmty Beneficiary Utility Agreement or 
')u1111yside Utilities Rules and Regulations. 
F. The Plaintiff ancl/or the Plaintifl's predecessor occupants and mvners were ignorant ofthe 
existence of the Third Paity Beneficiaiy Utility Agreement or Sunnyside Utilities Rules and 
RegLllati011s as tbey existed on the day the se\ver connection to the premises occupied by the PlaintiIT 
were made and were paid fbr. 
G. 111e Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiils predecessor occupants ai1d owners relied upon tbe 
nondisclosme of the existence of the ll1ird Paiiy Beneficiary Utility Agreement or Sunnyside Utilities 
Rules and Regulations and in fact obtajned a sewer connection to the sewer system. 
H. -r11e PlaintiJf;rnd/or the Plaintift's predecessor occupants m1d mvners ,vere justified in relying 
upon the nondisclosures by the Defendants in that it was the Defendanls who had created and wbo 
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k:ne\\· about the existence of the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement or Swmyside Utilities 
Rules orni Regnlatiom and all pertinent and relevant infrmm1tion thereto. 
I. All I.he damages and issues that have arisen in this litigation are a result of Lhe Defendanlc;' 
failures to disclose lo the Plain1iff and/or1he Plainliffs predecessor occupants and/or m:v11ers the 
existence oCLhe Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement or Swmyside Utilities Rules and 
Regulations. I lad the Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiffs predecessor occupants and/or O\\lrrs knLwrn of the 
existence of the Third Prniy BeneJiciary Utility Agreement or Sunnyside Utilities Rules ~md 
Regulations, they would have never entered into tl1e transaction or completed the transaction to obtain 
the premises, to build the premises, and/or to receive the se,ver connection from the Defendants to the 
Defondants' sewer system. 
111. Had the Plaintiff or any of Plaintiffs predecessor ow11ers or occupants been aware of Lhe 
existence of these Agreements and doclll11ents, tl ,e Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiff's predecessor ow11ers and 
occupants, vould have had an opprntunity to either volw1tmily agreed to be bmmd by these docwnenls or to 
,,;nlk a1n1y from tbe prope1ty and find a diifore, 1t location upon which to place the premises in ,vhich Plaintiff 
could operate its business. 
112. By failing to disclose to the Plaintiff and/or the Plaintiff's predecessor owners or occupan1s the 
existence of these documents. the Defondrn1ts perpetrated a cons1rnctive fraud upon tl1e Plaintiff rn1CVor the 
PlaintiD's predecessor owners mid oc'Cupants because they were never given an oppo1iunity lo dete1111inc 
whether they wrn1ted to proceed. 
113. By reason of their constrnctive fraud. each and every one ofthe Defendanlc; is liable to the 
l)laintiff for each and every damage sui1ered as a result of tl1e nJndisclosmes, which is in a sum exceeding 
$10.000.00 \\hich sum will be e\·idenced at the trial of this action. 
114. Plaintil-fhas retained the services of Beard St. Clair (Ja(foey PA to represent it in this matter. 
and Plainti1T is entitled to recover all or ilc; applieable attorneys fees and costs asscx:iated herein pursuant to Jclaho 
Code§§ 12-120 and /or 121. and or otl1envise applicable rules or lmv. 
COUNT SL-X: ATTORl~EY FEES 
I l 5. l)laintiff hereby real leg es and restates all the factual allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 
through 114 and inc01porales the same herein by reference as if set forth fully. 
116. As a direct and proximate result oCSunnyside's actions in this case, Plaintiff has been 
required to retain tl1e services of cmmsel to pursue this action and has thus incunul attorney lees and costs in the 
prosecution of this ca.se. Plaintiff is therefore entitled to reimbmsement for attorney fees and costs incwTed 
therein pmsuant to Idaho lcrw. 
COUNT SEVEN: PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
117. PiintcraJl re-alleges patc(s'lclphs 1 thmugh l 16 by reference. 
118. '111e defendants engaged in wanton, malicious. and intentional conduct in disregard for 
Printcralrs rights. 
119. PrintcraH has suffered damages as a result ofthe defendants' conduct. 
120. Piintcraft is entitled to an award of punitive damages in an amOLmt to be determined by the 
jwy in order to deter the detendanlc; from additional wanton, malicious. and intentional beha-rior that is the 
basis (or Printcraft's claims. 
PRAYER }'OR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the P1ainli1Tprays for judgment against the Defendants as follows: 
A. For a judgment against the Defendants for special and general damages in an amount to be 
proven at triaL but not less t1ia.n $ l 0.000; 
B. For reasonable attorney tees and costs as provided by Jdaho law: 
C An award of pLmitive dmnages in an ammmt to be detennincd at trial: ,met 
13Cil 
D. For such other and liu{her relief as the Comt deems just and equitable under these 
circtm1Stances. 
EMANO FOR JURY 
Printcrail r:,~cctfolly requests 1.rial by jmy on all issues triable to ajw:,' pmsuan1 to Rule 38 of the 
Third Arnended Comnbint and Jurv Demand Pa!Ie 34 
CERTIFJCATE OF SERVICE 
I certify 1 am a licensed atlorney in the state ofldaho and on September 29. 2008. I served a 
Lrue and correct copy ofthe THIRD AI\,1ENDED COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND on the 
following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PU Box 50935 
Idaho Fal Is. ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524- 7 l 67 
Bryan Smith 
!'vlcGrath & Smith 
PO Box 5073 l 
Idaho Falls. ID 83405-Ll73 l 
Fax: t208) 52q-4 l66 
801111eville Countv Coutihouse 
D U.S. Mail J:;J I-land-delivered D Facsimile 
.,· 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered D Facsimile 
/ 
/ 
D U.S. Mail J=:] Hand-delivered D Facsimile 
1 nr ., 
.Jl.j .• J 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUD\3c:1Aq~b1~rrf1lftr49 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOI\;\'EVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS. INC.. an Idaho 
corporation. TRAVIS \VATERS, an individual 
PlaintifL 
\'S. 
SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES. INC .. and Idaho 
Corporation. SUNNYSIDE PARK O\VNERS 
ASSOCIATION. INC.. and Idaho Corporation, 
and SUNNYSlDE INDUSTRIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC, and Idaho 
limited liability corporation. DOYLE BECK. an 
individual. and KIRK WOOLF. an individual. 
Defend ants. 
Case No. CV-06-7(N7 
MEMORANDUM DECISlON 
AND ORDER 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities. Inc. ·s :vlotion for 
Summary Judgment Re: Breach oC Contract (Water Connection). and Defendant SunnysidE' Park 
Utilities. lnc. ·s tvfotion for Summary Judgment Re: Nuisance Abatement. 
I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Included in the issues of this action is a dis pule between Sunnyside Park Utilities. Inc. 
(Sunnyside) and Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcrnft) regarding the obligation of Sunn:-·side to 
provide water to the property on which Printcraft is the current lessee. Count ·1\n1 of the Second 
1\mended Complaint alleges a breach of contract on the grounds that Sunnyside "breached the 
Third Party Agreement and the Rules and Regulations by severing Printcraft"s water sen ice··. 
According to PrintcrafL it began receiving threats from Sunnyside in September :::'007 
regarding shutting off the v,,·atE'r line to the Printcralt property. AllegE'dly believing that 
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Sunnyside would in facl shut off the water line. Printcran ( or possibly some other entity) 
arranged for a ,:vell to be drilled in order to provide a separate source of water to the property. 
ln October of 2007. Printcraft completed a new ,,ell. Sunnyside was thereafter 
allegedly concerned about the possibility of this new water source contaminating its 
,,ater system. In early November of 2007. Sunnyside demanded that Printcrafl sho,v 
that cross-feeding or cross-contamination could not occur between the t,vo systems. 
Sunnyside informed Printcraft that failure to comply with the demand would lead to a 
termination of Sunnyside· s water services to Printcraft. Printcraft severed the \Yaterlinc 
to the Prinlcraft building on or about November 7. 2007. On November 14. 2007. 
Sunnys1de closed a valve on ils waterline terminating the waler flmy to the Printcrart 
property. 
Count VI of Sunnyside ·s Counterclaim seeks an abatement of a nuisance. 
Specifically. Sunnyside conlcnds llrnt Printcrafl's current mel\10d of se,vage disposal 
constitutes a 11uisance. In December of 2006, Printcran was disconnected from 
Sunnyside·s se\\age disposal system. That same month, Printcraft began storing their 
,vaste in portable storage tanks ihal sit on a flatbed trailer. Sunnyside alleges that this 
method of slorage and disposal constitutes a continual nuisance because the tanks le11k 
and spill sewage and industrial waste onto the ground. 
Accordingly. the tYvo issues presently before this Court on summary judgment arc 
(1) whether there was a breach of contract when Sunnyside terminated the water 
c01mection supply and (2) whether Printcrafl's current method of sewage disposal is a 
nuisance requiring abatement. 
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11. STANDARD OF ADJUDICATION 
A motion for summary judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings. 
depositions. and admissions on file, together wiih the affidavits. if any. sho\\· that there is 
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of laYv:· Rule 56(c), I.R.C.P.: Orthrnan ,,. Idaho Pmt·er Co .. 130 Idaho 597, 
600. 944 P.2d 1360, 1363 (1997). Upon considering a motion for summary judgment. all 
controverted facts are liberally construed in farnr of' the non-moving party. Friel ,·. Boise 
City Housing Aurhorify, 126 Idaho 484. 485. 887 P.2cl 29 (1994 ). Where a jury will 
decide the facts at trial, the court must draw all reasonable factual inferences and 
conclusions in favor of the non-moving party. Thomson\'. !doho Ins. Agency, Inc .. 126 
ldabo 527. 529. 887 P.2d 1034, 1036 (1994). In ruling on a motion for summary 
judgment. the district court is not permitted to ,veigh the evidence or to resohe 
controwrted factual issues. Bybee v. Clark. 118 Idaho 254. 257. 7% P.2d 131. 134 
(1990). 
The party moving for summary judgment always bears the burden of proving that 
no genuine issue of material fact exists on an element of the non-moving party· s case. lf 
the moving party fails to challenge an element or fails to present evidence establishing 
the absence of a genuine issue or maierial fact on that element. the burden does not shift 
to the non-moving party, and the non-moving party is not required to respond with 
supporting evidence. Orr!unan v. Idaho Pm,·er Co., at 600. 944 P.2d at 1363. 
If the moving party has met its burden by either an affirmative showing oC the 
mo,·ing party's evidence or by a review of the 11011-1110,·ing party's e,·idence. the burden 
shil1s to the non-moving party to establish that a genuine issue for trial does exist. Id: 
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Navarrette v. City o(Cald11·ell, 130 Idaho 849, 851, 949 P.2d 597. 599 (1997). To 
withstand a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party's case must be 
anchored in something more than speculation: a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough 
to create a genuine issue. Nelson, A.I.A. v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409. 410. 797 P.2d 117. 118 
(1990): Zimmerman v. Volkswagen o(America, Inc .. 128 Idaho 851,854,920 P.2d 67, 70 
( 1996). 
BL ANALYSIS 
Diel Sunn-\·side Breach the Utilities Contract bv Terminating the Water Connection? 
Sunnyside Utilities had entered a contract with Sunnyside Park Owners 
Association to provide ,vater services to the owners and tenants of the Sunnyside 
industrial and Professional Park. Printcraft, as a tenant in the industrial park. was a third-
party beneficiary to this contract. A dispute betvveen the Parties lecl to Sunnyside 
eventually terminating the water supply by closing the valve to the water line. Printcraft 
sued Sunnyside on a breach of contract theory. 
The primary issue for purposes of this motion is whether the evidence establishes 
as a matter of lmv that Sunnyside did not breach the contract by terminating the Yvater 
supply. Sunnyside maintains it was justified in terminating the connection because it had 
a legal obligation to tenninate the connection to prevent cross-contamination from an 
unapproved water source. Printcrafl. has presented evidence that the ,vell and plumbing 
were in fact inspected and approved by State inspectors. Printcraft has further presented 
evidence that there was no possibility of cross-contamination between the new well and 
Sunnyside's existing system. Accordingly, disputed issues of fact preclude summary 
judgment on this issue. 
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Sunnyside has also argued that regardless ohvhether it ,:vas justified in closing the 
water \'alYe on the line to the Prin1craf1 property. Printcraf1 has no viable claim for breach 
or contract since Prin1craft had already physically severed the \Va1er line prior to 
Sunnyside closing the ,·alve. Prin1craf1 however asserts that the only reason it severed the 
connection and changed over to a separate well was in anticipation of Sunnyside 
terminating the water supply consistent ,:vith it's threats. Printcraft argues that 
Sunnyside· s threats constituted a breach by way of repudiation of the contractual 
obligation to provide water. Printcraft asse1is that it was entitled to act in anticipation of 
the ''breach'' and damages incurred in responding to the threats (such as \Yell drilling 
expenses) are recoverable. 
Printcraff s anticipatory repudiation argument/claim is not stated in its Amended 
Complaint, but was raised for the first time in Printcraft' s opposition to summary 
judgment. As previously set out, Count Two of the Amended complaint alleges liability 
based on Sunnyside "severing Printcraft' s water service". Therefore. an anticipatory 
repudiation mgument will not be considered by the Court. It is also wmih noting that the 
facts of this matter do not support such a claim. A claim of anticipatory repudiation only 
applies to executory contractual obligations v,foch are repudiated before the actual time 
of performance. 
An anticipatory breach of contract has been defined as "a 
repudiation [by the promisor] of his contractual duty before the time fixed 
in the contract for his performance has arrived." STC, Inc. v. City of 
Billings, 168 Mont. 364,543 P.2d 374,377 (1975) (emphasis added). The 
rule regarding anticipatory breach of contract is succinctly set fo1ih in 17 A 
C.J.S. § 472(1) (1963): 
"An essential element of a true anticipatory breach of a contract is 
that the repudiation of renunciation by the promisor occur before his 
performance is due under the contract. \Vhere a party bound by an 
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executory contract repudiates or renounces his obligation before the time 
for performance, the promisee has, according to the great ,veight of 
authority, an option to treat the contract as ended. as far as further 
performance is concerned, and to maintain an action at once for the 
damages occasioned by such anticipatory breach, repudiation, or 
renunciation. even in the absence from the contract of a specific provision 
authorizing the maintenance of an action or the declaring of a forfeiture. 
Foley v. Afunio, I 05 Idaho 309. J 11. 312. 669 P.2d l 98 (l 983). 
In this case, Sunnyside's obligation to provide a v.:ater supply had already arisen. 
Sunnyside was in fact providing water up to the time Printcraft severed the \vater line. 
Accordingly, a claim of anticipatory repudiation would not be applicable to the facts of 
this matter. 
Again. Count Two of the Amended Complaint alleges a breach of contract for 
Sunnyside "severing" the ,vater service. As the record reflects. Sunnyside closed the 
valve on the line subsequent to Printcraft severing the line. While there are disputed 
issues of fact as to whether Sunnyside breached its obligation to provide water when it 
closed the valve, the action of closing the valve was essentially inconsequential in view 
of the fact that the water line bad already been severed. Shipley v. Cook, 109 Idaho 53 7. 
539, 708 P.2d 942 (App. ] 985): "Generally, the goal of aYvarding compensatory damages. 
when a partially executed contract has been breached, is to place the injured party in a 
position no better and no worse than he would have enjoyed if the breach had not 
occurred:· A breach, if any. occurred at the time the \Yater valve ·was closed. By that 
time, a different water source existed and closing the valw to the water line did not 
interrupt a water supply to the building. 
Accordirn2:lv. the Court finds that costs incurred in providing a different \-rnter 
...,._, "", 
source to the Printcraft building are as a matter of law not a proximate cause of the 
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alleged breach ot-Sunnyside in closing the valve on the water line. This finding does not 
ho,ve,·er preclude Printcralt" s breach of contract claim. The record conU-1ins e,·idence 
that Printcndt lost the use of an outdoor spigot when Sunnyside closed the , alw. 
Additionally, even in the absence of proof of actual damages a breach of contract may 
give rise to an award of nominal damages. Pope v. Inrermounrah1 Gas Co .. I 03 Tclaho 
217. 646 P.2d 988 (] 982). While Printcraft will be limited in claiming and presenting 
evidence as to damages arising from the alleged breach. the claim itself is not subiect to 
dismissal based on the disputed issues of !act. 
Does a Nuisance Exist on the Printcraft Property? 
Al so at issue is whether Printcran · s current method of sewage disposal 
constitutes a nuisance. 
ldaho Code§ 52-101 defines nuisance as follows: 
A.nything which is injurious to health or morals, or is indecent. or otTensi,·e to the 
senses, or an obstruction to the free use of property. so as to interrcre with the 
comfortable enjoyment of life or property, or unlawfully obstructs ihe free 
passage or use. in the customary manner, of any navigable lake. or ri,·er. stream. 
canal. or basin, or any public park. square. street. or highway. 
A nuisance per se is something that is a nuisance at all times and under all 
circumstances, regardless of location or surroundings. Larsen v. T'illage of La\'a Hor 
Springs, 88 ldaho 64. 72,396 P.2d 47], 475 (1964). lftbe Court determines there is a 
nuisance, the nuisauce may be abated or enjoined and money damages may be awarded 
to the aggrieved party. l.C. 52-111: Ro1t'e v. City o/Pocatello. 70 Idaho 343. 218 P.2d 
695 (l 950). When a party seeks injunctive relief, the Court must weigh the comparative 
benefits and hardships in determining whether injunctive relief is appropriate. Cmpenter 
r. Double R Cattle Co., Inc., 105 Idaho 320,669 P.2d 643 (Idaho App. 1983). 
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in Larsen. the court was faced with a similar question on nuisance abatement. In 
that case, the Village of Lava Hot Springs planned to build a sevvage lagoon next to a 
landowner·s real property. The landowner sued to eqjoin the construction ofthe lagoons 
arguing they constituted a nuisance. Both parties employed sanitation and public health 
engineers as expert witness. At trial. these witnesses provided conflicting testimony as to 
what types of health concerns \vould be created by the proposed sevvage lagoons. The 
trial court fmmd in favor ofthe land owner and ordered that the building ofthe lagoon be 
enjoined. On appeal. however, the Supreme Court ruled that the evidence in that case 
was insufficient to show that the lagoons, if constructed at the place intended. would be 
operated in such a way, as to constitute a nuisance in fact. Larsen at 73. The landovmer 
was unable to provide sufficient evidence to show that the lagoons \vouldn"t be properly 
maintained or operated once they were built. The court held that a mere possibility of 
injury will not sustain a claim for injunctive relief Id. 
Printcraft is currently storing their waste water in transportable tanks on the 
Printcraft property. The tanks have, in times past, leaked se\vage. After the leaks were 
detected. Printcraft cleaned up the leaks and took remedial measures to prennt future 
leaks. Sunnyside argues the maintenance and operation of Printcraft's sewage tanks is a 
continuous nuisance. Sunnyside acknowledges that there has not yet been contamination 
ofthe groundwater or Sunnyside's water system but maintains they shouldn"t have to 
\Vait for actual damage to occur to seek abatement of the nuisance. Sunnyside reasons 
that because the tanks could potentially leak at anytime, the nuisance is continuous. 
Injunctions may be issued to restrain an anticipated nuisance when it clearly 
appears that a nuisance will result frorn the contemplated act or thing sought to be 
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enjoined. Id. at 73. In order for Sunnyside to obtain an injunction of Printcraft's use of 
the tanks. they must shov>' that the harm ( contamination) \Vill clearly result from the 
tank's use. As ,vas the case in Larsen. there is insufficient evidence in the record for this 
Court to determine as a matter of law that there has, or \Vill be in the future. 
contamination of the groundwater and/or Sunnyside's distribution system. 
SULrnyside also argues that the use of the tm1ks should be enjoined as an illegal 
activity. Sunnyside alleges that portable systems, as provided in IDAPA 
58.0l.03.005.02(a), may only be used "if they are properly maintained." Whether they 
are being properly maintained, however, is a disputed question of fact. For example. it is 
reasonable to infer that the tanks are being properly maintained when the agencies in 
charge of supervising their use, the Eastern Idaho Public Health District an(l/or Idaho 
Department of Environmental Quality, have not prohibited their use. Furthermore. based 
on the record the Court can not make a finding that occasional leakage is tantamount lo 
the tanks being improperly maintained. or that the placement of the tanks has an ongoing 
adverse effect on Sunnyside· s easement rights. Ultimately, in considering the disputed 
issues of fact and weighing the comparative benefits and hardships, the Court finds that 
Sunnyside is not entitled to injunctive relief at this time. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
While evidence will be limited as to alleged damages for Sunnyside's alleged 
breach of contract in terminating the water supply, Printcraft's claim for breach oC 
contract is not subject to summary dismissal. Furthermore, the Court finds that 
Sunnyside is not entitled to summary j udgrnent on its counterclaim for abatement of a 
nmsance. 
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Therefore. Sunnyside's Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Breach of Contract (\Vater 
Connection). and Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities. Jnc."s Motion for Summary Judgment Re: 
Nuisance Abatement are denied. 
DATED this _L day of October. 2008. 
CERTIFICATE Of SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this _j_ day of October. 2008. I did send a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing. with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox: 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Mark R. Fuller 
Daniel R. Beck 
FULLER & CARR 
PO Box S093S 
Idaho Falls. 1D 8340S-903S 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Lance J. Shuster 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404-7495 
Bryan D. Smith 
McGrath. Smith & Associates 
P.O. box S073 l 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Idaho Falls. ID 83405 
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RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk ofthe District Court 
Bonneville County. Idaho 
By~--
-- ----------
Deputy Clerk 
1 r\ 1 r 
J. '-..,• -·- '4....~ 10 
Bryan D. Smith. Esq.-· !SB No. 4411 
B. J. Driscoll. Esq. - ISB No. 701 U 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, 
PLLC 
P. 0. Box 50731 
4] 4 Shoup A venue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Telefax: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Defendants, Doyle Beck, 
and Kirk Woolf 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAI-10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an 
Idaho corporation. 
Plaintiff 
V. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., 
/\n ldaho corporation. SUNNYSIDE PARK 
O\VNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC. an 
ldaho limited liability corporation, DOYLE 
BECK an individual, and KHU( WOOLF. 
an individual, 
De fondants. 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES. INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
Corporation. DOYLE BECK, an individual, 
and KIRK WOOLF. an individual, 
) 
) 
) Case No. CV-06-7097 
) 
) DOYLE BECK AND KIRK \VOOLF'S 
) ANS\VER TO THIRD AMENDED 
) COMPLAINT, Dl~MAND FOR 
) JURY TRIAL AND COUNTERCLAIM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Counterclaim ants. ) 
DOYLE BECK and KIRK WOOLF'S ANSWER TO TH I RD AMENDED 
COMPLAINT, DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, AND COUNTERCLAIM - Page 1 
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) 
V ) 
) 
PRlNTCRAFT PRESS. an ) 
Idaho co111oration. and TRAV1S \VATERS. ) 
an individual. ) 
) 
Counter-De fondants. ) 
COI\tE NOW the Defendants. Doyle Beck, individually. (hereafter and Kirk 
WoolC individually, {hereafter "Woolf'), and in response to the Third Amended Complaint filed by 
PlaintifC state and allege as fol!o,\'S: 
1. Defendants deny each and every allegation set forth m the Third Amended 
Complaint except as expressly admitted herein. 
2. Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint fails to stale a cause or aclion upon which 
relier can be granted. 
3. 111 respo11se to paragraph 1, Defendants deny that 1l1is is an action arising out of 
ccrlain disclosmes Defendants failed to make. Defendants assert that this is an action out of 
the disconnection of Printcraft s sevver connection to Sunnyside Park Utilities' system. 
Defendants admit that there is a central septic system located in the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park subdivision ,vhich is operated and maintained by Sunnyside Park Utilities. 
4. !11 ru1s,ver to paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6. and 7, Defendants admit the same. 
5. In answer to paragraphs 8 and 9, Defendants admit the same. 
6. In answer to paragraph 10, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park, LLC (hereafter "SWP'") completed and Ciled with District Seven Health 
Depm1men1 a septic permit for the installation of a septic system that would service a minimum of 
one to two buildings. Defendants admit that a copy of District Seven Health Deprutmenr s 
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permit is attached as Exhibit "A'' to the Third Amended Complaint. 
7. In answer to paragraph 1 L Defendants ndmit the same. 
8. In ans\ver to paragraph 12, Defendants admit the same. 
9. ln m1s,ver to paragraph 13, Defendants admit that on August 4. 1999. SIPP and 
Bonue,ille CoLU1ty entered into a Development Agreement. Defendants deny that SIPP promised 
to prm·ide all street improvements and utilities as were necessary to be completed. The agreement 
specifically states that the "owner(.s)" Yvill construct said needed utility or street improvements. The 
agreement does not obligate lhe "Developer" to construct needed utility nr street improvements. 
10. In ans,ver to paragraph 14. Defemlants admit the same. 
11. ln ansvver to paragraph 15. Defendants deny the same. 
12. ln answer to paragraph 16, Defendants admit the same. 
13. In ansvver to paragraph 17. Defendants admit that a meeting "·as held. Howe\·er. 
Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations contained in paragraph 17. 
14. In answer to paragraph 18, Defendants admit the same. 
15. ln m1swer to paragraph 19, Defendanls deny that the letter sent by District Seven 
Health Department memorialized the meeting held on March 29, 2002. Defendants admit that the 
letter attached as Exhibit "F" to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint is a true ancl correct copy of 
the letter sent by District Seven Health Department. 
16. In answer to paragraph 18 [sic l, Defendants deny that SLUmysidc Park Utilities 
entered into an agreement vv'ith the defendant Sum1yside Park Owners Association, Inc. (herea1kr 
"S POA .. ) for the providing of water and sewer services to the subdivision identified in the plat map. 
Delend2mts assert that Srnmyside Park Utilities entered into ::m agreement with SPOA to provide 
sewer services to present and future owners and occupants of any subdivisions w"hich were being or 
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might one day be served by Sunnyside Park Utilities' sewer facilities. 
17. In answer to paragraph l 9 [sic], Defendants admit the same. 
18. In answer to paragraph 20, Defendants admit that the Third Party Beneficiary 
Agreement states: '"This Agreement shall also be binding upon and shaJl inure to lhe benefit of ... 
all present and future owners or occupants." Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 20. 
19. In answer to paragraph 21. Defendants admit the same. 
20. In answer to paragraph 22, Defendants deny 1hat the Agreement is binding only on 
Plaintiff if the Agreement \Vas recorded. Defendants speci (ically deny that the Agreement contains 
specific language in several places indicating that the Third Patiy Beneficiary Agreement would be 
recorded "so as to put all persons on notice that any prope1iies receiving sevver services would be 
subject to the terms ofthe Agreement." Defendants admit that a true and correct copy oC the Third 
Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement is aUachecl as Exhibit "G .. 10 Plaintiffs lhird Amended 
Complain!. 
21. In m1s\ver to paragraph 23. Defendants deny the same. 
22. In answer to paragraphs 24 and 25. Defendants admit the same. 
23. In ansv,cer to paragraph 26, Defendants admit that on or about September 12. 2005 
CTR Development, LLC, the owner of the property at that time, entered into an agreement with 
Sunnyside Park Utilities for sewer services and paid the $1,800.00 connection fee. Sunnyside Park 
Utilities thcreal1er allowed the sewer connection to be made to the building currently occupied by 
Plaintiff Defondants admit that a true and correct copy of Check No. 5896 made b:,· CTR 
De\·elopment to Sunnyside Park Utilities is attached as Exhibit 'T to Plaintiff's Third /\mend~Ll 
Complaint. 
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24. In ai1sYver to paragraph 27, Defendants, based upon information provided bv 
Plaintiff admit the same. Defendants were not a party to the described leases. 
25. In answer to paragraph 28, Detendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities 
specifically requested fi:0111 CTR Development copies of drawings or proposed drmvings 
concerning the building ,,foch would be built and located on the premises. Defendants do not have 
sufficient information to determine if Plaintiff provided the requested documents or CTR 
Development provided the requested documents. Therefore. Defendants cannot admit or denv 
Yvhether Plaintiff (as opposed to CTR Development) provided the drawings to Sunnyside Park 
Utilities and its officers and/or directors. 
26. In a11sv,'er to paragraph 29, Defendants deny the same. 
27. In ans,ver lo paragraph 30, Deleudants deny the sm11e. 
28. In ans,ver to paragraph 31, Defendants admit that either Plaintiff ur CTR 
Development provided the docw11ent attached as Exhibit "K" to Delendants. Defendants den)1 that 
they received a fowih page showing the i1oor plan or layout of the second floor. Defendants ,,-ere 
verbally informed that the second floor was to be used solely for storage. 
29. In answer to paragraph 32. Defendants admit the smne. 
30. In answer to paragraph 33, Defendants admit that there v,ere l 0 or 1 l connections to 
the se,,er system operated in June of 2006. Deiendants admit that one of the sev,er connections 
was to the property owned by J&LD Properties and that Plaintiff was occupying J&LP Properties· 
building as a monih-to-rnonih tenant. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in 
paragraµh 33. 
31. In ai1s,ver to paragraph 34. Defendai1ts admit that in June 2006. the se,ver system 
experienced a temporary overload as the result of excessive discharges from Printcrai1. The cause 
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of the overload was unknown to Defendants at that time. Defendants admit that the temporary 
overload was immediately reported to District Health Department and that an onsite 
investigation \Vas conducted District Health Depmiment. Defendants deny the remainder 
of paragraph 34. 
In answer to paragraph Defendants admit that a true and correct copy of the 
June 28. 2006 le1Ler from District Seven Health Depa11ment to SIPP and Smmyside Park Utilities is 
altached as Exhibit "L'' to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder 
of the allegations in paragraph 
33. ln ansv.:er to paragraph 36, Defendants admit that a true and conect copy ofthe July 
6, 2006 le11er is attached as Exhibit "Tvf' to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. Defendants denv 
the remainder orthe allegations in paragraph 36. 
3,1. fn answer to paragraph 37, Defendants admit that an additional septic pennit fix 
installation of additional capacity was obtained. Defendants admit that a true and conect copy of 
the septic permit is attached as Exhibit "N'' to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint Defendants 
deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 37. 
35. ln answer to paragraph 38, Defendants admit that District Health Depa1irnent 
physically inspected the insLallation of the expansion and repairs of the system V-.'hich ,vere 
conducted and completed by Sunnyside Park Utilities. Defendants admit that a true and correct 
copy of the Septic System lnspcction Report is attached to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint as 
Exhibil "O." De fondants deny the remainder of paragraph 38. 
36. ln ans\Yer to paragraph 39, Defendants admit the same. 
, ,.., 
_) I. In answer to paragraph 40, Defendants admit that a copy the 2006 
letter from Doyle Beck is attached as Exhibit "Q" to Plaintiffs Third A.mended Complaint. 
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Defendants deny the remainder ofthe allegations in paragraph 40. 
3 8. I 11 answer to paragraph 41, Defendants admit that a copy of the September 13. 2006 
letter from Greg Crockett is attached as Exhibit "R" to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. 
Defendants deny the remainder ofthe alJ egations in paragraph 41. 
39. In answer to paragraph 42, Defendants admit that a copy of the September 6. 2006 
le11er from Doyle Beck is attached to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint as Exhibit "S_'· 
DcCendanls deny the remainder of paragraph 42. 
40. In answer to paragraph 43. Defendants admit that Plaintiff requested l'r01n 
Sunnyside Park Utilities a copy of all documents. contracts. agreements, or the like governing 
Sunnyside Park Utilities· sevver utility services. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations 
in paragraph 43. 
'-+l. In answer to paragraph 44, Defendants admit that the Third Party Beneficiary Utility 
Agreement and the Rules and Regulations ,vere provided to Printcrall Defendants admit that a trne 
ancl coJTcct copy of Doyle Beck's September 20, 2006 letter is a11ached as Exhibit "T .. to Plaintiffs 
Third Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 44. 
42. In answer to paragraph 45. Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities and 
Plaintiff met in compromise negotiations at Plaintiffs premises to discuss the issues of Plaintiffs 
discharges and other compromise negotiations. Defendants admit that Plaintiff later agreed to 
collect and dispose o 1· all substances Sunnyside Park Utilities classified as "processed waste .. " hich 
Sunnyside Park Utilities classifies as any non-hw11an wastes. Defendants admit that Plaintiffs 
counsel memorialized the agreement in a letter and that a true and correct copy of such letter is 
aUachccl as Exhibit "U" to PlaintiiT's Third Amended Complaint. 
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4J. In ans\ver lo pm·agraph 46, Deicndants admit that Kirk Woolf met with PlainLilI 
Defendants admit that Plaintiff asserted to Mr. Woolf that the Flexo ink \,·as aqueous in nature and 
not harmful. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 46. 
44. In answer to paragraph 47, Defendants admit that a true and correct copy of the 
October 2, 2006 District Seven Health Depm1ment letter is attached as Exhibit "V'' to P!aintiff s 
Third Amended Complaint. Defonclanls deny the remainder the allegations in paragraph 4 7. 
45. In answer to paragraph 48, Defendants admit that a true and coITect copy of the 
October 5. 2006 District Seven Health Depa1tment is attached as Exhibit "W'' to the 
Plainti1Ts Third Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations 111 
paragraph 48. 
46. In ansYver to paragraph 49, Defendants admit that a dispute arose with the District 
Se,·en Health Department. Dcfencbnts assert that the only issue related to the dispute was the 
temporary overload caused by Plaintiff in June of 2006. Defendants admit that a true and conect 
copy of the Corrected Notice of Intent to Re-impose Sanitary Restrictions, dated November 21. 
2006, is attached as Exhibit "X'' to the Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. 
47. In answer lo paragraph 50. Defendants admit ihe same. 
48. In answer to paragraph 51, Defendants admit that Su1myside Park Utilities sent the 
letter attached as Exhibit to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint. Defendants asse1i that the 
statements therein speak for themselves. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 51. 
49. In answer to paragraph Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities received 
a letter dated December 1 from Printcraft and that such letter is attached as Exhibit "A:\ .. to 
Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. Defendants assert that such letter speaks for itself 
Defendants deny the remainder 
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50. ln answer to paragraph 53, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities sent the 
le11er attached as Exhibit "BI3" to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint. Defendants assert that the 
statements therein speak fr)r themselves. Defendants deny the remainder or paragraph 53. 
51. In ans,ver to paragraph 54, Defendants admit that the sewer connection was severed 
on December 15, 2006. Defendants do not have su1Ticient information to either admit or deny the 
remainder of the allegations in paragraph 54 and therefore deny the same. 
52. In ans,ver to paragraph 55, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities has 
provided documents to Plaintiff establishing that Sunnyside Park Utilities' sewer system's capacity 
Crom 1996 when it was first constructed and installed through June of 2006 was in the amount of 
500 gallons per day. Defendants also admit that Sum1yside Park Utilities' sewer system capacity 
arter June 2006 was in the total capacity of 2,000 gallons per day. Defendants admit that evidence 
of Sunnyside Park Utilities' sewer system capacities are attached as Exhibit "CC' to Plaintiff's 
Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder ol'paragraph 55. 
53. ln answer to paragraph 56, Defendants admit that Sunnyside Park Utilities pn1\'ided 
documentation to Plaintiff that Sunnyside Park Utilities measured sewer discharge into Sunnyside 
Park Utilities, se,ver system from February 6, 2007 through IVlay I 6, 2007, and that the average 
amount of such discharges were approximately 370 gallons per day. Defendants admit that a true 
anc1 co1Tect copy of Sunnyside Park Utilities' calculations and measurements are a11ached as Exhibit 
"DD" to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. Defendants deny the remainder of paragraph 56. 
54. ln answer to paragraph 57, Defendants admit suHieient capacity exists to receive all 
sewer discharges in accordance with the te1111s of the contract entered into by the parties on 
SeptE'mber 26, 2006. Defendants admit that Plaintiff has demanded reconnection and that said 
reconnection has been refused because of Plaintiff's intention to discharge substances and 
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quantities prohibited by Rules and Regulations, the agreemcnl entered inlo by the parties on 
September 26, 2006, and applicable slate and federal laYv. 
55. In answer lo paragraph 58. Defendanls deny lhe same. 
56. In answer to paragraph 59, Defendants re-allege and restate all the admissiol1s and 
denials sel forth above in paragraphs 1 through 58 and inc011,orates the same by reference. 
57. ln answer to paragraph 60, Defendants admil lhe same. 
58. In answer to paragraph 6 L Defendants deny the same. 
59. In answer io paragraph 62, Defendants deny the same. 
60. In ans\:ver to paragraph 63, Defendanls deny the same. 
61. In c:mswer to paragraph 64, Defendants deny the same. 
62. In answer to paragraph 65, Defendanls deny tlrnl lhe Third Party Beneficiary 
Agreement was not recorded. Defendants deny that sewer services were provided lo lhe Plaintiff 
merely because Plaintiff was an occupant of the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park 
Subdivision. 
63. In answer to paragraph 66, Defendants deny the same. 
64. Jn answer to paragraph 67, Defendanls deny the same. 
65. In answer to paragraph 68, Defendants admit that the sewer connection v-:as severed. 
Defendanls deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 68. 
66. In answer to paragraph 69, Defendants deny the same. 
67. In answer to paragraph 70. Defendants deny the same. 
68. In answer to paragraph 71, Defendants admil the same. 
69. In answer to paragraph 72, Defendants admit the same. 
70. ln answer lo paragraph 73, Defendants deny the same. 
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71 In answer to paragraph 74, Defendants deny the same. 
72. ln answer to paragraph 75, defendants hereby and re-state all the 
admissions and denials set forth above in paragraphs l through 71 a11Cl inc01vorntes the same herein 
by reference as if set fo11h fully. 
73. In answer to paragraph 76, Defendants deny the same. 
74. In ans,ver to paragraph Defendants deny the same. 
75. In ans\ver to paragraph 78, Defendants deny the same. 
76. In answer to paragraph 79, Defendants deny the same. 
77. ln ru1svver to paragraJ)h 80, Defenchmts deny the same. 
78. ln answer to paragraph 81, defendants hereby re-allege ru1d restate their admissions 
and denials to paragraphs l through as set fo11h herein. 
79. In answer to paragraph 82, Defendants deny District Seven Health Department 
provided a permit for only "one to two buildings.'' Defendants assert that such permit provided for 
a minimum of "one to two " Defendants admit that District Seven Health Department 
indicated in April of 2002 that no new sewer connections were to be made to the 
Defendants deny that such "indication" had any legally binding effect on the se\Ver 
ability to connect additional buildings to the sewer system. 
80. In answer to paragraph 83, Defendants deny the same. 
81. ln ans,ver to paragraph 84, Defendants deny the same. 
82. In answer to paragraph , Defendants deny the same. 
83. In answer to paragraph 86, Defendants deny the same. 
84. ln answer to paragraph 87, Defendants deny the same. 
85. In answer 10 paragraph 88, Defendants deny the same. 
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86. In ans,ver to paragraph 89, Defendants deny the same. Defendants deny each and 
every subpart of paragraph 89. 
87. In answer to paragraph 90, Defendants deny the scm1e. 
88. In answer to paragraph 91, Defendants deny the same. 
89. In answer to paragraph 92, Defendants hereby re-allege and re-state their 
admissions and denials to paragraphs 1 through 91 as set forth herein. 
90. In answer to paragraph 93, Defendants deny the same. 
91. In answer to paragraph 94, Defendants deny the same. Defendants deny each and 
every subpai1 of paragraph 94. 
92. In answer to pmagraph 95, Defendants deny the same. 
93. In answer to paragraph 96, Defendants deny the same. 
94. In answer to paragraph 97, De fondants deny the same. 
Y5. In answer to paragraph 98, Defendants deny the same. 
96. In ans,ver to paragraph 98. Defendants deny the same. 
97. ln answer to paragraph 100, Defendants deny the same. 
98. In answer to paragraph l 0 L Defendants deny the same. 
99. In answer to pmagraph 102. Defendants hereby re-allege ancl t·e-state the tr 
admissions and denials to paragraphs 1 through l 01 as set f01ib herein. 
100. In answer to paragraph 103, Defendants deny the same. 
101. In answer to paragraph 104, Defendants deny the same. 
l 02. In answer to paragraph 105, Defendants deny the same. 
J 03. In answer to paragraph 106, Defendants deny the same. 
l 04. In answer to paragraph l 07, Defendants deny the same. 
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105. In answer to paragraph 108, Defenc!anls admit that Plaintiff requesled any and all 
documcnls lhat would be associated wilh the property and sewer services proYided by Sunnyside 
Park Utilities. Defendants admit that, in response, on September 20. 2006, Sunnyside Park Ulilities 
provided Plainliff ,vith a copy of tbe Third Party Beneficiary Ulility Agreemel1t and Lhe Sunnyside 
Park Ulilitics Rules and Regulations. Defend an ls deny lhe remainder of paragraph 108. 
106. ln ru1s,Yer to paragraph 109, Defenclrults deny lhe same. 
107. In answer to paragraph 11 0. Defendants deny the same. Defendants deny each and 
c,·ery subparl of paragraph 110. 
l 08. ln answer to paragraph 111. Defrnd<1nts deny lhe same. 
109. ln ans,ver to paragraph 112, Deiendants deny lhe same. 
110. In ansvwr lo paragraph 113, Deiendants deny the same. 
l 11. In answer to paragraph l 14, Defendanls deny lhe same. 
J 12. ln ans\VcT to paragraph 115, Defendanls hereby re-allege and re-stale their 
admissions and denials lo paragrapl1s 1 through I 14 as sel forth herein. 
113. ln answer to paragraph 116, Defendants deny the same. 
114. In ans\:ver to paragraph l l 7, Defendants hereby re-allege and re-stale their 
admissions and denials lo puragraphs 1 through 11 Gas scl !"orlh herein. 
115. In ans\\·er to paragraph 118, Defendanls deny the same. 
11 Ci. In answer lo paragraph 119, Defcndanls deny the smne. 
117. In answer to paragraph 120, Defendants deny the sc1me. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
118. To lbe extenl Plaintiff has failed to satisly and/or comply with all terms. cc111diliuns 
and p1'Lnisions. and/or perform all of its obligalions under the Third Party Beneficiarv Ulility 
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Agreement. Sunnyside Park Utilities' Sevver Rules and Regulations, and lhe lenns of the contracl 
entered into between the paiiies on September 26, 2006, Plaintiffs claims are baned and 
Defendants are excused from any duly or performance claimed by Plaintiff. 
119. Defendants assert that the Plaintiff lacks standing lo pursue the claims alleged on 
behalf of any non-party. 
120. Plainliff s damages are bmTed by the doctrine of accord and satisfaclion. 
121. Defendants assert that Plaintiffs claims are baned by lack of privity and that 
Plain tiff is at most an incidenlal beneficia111 of any agreement. 
122. Defendants assert that they have no fiduciary relalionship wilh Plaintiff 
123. Plaintiffs claims are baned by Plainliff s prior and continuing breach of the 
contracts. 
124. Plainliff s claims are baned as a result of Pl aintifT' s own illegal acts. 
125. To the extent Plaintiff failed to minimize or avoid some or all o [' lhe damage alleged 
in the Third Amended Complaint, any recovery against lhesc de fondants musl be reduced in whole 
or in pml by the amount attributable to such failures. 
126. Defendants assert that if Plaintiff is deemed to be entitled lo any award of damages 
againsl defendants, such award must be offset by amounts owed to Defendants by Plaintiff as set 
f'orlh in Defendants' Counterclaim hereafter. 
12 7. Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint, and each claim therein, 1s ban-ed bv the 
doctrines ohvaiver and/or estoppel. 
128. Plaintiff's Third /\mended Complaint, and each claim therein, 1s bmTed by the 
doclrine of independent intervening cause. 
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129. PlaintitTs Third Amended Complaint and each claim therein, 1s baJTed bv the 
doctrine or lac hes. 
130. Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. and each claim therein. 1s baJTed by the 
doctrine of unclean bands. 
131. Plaintiff has failed to join one or more indispensable parties to this litigation. 
132. The claims in the Third Amended Complaint ::u-e barred by the doctrine of illegality. 
Defendzmts cannot contract with Plaintiff to commit an illegal act and enforcement of any such 
contract is barred. IDAPA 58.0l .03.004 prohibits discharge of cooling water. backm1sh or back 
flush water, air conditioning ,vater, water softener brine or no,vs ,vhich exceed tlic design 11ow or 
the system, without prior authorization from the Director of the Department 01· Environmental 
Quality. Plaintiff discharged and seeks to discharge the above prohibited substances and excessi,·e 
llmvs of process water into the system. Plaintiff has 110t obtained approval from the Director for 
discharge of such substances or discharge of 110\-VS "'hich exceed the system design and therefore 
any such discharges into the system would be and are illegal. 
133. Plaintiff has failed to set fo1ih its claims with sufficient pmiicularity to pennit 
Dcleudants to raise all appropriate defenses. and therefore Defendants reserve the right to seek 
lem·e of court to amend or supple111ent their Answer, including affinnati,·e defenses. to specil~, 
rurther grounds tor denying the claims and causes of action that are the subject orthis action. 
134. By reason of the filing of Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint Defendants Beck 
and \Voolf have been required to retain the services of an aUomey to defend this action and have 
inctmed aUomey's fees and costs in such defense. In accordance with IRCP 54. 1daho Code § 12-
120, Idaho Code §12-121, Idaho Code §12-123, 1RCP 11(a)(l). and the Sewer Rules ,md 
Regulations, A1iicle IV, Section 2, Defendants Beck and Woolf are entitled is reimbursement of all 
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a Homey· s fees. expenses, and losses incurred herein m defense of Plain tiffs Third Amended 
Complaint and as a result of Plaintiffs actions. 
COUNTERCLAllVI 
Defendants Beck and Woolf hereby alleges the follmving cow11erclaim against Prinicraft 
Press. Inc .. pursuant to IRCP 13: 
1. Sunnyside Park lJtilities, luc., (hereaf1er "Su1myside Park Utilities .. ) 1s an ldalw 
corporation with its p1inciple place of business in B01meville County, Idaho. 
2. Sunnyside Park Utilities engages in the business of prm·iding \\ ater and sewer 
service to the 0\\11ers and occupants of certain properties, buildings. and other imprcl\'ements in 
accordance with the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and Sunnyside Park Utilities· Rules 
and Regulations. 
3. Prin1craf1 Press, Inc., (hereafter "Prin1cra0.") is an Idaho corporation ,vith its 
principle place or business localed at 3834 South Professional \Vay, Idaho Falls. Bonneville 
County. Idaho. 
4. Travis \Vaters. at all rele,·ant times, was an ofiicer of Prinicraft Press. Inc .. and is an 
individual residing in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
5. Thatjmisdiciion and venue of this action arise in B01meville County. State ofldaho. 
6. That pursuant to an agreement with CTR Development, LLC ., (hereafter "CTR 
Development") Su,myside Park Utilities agreed to provide water and sewer service to the building 
located at 3834 South Professional Way, (hereafter "the property'·). 
7. Thai on or about September 12, 2005 Travis Waters acting on behalf of CTR 
Development and Printcraft Press provided blueprints of a building being constructed by CTR 
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Development on the properly. 
8. That Beck 011 behalf of Surn1yside Industrial and Professional Park. UC and 
Sunnyside Park Ltilities. Tnc. asked Travis Waters what the sewage needs for the building would 
be. and Mr. \Vaters stated that there would be sewage from 30 employees. 
9. Pro,·ision of water and sewer services to CTR Development ,vas to he regulated by 
the Sunnyside Park Utilities' Rules and Regulations, the Third Pa1ty Beneficiary Utility Agreement. 
and applicable state and federal rules and regulations. A copy or such Agreement and applic;:ible 
Rules and Regulations are attached as Exhibits "A" and "ff' to Plaintiffs Original Complaint 
10. In January of 2006, CTR Development sold the propeny a11d any rights to use 
Sunnyside Park Utilities' sev,·er senices to J&LB Prope11ies, Inc. 
11. J&LB Properties, Inc., thereafter entered into a written lease agreement with CTR 
Management LLC. (hereailer "CTR Management"). The lease agreement specifically pro,·icled 
that the lessee, CTR Management was responsible for 11-1rnishing and paying for all utilities and 
that J&LB Properties had no obligation to furnish any utilities to the built.ling. A copy or such 
Lease Agreement is attached as Exhibit 'T' to Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint. 
12. Printcrait is a sub-tenant in the subject property pursuant to an oral. month-to-month 
sub-lease agreement bet,"'·een Printcraft and CTR Management, and possesses no other rights in the 
subject prope1iy. 
13. Printcratl began discharging wastes into Sunnyside Park Utilities sewer system on 
or after Janmu1· 23, 2006. 
J 4. Printcraft's discharges included se\vage from 40 or more employees. hazardous 
chemicals, water softener brine, reverse osmosis water, fr1untai11 concentrate, isopropyl alcohol, ink, 
and multiple other discharges that were hmmful to Sunnyside Park Utilities' se\ver system, 
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including flows beyond the capacity of Sunnyside Park Utilities· sewer system. 
16. Neither Printcraft. nor CTR Management, ever informed Sunnyside Park Utilities 
tlwt the lease agreement \Vith J&LB Properties specifically excluded CTR Management and 
Printcrait Press ii-0111 using J&Ll3 Properties' rights to the sewer connection v,:ith Sunnyside Park 
Utilities. 
17. Printcraft Press either negligently did not reacl. or intentionally did not obey. the 
multiple ,rnrnings and prohibitions contained in the i\faterial Safety Data Sheets for the noxious 
and hazardous chemicals Printcraft discharged into the Su1myside Park Utilities· se,ver system. 
18. On or about June 9, 2006. Printcrafl's discharges caused Sunnyside Park Utilities· 
sc,wr system to overload cllld caused sewage to pond on the ground near Sunnyside Park Utilities· 
drain field. 
19. Defendants observed significant quantities of ink in the sewage on the ground as a 
result of the June 9, 2006 overload. 
20. 011 or aboul July 2. 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities obtained a temporary expansion 
permit and increased the capacity of the sewer system in order lo aniid future overloads of the 
5ystc111. At that time Sunnyside Park Utilities was still unaware of all the various types and 
quantities of discharges coming from PrintcraH into the sewer system. 
21. In August 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities discovered that Printcrart had been 
discharging reYerse osmosis water. ink, chemicals and other hannful and illegal substances into the 
sewer S\Stern. 
Tl 
,:...L. On or about September 6. 2006 Sunnyside Park Utilities specifically informed 
Printcraft that the sewer system ,vas designed only to accommodate human waste and that Printcraft 
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needed lo restricl ils discharge quantities and cease discharging chemicals, processed water. and ink 
into the se\ver system. 
)'"' __ )_ On or about September 20, 2006. Sunnyside Park Utilities JJro\·ided Printcral1 with a 
copy of the Third Party Beneficiary Utility Agreement and Sunnyside Park Utilities· Rules and 
Reguk1tions. 
24. On September 26, 2006. Printcraft Press after receipt of the Third Party Beneficiary 
Agreement and the Rules and Regulations acknmdedged 1l1at it was aware of ihe system limitations 
and or the disputes ,vith the De_paiiment of Environmental Quality and District Sewn Health 
Department as a resuli of the June, 2006 overload, and contracted to collect and dispose of all 
substances that Sunnyside Park Utilities classified as "processed wastes.'· including all 1-e\·erse 
osmosis water. in exchange for future sewer services. 
25. During December of 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities discovered that Printcrafl 
continued discharging substances that Sunnyside Park Utilities classitied as "processed wastes.·· 
26. On December 11, 2006. Sunnyside Park Utilities sent a kUer to Printcrail. 
demanding that Printcraft cease all discharges of "processed wastes .. immediately. 
27. On December 13, 2006. Sunnyside Park Utilities again requested that Printcraft 
ctase all discharges of "processed wastes,. and infonned Printcratl. that Printcrafl. must allow 
monitoring of its discharges if Priutcraft desired to continue receiving sewer services. PrintcraH 
refused tt1 alkrn its discharges to be monitored only because Printcraft was knowingly and 
intentionally disclrnrging "processed ,vastes·' and had no intention or ceasing to discharge 
"processed wastes" despite the agreement reached between Printcraft and Sunnyside Park Utilities 
on or about September 26, 2006. 
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28. On December 15, 2006, Sunnyside Park Utilities severed the sewer connection to 
the buildi11g Printcraft is occupying. 
29. 011 December 19, 2006, Printcrai1 caused its portable, non-discharging above 
ground sewer system, with a capacity of 1,000 gallons, to overload, allowing sewage to pond on the 
ground near Printcra[f s building. Multiple additional overloads have occurred and are continuing. 
30. On December 20, 2006, the Department of Environmental Quality conducted an 
i1westigation of the sewage on the gr0tmd and dete1111inecl that "Odor of \Vastewater smelled like 
ink. Color of \vastewater \Vas a dark blue to black color." 
31. The investigation by the Department of Environmental Quality, only five days after 
Sunnyside Park Utilities severed the sewer connection, confoms that PrintcraH was discharging 
"processed wastes.,, 
32. On or about December 15, 2006, Printcraft Press began discharging its human 
se\vage ancl industrial process wastewater into an above ground container, in a location that is easily 
visible to the general public. located on the county right of way, and \Vi thin a few feet of a public 
roadway in the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park subdivision. 
33. From December 15, 2006 to the present, Printcraft has added additional above 
ground containers, and now PrintcraH discharges its sewage into three above ground containers. 
located on a trailer, which is currently parked in the county right-of-way and directly above 
Sunnyside Park Utilities' water lines, water meter, and water valve. 
34. From December 15, 2006 to the present, Printcraft has caused or allowed the above 
ground containers to overflow on multiple occasions causing raw sewage to pond on the ground, 
visible lo the general public and easily accessible lo the general public, animals, insects, etc. 
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lu September of 2007, Printcratl caused or alki,ved tbe ground containers to 
overJ1o,v causing raw se,rnge to Jlow directly into Sunnyside Park Utilities' man-hole which 
contains a water meter nm! water lines owned by Sunnyside Park Ctilities. 
3 6. Eastern Idaho Public Health District asked Printcran to move the tanks to an 
alternative localion so that contamination of Sunnyside Park Utilities water system ,Yould not 
ocrnr. Printcralt moved the tanks for a sb01i time, but bas no,v moved the tanks so that 
they cu1Tently sit directly above Sunnyside Park Utilities' prope1iy. 
37. The raw ponding on the ground is injurious to health and offensin· to the 
senses such that it constitutes a nuisance. 
38. Thousands of gallons of ravv sevvage novv sit directly Sunnyside Park 
l ltilities' water meter and water valve. The raw sewage is frequently allowed lo leak. \Yhicb 
constitutes a direct and severe health threat to defendants. 
39. Defendants are entitled to an order abating the nuisance. 
40. Defendants are enlitlcd to damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
PRAYER 
WliEREFORE, Defendants Beck and \Voolr respectfully request the 6..11lov,·ing relief 
against PrintcraJl Inc. and Trmis Waters: 
1. That Printcraft recover nothing by reason of its Third Amended Complainl and that 
all claims alleged therein be dismissed: 
2. That the Comi order Printcraft to abate the nuisance created by [)rintcraf!'s use and 
improper maintenance of the above ground tanks; 
3. That Defendants Beck and Woolf be awarded damages for the nuisance caused by 
Printcrall's use aml improper maintenance of the above ground tanks: 
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4. That Defendants Beck and Woolf be mvarded all of their costs and attorney fees: 
5. For such other relief: legal or equitable, to v,focb Defendants Beck and \Voolt- have 
any right or entitlement. / A 
?'1~ 
DATED this~ day of October, 2008. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
By: 
Bryan D. Smitl 
Attorney for Defendants 
Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW Defendants Doyle Beck and Kirk Woolf and hereby demand a trial by a 
twelve (12) person jury on ail issues of fact. 
~~ ---
DATED this ___ '/ _____ ~f October, 2008. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES. 
PLLC ~<~r . -
..... /Ily~~ ~ 
· Bryan D.Sitb 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICAT~ERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -L of October, 2008 I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing HOYLE BECK and KIRK \VOOLF'S ANS\VER TO THIRD 
Al\1ENDED COMPLAINT, AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL to be served by placing the 
same in a sealed envelope and depositing it in United Mail, postage prepaid, or by 
hand delivery, facsimile transmission, or delivery, addressed to the follmving: 
[ ~ D. Brunson. Esq. 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission Lance J. Schuster, Esq. 
[ ] Overnight Delivery John M. AvondeL Esq. 
1 Hand Delivery Michael D. Gaffney. Esq. 
] Courthouse Mail Box BEARD ST. CLAIR 
21 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404 
-----1u.s. Mail 
] Facsimile Transmission 
I l Owrnight Delivery 
I I Hand Deli very 
I ] Courthouse Mail Box 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
Daniel Beck. 
FULLER & CARR 
4 l 0 Memorial Drive. Suite 201 
P. 0. Box 50935 
[daho Falls. ID 83405-0935 
~-~-~-
-~,,,~7~~ 
····· Bryan D. Srgith 
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
jeff@beardstclair.com 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
·• ·11·:10H 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRr'\FT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an 
individual, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
SUJ'.."NYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC'S REPLY TO 
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK AMENDED COUNTERCLAIMS 
OWNERS ASSOClA TION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PAR.I(, LLC an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual 
and KIRK WOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counsel of record, Beard St. Clair 
Gaffney PA, respectfully reply to Sunnyside Park Utilities, lnc.'s Amended 
Counterclaims as follows: 
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1. Admit paragraph 1. 
2. As to paragraph 2, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third Party 
Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
provision of water and sewer services. Deny that Printcraft had knowledge, actual or 
constructive, of these documents when it moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park. 
3. Admit paragraph 3. 
4. Admit paragraph 4. 
5. Admit paragraph 5. 
6. Deny paragraph 6. 
7. Deny paragraph 7. 
8. Deny paragraph 8. 
9. As to paragraph 9, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third Party 
Beneficiar)' Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
manner in which the water and sewer services were provided. Deny that Printcraft had 
actual or constructive knowledge of these documents and their contents at the time 
Printcraft moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. 
1 0. Deny paragraph 10. 
11. Deny paragraph 11. 
12. Deny paragraph 12. 
13. Deny paragraph 1 3. 
14. Deny paragraph 14. 
15. There is no paragraph 15 in Sunnyside's counterclaims as the numbering jumps 
from14tol6. 
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16. Deny paragraph 16. 
17. Deny paragraph 17. 
18. Deny paragraph 18. 
19. Deny paragraph 19. 
20. Deny paragraph 20. 
21. Deny paragraph 21. 
22. Deny paragraph 22. 
23. Admit paragraph 23. 
24. Deny paragraph 24. 
25. Deny paragraph 25. 
26. As to paragraph 26, admit that a letter was sent, deny that what was requested \Vas 
clear; therefore deny remainder. 
27. Deny paragraph 27. 
28. Admit paragraph 28. 
29. Deny paragraph 29. 
30. Object and deny paragraph 30. The purpo1ied attachment is hearsay, is not 
properly authenticated, and is not properly attached to the Counterclaims. 
31. Deny paragraph 3 1 . 
32. Deny paragraph 32. 
33. Deny paragraph 33. 
34. Deny paragraph 34 
35. Deny paragraph 35 and all subparts. 
36. Deny paragraph 36. 
J7. Deny paragraph 37. 1 0 ,~ n 
.J.... , .. ) ,-..__. '-' 
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38. Deny paragraph 38. 
39. Deny paragraph 39 
40. Deny paragraph 40. 
41. Deny paragraph 41. 
42. Deny paragraph 42 
43. Paragraph 43 makes no factual averments to which a response is required. 
44. Deny paragraph 44. 
45. Deny paragraph 45. 
46. Deny paragraph 46. 
4 7. Deny paragraph 4 7. 
48. Deny paragraph 48. 
49. Deny paragraph 49. 
50. Deny paragraph 50. 
51. Deny paragraph 51. 
52. Deny paragraph 52. 
53. Deny paragraph 53. 
54. Deny paragraph 54. 
55. Deny paragraph 55. 
56. Deny paragraph 56. 
57. Deny paragraph 57. 
58. Deny paragraph 58. 
59. Deny paragraph 59. 
60. Deny paragraph 60. 
61. Deny paragraph 61. 
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62. Deny paragraph 62. 
63. Deny paragraph 63. 
64. Deny paragraph 64. 
65 Deny paragraph 
66. paragraph 66. 
67. Deny paragraph 67. 
68. Deny paragraph 68. 
69. Deny paragraph 69. 
70. Deny paragraph 70. 
71. Deny paragraph 71 . 
72. Deny paragraph 72 . 
. Deny paragraph 73. 
74. Deny paragraph 74. 
75. Deny paragraph 75. 
76. Deny paragraph 
Deny paragraph 77. 
78. Deny paragraph 78. 
79. Deny paragraph 79. 
80. Deny paragraph 80. 
81. Deny paragraph 81. 
82. Deny paragraph 82 . 
. Deny paragraph 83. 
84. Deny paragraph 84. 
85. Deny paragraph 85. 
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86. Deny paragraph 86. 
87. Deny paragraph 87. 
88. Deny paragraph 88. 
89. Deny paragraph 89. 
90. Deny paragraph 90. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. Sunnyside·s claims are ba1Ted the applicable statute oflimitations. 
2. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has failed to state claims upon which 
relief can be granted. 
J. Sunnyside's claims are barred by fraud. 
4. Sunnyside 's claims are barred by its own unclean hands. 
5. Surmyside's claims are barred by its own anticipatory repudiation of the contract. 
6. Sunnyside's claims are barred by !aches. 
7. Sunnyside ·s claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
8. Sunnyside's claims are barred by its own negligence in the construction and 
maintenance of the sewer system. 
9. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has no damages. 
10. Swmyside's claims are barred because Printcraft's conduct was not the proximate 
cause of its damages, if any. 
11. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has failed to mitigate its damages, if any. 
12. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside's conduct constitutes the 
proximate cause of Sunnyside's damages, if any. 
lJ. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside has not pied fraud v,:ith 
particularity as required by rule. ·1 r, 4 ,-j 
-"- '-' ,•. -
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14. Sunnyside's claims are baITed because it has not and does cunently comply \Vith 
the regulations imposed upon it by IDAPA. 
15. Sunnyside's claims are barred because Sunnyside failed to comply with permits it 
received from various state and county departments. 
16. Sunnyside' s claims are baned by estoppel. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Printcraft respectfully prays for the following relief: 
l. Judgment be entered against Sunnyside and for Printcraft with Swrnysi<le taking 
nothing. 
2. That each counterclaim be dismissed with prejudice by this Court. 
3. That Printcraft be a\varded its foll, reasonable attorney fee pursuant to Idaho Code 
§§ 12-120, 12-121, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, and any other applicable statute. 
4. For any other relief deemed _just and equitable by the Court under the 
circumstances. 
DAfED: October LY!, 2008 
f Mich el D. Gaffney Jeffr . Brunson ./ Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorneys for Printcraft Press, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
] certify I am a licensed attorney in the state ofldaho and on October 14, 2008. I 
served a true and correct copy of the PRINT CRAFT PRESS, INC'S REPLY 
AMENDED COLNTERCLAIMS on the following by the method of delivery designated 
below: 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-7167 
Bryan Smith 
rvfcGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls. ID 83405-073 l 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-1300 
Michael Ji). Gaffnev 
I .< -JeffreJVu. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Printcraft 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered Facsimile 
U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered 
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?vfichael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Jeffrey D. Brunson. ISB No. 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
[daho Falls. Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
jeff@beardstclair.com 
Attorneys for Travis Waters 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an 
individual, 
P laintiff/Counterdef endant, 
vs, 
Case No.: CV-06-7097 
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an TRAVIS WATERS' REPLY TO 
Idaho co1poration, SUNNYSIDE PARK AMENDED COUNTERCLAII'vlS 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE 
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual 
and KIRK WOOLF, an individual, 
Defendants/Counterclaimants. 
' : i 
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Travis Waters, through counsel of record, Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA. respectfully 
reply to Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc.' s Amended Counterclaims as follows: 
J. Admit paragraph I. ·1, ~, /i r-
-"· '·· . J 
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2. As to paragraph 2, admit in part and deny in part. Admit that the Third Party 
Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
provision ohvater and sewer services. Deny that Printcraft had knowledge, actual or 
constructive, of these documents when it moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and 
Professional Park. 
3. Admit paragraph 3. 
4. Admit paragraph 4. 
5. Admit paragraph 5. 
6. Deny paragraph 6. 
7. Deny paragraph 7. 
8. Deny paragraph 8. 
9. As to paragraph 9, admit iu part and deny in part. Admit that the Third Pariy 
Beneficiary Utility Agreement and the Rules and Regulations purport to control the 
manner in which the water and sewer services were provided. Deny that Printcraft had 
actual or constructive knowledge of these documents and their contents at the time 
Printcraft moved into the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park. 
10. Deny paragraph I 0. 
I 1 . Deny paragraph 11. 
12. Deny paragraph 12. 
13. Deny paragraph 13. 
14. Deny paragraph 14. 
I 5. There is no paragraph 15 in Sunnyside' s counterclaims as the numbering jumps 
from 14 to 16. 
16. Deny paragraph 16. 
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17. Deny paragraph 17. 
18. Deny paragraph 18. 
I 9. Deny paragraph 1 9. 
20. Deny paragraph 20. 
21. Deny paragraph 21. 
paragraph 22. 
Admit paragraph 23. 
24. Deny paragraph 24. 
paragraph 
As to paragraph 26, admit that a letter was sent, deny that what was requested was 
therefore deny remainder. 
Deny paragraph 2 7. 
28. Admit paragraph 28. 
29. Deny paragraph 29. 
30. Object and deny paragraph 30. The purported atiachment is hearsay, is not 
properly authenticated, and is not properly attached to the Counterclaims. 
31. Deny paragraph 31. 
32. Deny 
33. Deny paragraph 
34. Deny paragraph 
35. Deny paragraph 35 and all subparts. 
36. Deny paragraph 
37. Deny paragraph 37. 
38. Deny paragraph 38. 11/.it?' 
_t...,. '--; ·'- Ill 
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39. Deny paragraph 39 
40. Deny paragraph 40. 
41. Deny paragraph 41. 
42. Deny paragraph 42 
43. Paragraph 43 makes no factual averments to which a response is required. 
44. Deny paragraph 44. 
45. Deny paragraph 45. 
46. Deny paragraph 46. 
47. Deny paragraph 47. 
48. Deny paragraph 48. 
49. Deny paragraph 49. 
50. Deny paragraph 50. 
51. Deny paragraph 51. 
52. Deny paragraph 52. 
53. Deny paragraph 53. 
54. Deny paragraph 54. 
55. Deny paragraph 55. 
56. Deny paragraph 56. 
57. Deny paragraph 57. 
58. Deny paragraph 58. 
59. Deny paragraph 59. 
60. Deny paragraph 60. 
61. Deny paragraph 61. 
62. Deny paragraph 62. 
Travis Waters' Reply to Amended Com1lcrclaims- 4 
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63. Deny paragraph 
64. Deny 64 . 
. Deny paragraph 65. 
66. Deny paragraph 66. 
67. Deny paragraph 6 7. 
68. Deny paragraph 68. 
69. Deny 69. 
70. Derry paragraph 70. 
71. Deny paragraph 71. 
72. Deny paragraph 72. 
73. Deny paragraph 73. 
74. Deny paragraph 
7 5 Deny paragraph 7 5. 
76. Deny paragraph 76. 
77. Deny paragraph 77. 
78. Deny paragraph 78. 
79 Deny paragraph79. 
80. Deny paragraph 80. 
81. Deny paragraph 8 L 
82. Deny paragraph 82. 
83. Deny paragraph 83. 
84. Deny paragraph 84. 
85. Deny paragraph 85. 
86. Deny paragraph 86. 
ti 1 -4 
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87. Deny paragraph 87. 
88. Deny paragraph 88. 
89. Deny paragraph 89. 
90. Deny paragraph 90. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. Sunnyside' s claims are barred the applicable statute of limitatiom. 
2. Sunnyside's claims are barred because it has failed to state claims upon which 
relief can be granted. 
3. Sunnyside· s claims are barred by fraud. 
4. Su1111yside's claims are barred by its own unclean hands. 
5. Sunnyside's claims are baJTed by its own anticipatory repudiation of the contract. 
6. Sunnyside's claims are barred by ]aches. 
7. Sunnyside's claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
8. Sunnyside's claims are baned by its ovm negligence in the construction and 
maintenance of the sewer system. 
9. Su1myside's claims are barred because it has no damages. 
10. Sunnyside's claims are baned because Printcraft's conduct was not the proximate 
cause of its damages, if any. 
11. Sunny side's claims are baned because it has failed to mitigate its damages, if any. 
12. Sunnyside· s claims are baned because Sunnyside' s conduct constitutes the 
proximate cause of Sunnyside's damages, if any. 
13. Sunnyside's claims are baned because Sunnyside bas not pled fraud with 
particularity as required by rule. 
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14. Sunnyside 's claims are barred because it has not and does cunently comply with 
the regulations imposed upon it by IDAPA. 
15. Sunnyside's claims are baiTed because Sunnyside failed to comply with permits it 
received from various state and county depatiments. 
16. Sunnyside's claims are barred by estoppel. 
PRAYER FOR IULIEF 
WHEJU~FORE, Printcraft respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. Judgment be entered against Sunnyside and for Travis Waters with Sunnyside 
taking nothing 
2. That each counterclaim be dismissed with prcj ud ice by this Court. 
3. That Travis Waters be av.'arded his full, reasonable attorney fee pursuant to Idaho 
Code§§ 12-120, 12-121, ldaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, and any other applicable 
statute. 
4. For any other relief deemed just and equitable by the Court under the 
circumstances. 
DATED: October 14, 2008 
~ --c&~J--
Mic~ae~ D. Gaffney 
JeffWD. Brunson 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorneys for Travis Waters 
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CERTLFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certit~· I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho and on October l 4, 2008, I 
served a true and correct copy of the TRAVIS WATERS' REPLY TO AMENDED 
COUNTERCLAlMS on the following by the method of delivery designated below: 
t\fark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: (208) 524-7167 
Bryan Smith 
0,1cGrath & Smith 
PO Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax: (208) 529-4166 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-1300 
/ 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered C3'i:acsimile 
( 
// 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered )2J Facsimile 
../ 
,/ 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered &csimile 
.· ;;~~1-
/ / M1 el D. Gaffiiey 
t~ Jeffr v . Brw1son / Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA Attorney for Plaintiff 
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